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H,iHe Sooth Bloomfield ·village Cow1cil met in regular session on January 9
at 7pm in th
nicipa m mg. resen a e mee ing were ayor i son, resi en o c oe er, ounci me ers
R ger Hopkins, Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, Street Helper Ray Cobb, As ·stant
C rk Kelly Estep, Shayla Estep, CFO Tara Sopher, Captain Bryan Cline, Chief Ken McCoy, Maria
chael Wilson, Stephanie Philput, Kristi Murphy, Dan and Jeanette Gwinn, and Judge Gary Dumm.
Judge Dumm swore in Mayor Wilson and Council members Roger Hopkins and Jill Roese. He
pr sented them with their Certificate of Oath of Office and they signed it. Chief McCoy gave them the
E ction Certificate from the Cotmty. The Mayor thanked Judge Dumm.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected and appro
Business Ordinance 2011-15 amending section 2 of Ordinance 2009-03 Utility shut off ordinance. oger
m tions to take off the table. Jill seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries. Mayor says section one is wha the
or inance reads now, section 2 is what is amended. Bob motions to pass Ordinance 2011-15 amendin 2009-03
o to the 2°d read, Roger seconds, vote all yeas motion carries.
Green fleet grants. Roger motions to pull off the table, Bob seconds. Vote all yeas. Roger says
a miscommunication on who was on the Street Committee. He said everyone he talks to kind of
away from the idea, Gary and Chief really don't want any part of it. That would only leave us 3 or
v icles. The price of propane is more expensive than fuel, would have to get a bulk container, the sa.£
n issue, I haven't talked to anyone who is for it and we should shy away from it for now. Jill says
greement with Roger. Mayor says thanks for considering this. Discussion ended.
11
2 d read of Resolution 2011-06 $5 court charge to be paid in a separate fund of 2271 for the pol
R ger motions to pass 2011-06 on to the 3_rd read, Jill seconds, and Bob asks if it will be citations writt
p d. Mayor says paid. Bob says the copy he has in his hand says written. Jill says she has the correct
is 1xed. The Mayor prints a good copy for Bob. Vote all yeas, motion carries.
New Business
El cting a 2012 President of Council. The Mayor states that each year we elect a new Council Preside .
ybody want the pos~tion? Bob Schroeder has been president for 2 years, is anybody else interested i it? Bob
till willing to serve. Jill nominates Mr. Schroeder for President of Council. Vote Roger yes, Jane no Jill yes.-.
tion carries.
2012 Committees Mayor gave everyone a copy of the committees. This is his opinion as to ho he
th 1ks we would best serve the village but I can not force you to be on a committee that you are not c01 fortable
w h. Maybe trade with other council members and inform me of any adjustments. Roger says he is no good
w h finances and he hopes that Matt will trade him. He will do his best if it is a must. Mayor says ther is
a ther committee member that feels almost the same way. My first initial response is you are elected r 4
sand will have to get involved at one point. Roger says he was involved before. Jeannette asks if u have
e on Council to be on a committee. Mayor says yes. Dan asks who is on Finance at this point. May r says he
chosen Jill, Roger and Jane. Roger asks what the Municipal Property Committee is. It is the Buildi g ·
nmittee. Jeanette says will Matt still do the spreadsheets and if not who can do it now? Mayor says
ically just a replace numbers thing. The spreadsheets are already there.
2012 Meeting Dates. The Mayor asks Tara did she situate these. No, she didn't know she was s pposed
Mayor says that it is the 1st Monday and 3rd Tuesday of the month, ifit falls on a holiday; it.goes to e next
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,se. ayor says is is e
year o · e contract an WI e open again m cto
or
so. Jean tte says are we going to reconsider Rumpke again? Mayor says it will be an open bid system. Roge
says yo never know when Local Waste will be there but you could set your clock to Rumpke. Jill says that
Local
ste is always at my place on time, they even picked up my trash by hand from the yard after the wi
t week. Jane says if she forgets to take her trash out, Local Waste .will try to reach it over the fence.
she does like Rumpke too but it is whoever is cheapest. If it comes time to breakaway from Ashvi e
·-=wp. to get a better price, then we can. Roger asks why we went with this one. Mayor says because
Council oted on it. Jeanette asks ifthe recycle bin by the church is the only one because now she has to tak
her recy lables to Ashville. Mayor says Rumpke used to but consolidated in around 2009 for financial reaso
We did ok into it and it was an extra $2 per household to have that. Jill says that the cost is up .89 cents t s
year. M or says a portion of this was the landfill itself increased $3 per ton. Mayor says he and the Utility
Cammi ee will work on renegotiating.
rdinance 2012-01 Annexation of waste water property. Jill asks if this is the land where the sewer
as never been annexed. Mayor says yes. He says the county map lady came up to redo our zoning
s up with eds so that we could have it computer generated instead of going back to the maps, so
things, and I saw that it was not annexed. County records didn't show it annexed. It was passed by
to do so ut the Commissioners were never involved and that is one process involved in annexation. Mayor
we need o pass an ordinan~e stating the fact that we want to annex the property, we will have to pass an
ordinan providing services to the property, and we have to have a plot made out to the parcel. This will go o
the Co
issioner' s office and they will vote to do so. This is the ordinance of our intent. Roger motions to
2012-01
exation of the waste water property onto the second reading, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas,
ies.
rdinance 2012-02 Amending Sewer rates Ordinance 2009-08. Jeanette asks what it says. Mayor say it
amend· the block rates. Jane says that Matt's message was advising that we should not stop at 50 cents, w
shouldn' have to come back every 3 months. According to his figures 50 cents is not going to be enough. T
is no rea on to prolong the agony to people, do it today instead of coming back every three months raising it.
Jane bel ves Joe would rather have the rates_ up to be able to pay the payments. Joe says everyone wants to
· able to p y our bills. Jill says do we want to pass this when there could be a better solution out there? Mayor
-=- says the is not one but if you want to that is your purgative. Jeanette says didn't you say that it was going
$8? Ma r says yes the base rate. Roger would like to have a meeting set up including Joe and the figures w
"th we're about $300,000 short, if we raised it $4 per thousand for everybody, it would take us int
A couple other things we did weren't fair to everybody, but we feel the $4 per thousand for
everybo seems fair. Mayor says ifl am using 8000 gallons, my first thousand is free, ifl am using 8000, 7
$4 is an her $28 a month. Mayor says thi~ is why we went with the block rate. How can you justify raising
everybo $4.60 a thousand? Jill says for me using 1200 gallons a month, your bill would go up $4.60. Jill s ys
that how nuch will the sewer go up with the Mayor's block rate? Mayor says around $8 per month for the
average ser. Joe says we first estimated $10 base rate increase, now the $4.60 is less than that but still comi1 g
up with t e money. Roger says I am with Jane and Matt, I say if we are going to do it, do it now. Mayor says "f
you do it hat way, you will have to raise it every year. Your usage will change too. Jane says but ifthe
would up and start building houses and maybe a grocery, there would be more. Roger says the $4.6
d would get us into the red. Roger says 200+residents (2000 gallon users) would be $8 a month
.L.L.L'V ..L'V .....
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crease. Jill says how much will the 2000 gallon user increase be? $1.00 per thous~t this point. R ger says
at~~c next step? Riek say.s the $8 we pull flom the water and raise the sewer. Ma or sa s becaus it is not
,
1 a a ra e. ns ea o raismg everyone
, can go up to 5.50 a thousand.
s ys it could hurt them on the business side of it. Mayor says it would be a hair less that the $4.60 inc
a ks if we can have a special meeting on this. Roger says we should. Jill says please invite me. I am j
i o this and don't really understand this. Joe says at the board meeting we were starting from the first
b th; we were taking $8 out of water and putting into sewer. Roger says we need to do something and
ts to do it right and not hit people twice. People understand that we have to cover the payments~ J
should leave the water the way it is in case something happens. Jeannette says Ashville painted th
er, they are chagrining $3 to everyone; why not charge $5 to everyone for the sewer plant. Mayor
uld not be enough and our whole objective here is to keep a minimum impact on the low end users.
n re discussion on this. Jill says how often ate you going to have to go back and raise the rates? May
y u're going to have to every year. Ashville will have to build a new plant over there or come with us
j t offered today. Joe says that trash has gone up 20%, we can't maintain the same rates, and we hav
t same rates since the beginning. Jane says that Columbus and Circleville and all around are raising eir
es. Roger asks how the meeting went with Ashville. Mayor says so, so, it will not get them out of th ir
ation, it will only delay it. There is more discussion on this. Jill asks Joe if he is in agreement with is. Joe
s he want s to cover as close to our debt as possible. Roger says that he would rather have his bill r sed $12
a onth and know that our sewer bill is being paid. Like Jill it would only go up $4. Mayor says he wi look at
s. Jill says is there a time we can sit down and talk this through. Jill doesn't want to vote for anythin until
understands it. Mayor says ok that is fair. Joe says there are 2 more readings that is enough time to
hers on this. Bob motions to pass Ordinance 2012-02 on to the second reading. Jane seconds, vote
I
tion carries.
Office Hours- There has been ongoing question whether or not office hours are appropriate. M
one some figuring and from 2009 records to 2011 records, we have saved over $2500 in utility bills ust for
th s building. Jill asks if the survey came back. Rick says he has received 4 emails that were to the yea, if it
s es the village money, it is worth it. Roger says we are open 40 hours a week either way. Jeanette as s if each
ro m has a thermostat. There are 3 running this furnace, and the front office runs their own with their
fu ace. Rick asked each resident's permission to give Council a copy of the emails he received and a
sp eadsheet with the saved costs showing. Bob says the fifth day would make 48 hours. Jane says how bout
h iday? They should get 8 hrs pd holiday, right now they get paid I 0 hrs. If a holiday is on a Monday, hey
o y work 30 hrs a week. Jane says it should be 8 hrs. Jeanette says you are losing money there. Jane ys she
w rked 10 hours a day but only got 8 hr holidays. Jill says that pt got holiday pay? Jane says that Chas pays
e rything 3 weeks vacation, and full time holiday hours to part time people. Jill says they are not m
g any
m re money either way. Jane says you should have to work the day before and after the holiday. Mayo says
ye they do or have a pre-approved scheduled day off. Roger says we have beaten this horse to death. J 1says
sh uld we leave it the way it is since the public says.
Committee reposts none
Jeanette asks if they are still looking for a truck for the water dept. Mayor says you would have o ask
BPA. Jeanette says I don't see how they make out paying somebody $5000 a year and have no true to show
it. She would just like to know if it is worth it. Roger would much rather pay $400 a month than pa
pa ment, insurance, repairs, upkeep, etc. My hat is off to Joe to letting us lease it like that. Jeanette wo
Ii to see the pros and cons of this. Mayor says that is something you will have to go to the BPA for.
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Jctttle Mayor explains the sitttation. Roget would like inhodace ow rrew pt street rr2Iper Mr. Ray
1 every ay, w y are we no m
mg epos1 s every ay. ara s
't get to the bank on time, she would rather leave it in the safe, then in the drop box at the bank. Jil
safe. Mayor says we need to have a Finance Committee meeting. We need to get a· temp appropriat
ayor wants to meet Wednesday. Jill is refusing Finance and won't chair it. She feels like Matt and
Id be back on it. Jane won't take the chairman position either. Roger says it sounds like we need t
ncil involved to see who will do it. Jill says there is no way I know about it like Matt or Rick. Jill
omfortable. Jeanette says that Matt knows how to do the finances; he knew what he was doing. Ma
says tha how come we had to re-appropriate? Jeanette says no, it is because they set the budget right but tha
departm nts were over spending. The Mayor is not happy with Matt on the Committee. Roger says he think
did a re ly good job, Jill agrees. Mayor does not agree. Roger says lets just ask the members tomorrow. Ro
ill try his best. He feels it would be the blind leading the blind. Jill thinks that they did a good job.
tit is not enough time to be in the paper if set for Wednesday. Jane says we can put it on the bullet
e will try to contact Rick and Matt. Finance meeting set for Wednesday at 6pm.
oger motions to adjourn, Bob seconds vote all yeas, meeting adjourned at 9: 1Opm.
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Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on January 24!11, 2012 at the Municipal building. Present at the meeting
were M or Wilson, Council members Matt Pettibone, Jill Roese, Roger Hopkins, Bob Schroeder, Rick Sower~, Chief, Bryan, Dan
Jeanette.
Pledge.
Mayor r ommends passing on the min. Rick motions to pass on the reading of the minutes. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas, motion
caries.
e minutes were corrected and approved.

Bob sec
me usin
there is

ess 2nd read of the Ordinance 2011-15 amending the utility shutoff Ordinance 2009-03. Roger motions to pass ord2011-15,
ds, and Vote all yeas, motion carries. Mayor says there was a comment last meeting; does everyone feel comfortable with
heir first names? Would you rather me use last names such as Councilman Pettibone etc? Jane says on the agenda where
R could be her or Jane.

3rd read resolution 2011-06 to provide $5 from each paid traffic citation collected to be put into a special fund 2271. Roger t'notions
to pass r olution 2011-06, Jill seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries.
2nd read
property.
issue, we
overall p
Maybe t
is a haza
stating n
before it
on file.
Hill and
it to the
Ord 201
meeting
Mayor re
everybod
current p
only pay
leave us·
the end it
base rate
for thew
talk abou

Ordinance 2012-01 Annexation of wastewater property. Bob motions to pass Ordinance 2012-01 annexation of waste water
ill seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries. Bob asks if we should make it an emergency. Mayor says that brings us to another
1ave to pay the solicitor for all this and may have to hire a surveyor but we don't know what this will cost. I also have
ns to annex RT23 also to give the police more patrolling area. At this point and time, where would this money come from?
s should go in front of finance committee? Roger asks the pros and cons ofannexation? Mayor says patrolling rights, there
of firearms being discharged. Roger says it is on Village property. Chief says you would have to pass a separate ordinance
hunting since the government owns it, it is private property. Mayor would rather wait. Roger asks if we can get some figures
oes to finance. Getting 47 acres surveyed will be a lot of money. Mayor says we may be able to use what we already have
e solicitor is supposed to come down here next week. Jill says where on 23? Mayor says Bloomfield Hills down to Bunker
e state highway patrol post. The west side is already incorporated. Same way north southbound is not incorporated from the
st. We have the slow lane all the way down but not the fast lane~ We can write tickets but have to use state codes and send
unicipal court.
02 amending the sewer rates. Bob motion to pass 2012-02 to amend ordinance 2009-08. Jill asks if we pass this we are only
rates 50 cents is that right? Yes how quick will we have to come back and approve another 50 cents? Mayor says next
e will have to come back and approve a lot more. Bob withdraws his motion. Jeanette asks what this ordinance is about.
ds it to her. Jill asks if this ihcludes taking part .of it out of the water. Mayor says let's pull out the handouts I gave to
. He explains the paperwork and his prior block rate system. He then explained to them the EDU rate. He explains his
posal. We definitely have to raise the base rate plus cost per thousand. We start collecting on those 1/3 ofresidents that
1e base rate. Right now if you use under 1000 gallons a month, you only pay the base rate. Roger says but this will still
the hole. Matt says if we don't make any cuts. There is more explanation of the mayor's proposal and discussion on it. In
ould be a $18 increase just for the low end users. Mayor says he offset this by taking from the base rate of the water. $12
urrently, $4 per thousand after the first 1000 gallons. We will adjust the water base rate to $1 but then install the block rate
er usage. Then the overall impact for the low end user would only be $12.50. Matt motions to go into executive session to
cuts Bob second~ vote all yeas, motion carries. 8: 15pm

Roger m ion to come out of exec. Bob seconds vote all yeas. 9: 1Opm
Ordinanc 2012-02 amending the sewer rates, motion dies.
New Bus 1ess
1
I5 read o 2012-03 Temp appropriations for 2012. Roger motions to pass 2012-03 on to the 2nd read. (With the revision to change to
sewer de from $429 to $640k) as established in the finance comm. Roger asks about parks, Mayor explains. Matt seconds. Vote all
yeas, mo i n carries. Bob motions to·suspend the second reading of2012-03 and pass as an emergency. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas.
Motion p sses.
reports
a finance committee but the chairn1an is not here, we will read the minutes at the next council meeting.

-
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Hopkins, Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, and Rick Sowers, Utility Superintendent Joe
Allen, Chief McCoy, Captain Cline, Clerk Kelly Estep, Residents Woody Blanton, Gordon
Cydrus, and Chaplain Jeff Wilson ..
The meeting started with the pledge. Minutes were read and approved.
3rd read of Ordinance 2011-15 amending shut off Ordinance 2009-03. Matt motions to pass
ordinance 2011-15, Roger seconds, vote all yeas motion carries.
3rd read 2012-01 annexation of the wastewater property. Matt motions to tab le 2012-01 Rick
seconds vote all yeas. Woody asked what this means. Bob explains to him what it is and why it
has to be done. Roger tells him the pros of annexation. Chief explains further. Item tabled.
New Business
1st read of 2012-0'§ amending the sewer rates Ordinance 2009-08. Matt motions to table 2012-03.
The Mayor was going to bring a revised 2012-03 to Council. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas motion
carries. Item tabled.
Tax Administration Full time position
We already agreed to make her full time but we need to get an Ordinance. Matt says someone
needs to send it to sponsor it. Roger says he will sponsor it. Roger motions to send this to the
ordinance committee for them to write up the ordinance, Matt seconds. Vote all yeas. Motion
carries.
Chief says that a resident complained about smokipg in the building and they put a complaint in
to the state. Matt says is this a law? Chaplain says yes it 1s a state law. Chief says we have to
make sure we are enforcing it. Resident says don't they have to catch someone smoking to fine
you? Chief says yes. Matt asks if we have a smoking area provided outside. Chief says no, not
covered. Matt says they can smoke in their car, Chief says yes. Matt asks Chief to suggest that
everyone smoke in their cars or 25 feet away from the building. Chief will take care of that.
Roger motions to pay bills, Jane seconds, Matt says all except ODJFS. Vote all yeas motion
carries.
Roger motions to adjourn Matt seconds vote all yes motion carries. Meeting adjourned at 7:32pm.
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building. Present were Mayor Wilson, Council President Bob Schroeder, Council members Roger Hop~ ns,
Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone and Rick Sowers, Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, Chief Ken
McCoy, Clerk Kelly Estep, and CFO Tara Sopher.
The meeting started with the pledge. The minutes were read, corrected and approved. Bob Schroeder sa. s
the handbook says no smoking on the premises anywhere.
Old Business
3rd reading of Ordinance 2012-01, the annexation of the waste water property. Bob said this is the 3rd
reading, not the second and this was tabled due to the fact that the Mayo1~ wanted time to see what he
wanted to do. Mayor says yes that we have to pay for the steps; we haven't had a change to look at this :~et.
It is up to Council. If you pass it on the third read then I imagine we will go forward with it. Roger says ~o
we have the money to go forward with it? Jane says no. Kelly says will it generate money by writing
tickets down there? Roger says I don't know. Matt says if we are not going to pass it we should let it die.
Jane asks if we had a deed. Mayor says yes. Item dies.

Ist reading Ordinance 20 l 2-0"1amending the sewer rates Ordinance 2009-08. Mayor says that Council d d
not tell him how they wanted it rewritten. Matt says we need to decide which plan we will go with. May 1r
says right now we have $50k in the sewer debt, in July we need $212k. There is talk about different
options. Matt says that he is confident that Joe has cut his budget to bare minimum to keep the increase
down as much as possible. Mayor says it might behoove us to try to refinance the loans. This could save llS
and help cut down on the increase by maybe $6 per household. The OWDA pays anything over the 7%.
We pay the 7%. We could extend them out 10-12 years, refinance and save even more. Council might
want to look into that. Matt would rather know we have it paid off in a couple years in case we have to
expand or upgrade. Roger asks how many years it's been since we had a rate increase? Chief says I 2
years. Joe says the plant was built in 92. Jill says the sewer came in first. Mayor says the rates were the
same all those years. Joe asks if the base rates were the same. Mayor says yes. Roger says it looks like ti e
$654 plan is the only way to go to get us out of the hole and in the black. Matt says he can't afford the
increase but we have to pay our bills. He is confident the money is being spent properly. Rick says he al~ D
sees it both ways ·and we also need to keep in mind, potential growth, the higher utilities go, the less
attractive we are. I know everyone else is raising their rates but we already have high rates and are going
higher, we just have little to no choice. Jane Says AEP just doubled their rates. Luckily we are on South
Central. Teays Valley wants to double the tax. Jill says it's only on earned income. Jane says it hurts the
people who work. Jill says they have made a lot of cuts. Jane says 25 yea.rs ago, the lottery money was
supposed to go to schools and roads. The casino will be the same way, the more you give them the more
they want. Mayor says a couple years from now, Ashville will have to build a new plant, their residents
may move here and build. Rick asks if he has heard back from negotiations with Ashville. Mayor says nc.
He got an email about the request from CEDA for a special council meeting. Mayor says they are lookin
for a way out; th~y have to build a new plant unless they can talk us into forming a district. Roger says
why.do we a need a district, why can't we just sell them sewer? Mayor says they don't want to help us.
Roger says then why do we want to help them? There: is talk about a date for this. The Mayor will get wi 1
Council on this date. Mayor says do you want to think about this ordinance or vote now? Jane says she
motions to accept the $654 plan. Matt says the difference between the $654 and $635 is the fifty cents?
There is more talk on this. Roger would rather do the right thing to sustain the plant. Rick says how will
we announce it to the people? Mayor says if we pass it, we will put it out in the newsletter this month and
put it into effect next month. Roger seconds. Ordinance 2012-03'will die and Mayor will write a new onE
Jane says can we do it as emergency, the faster we start; we will be able to make our payment. Rick is
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oncerned on emergency with public perception. Jane says when this staiied, we had to immediately come
p and pay for a meter and pay water bills within a month in a half. Why are we putting this off so long
hen it has to be done? There is more discussion on this. Mayor says we can adjust section 2 and get this
ut in this month's newsletter then come back next meeting for the base rates. Y cs, everyone agrees it
hould go in the newsletter before it is passed. We can adjust this Ordinance or postpone until next
1eeting? Everyone would rather do it next meeting with a new ordinance written. Vote: Rick yes, Matt
es, Jill yes, Bob yes~ Motion carries.
ax Administration Full Time position.
att asks ifthe money was appropriated. Yes in 1000-725. Rick asks what corrections need made to this
raft? Mayor says the solicitor sent an email with some corrections. Kelly says that she would like her
osition to be called Office Administrator ihstead of Assistant Clerk. Rick will make the corrections to the
rdinance and resubmit it. Bob motions to send back to the Ordinance committee to be rewritten and
orrected, Roger seconds, vote Jane yes, Jill yes, Matt yes, Rick yes.

ew Business
doption of Basic code 2012. Mayor says we need to pass this every year. Bob motions to adopt the basic
ode for 2012, Roger seconds, Vote Jane yes, Jill yes, Matt yes, Rick yes. Mayor says the ordinance
ommittee needs to write and ordinance for this. Mayor will send him last year's as a guide. Chief says we
eed to pass this quick, it should have been done in December. Bob says next meeting.
ommittee reports- Bob asks if that was a Finance meeting tonight. It has to be advertised. Tara will
ake sure that these meetings are advertised and will post another notice about a standing Finance
ommittee meeting that will precede each and every council meeting. Tara will contact the Herald
ecause the BPA meeting is in there every week, it needs corrected.
I

b.,.._.

hiefwould like to reword the personnel policy on smoking. Mayor will visit this. There is discussion on
roviding a smoking area for the employees. Roger would like to put on the agenda for the village to pay
tirement and the employees to pay insurance. Matt would like to put on the agenda also Mayor will bring
revised appropriation to the next council. Jane says she wiII not to come to a meeting in the middle of
aturday morning.
oger motions to pay bills, Jane seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
ob motions to adjourn, Roger seconds, vote all yeas.
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A special council meeting was held on February 29, 2012 at 7:00 p.m. in the
council chambers in the South Bloomfield Municipal Building.
Presiding over the meeting was Councff President Robert Schroeder. Council
chairs present for the meeting were members Roger Hopkins, Matt Pettibone, Rick
Sowers, Jane Ramey and Jill Roese. Minutes were recorded by Kelly Neal, Office
Administrator.
In attendance for this meeting were:

South Bloomfield Solicitor Rob Rishel
Tara Sopher, Chief Fiscal Officer
Joe Allen, Water and Sewer Superintendent
Ray Cobb, Street Department
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Richard Wilson, Mayor
Ken McCoy, Chief of Police
Gary Shelton, Street Department
Maria Wilson, Village Resident

Agenda for the special meeting: Grievance filed by Chief Fiscal Officer Tara
against Mayor Richard Wilson
Council President Schroeder called the meeting to order with the pledge of
allegiance.
Minutes from the last regular council meeting were tabled. and will be read at the
next regular council meeting on the fifth of March 2012.
The next item was the reading of the grievance letter read by Robert Schroeder.
(See Attachment)
Robert Schroeder asked if Mayor Wilson ifhe would like to respond or say
anything to the accusations. Mayor Wilson replied yes, the quote that he asked
for two weeks pay was incorrect in the reading of the complaint. Mayor Wilson
brought forth his original text message and asked Roger Hopkins to read aloud the
text that he sent and this portion was cleared. It was read wrong by Mr. Shcroeder.
Robert Schroeder asked Mayor Wilson if everything else was correct. Mayor
Wilson replied yes except he believes he only said the F bomb once.
Mayor Wilson explained to council members that he did apologize to Tara on
Monday morning in front Chief Ken McCoy and Tax Administrator Kelly Neal.
Rick Sowers asked ifTara was satisfied with this apology. Tara st?tted she
accepted the apology and had hopes that it doesn't happen again.
Jane Ramey asked what gave Matt Pettibone the right to call the solicitor into this
matter.
Robert Schroeder told her to bring this issue up at the regular council meeting.
He explained that this was not on the agenda for this meeting.
Robert Schroeder asked if there was anything further that the members would like
to discuss.
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1. Roger Hopkins said no one should be put through that.
2. Jill Roese asked Tara if she would feel comfortable going back into her
job. Tara said she hoped so and it should have been handled differently.
If cash advances had been done in the past, then just say so.
3. Matt Pettibone suggested that we send Mayor Wilson to a conflict
resolution class and that the village would pay for this and to also add a
ninety day probation period to follow up with Tara and the Mayor.
4. Jane Ramey complained about Tara and not wanting to work here any
more, then don't work here anymore and anyway that this was all started
by Matt Pettibone to impeach the Mayor. Again Robert Schroeder tells
Jane Ramey that this is not what the meeting was called for and again will
have to be brought up in a regular session of council.
5. Matt Pettibone suggested rewriting proper personnel policy procedures for
any further grievances.
6. The question was asked if there needed to be a motion for this rewrite.
Chief McCoy stated that no this is a policy issue not an ordinance.
7. Village Solicitor Rob Rishel further stated a resolution on updating for
grievances could be done for the policy and procedure handbook.
8. Matt Pettibone asked Mr. Rishel about the class that was suggested for the
Mayor. Mr. Rishel advised you could recommend but could not sanction
him for not completing it. Due to the level of the position of the Mayor.
9. Matt Pettibone then recommended that the Mayor take the class and have
a ninety day follow up with Mayor and Tara.
•

•

•

•
•
•

Mayor Wilson asked as a supervisor, how is he supposed to reprimand her or any
other employee at this point? (No Answer compelled) before another question
was asked about the CFO position. Tara said she is the first person to admit her
mistakes.
Mr. Rishel said the CFO can be relieved of their duties without cause with five
votes of council and no recommendation from the Mayor. Or Mayor's
recommendation and four votes of council.
Jill Roese asked Mayor Wilson if he felt he needed a class and he responded no.
She asked him if asked to go to the class would he? Mayor responded with he
would have to say no.
Jane Ramey said this would have never happened ifTara would not have been
instigated to do so.
Robert Schroeder asked ifthere was anything else on the issue at hand again.
Rick Sowers said he didn't want any employee to be fearful of their job or have
the Mayor feel that council is out to get him.
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•

Jane Ramey asked how this is going to happen from now on. She further stated
that this should have never come about, that the proper procedure was not
followed.
• Mayor Wilson stated that this should have come through him first per procedural
rules and this should have been dealt with differently.
• Jill Roese said she understands Tara's reluctance in following the procedure due
to the circumstance.
• Mayor Wilson brought up again that he did apologize to Tara.
He further said that he is a fair person and there are a lot of actions by employees
but he has never written anybody up. He stated there should have been a third
party and a sit down and the issue should have never been brought to this level.
• Rick Sowers stated he thought it had to be dealt with within five days.
1. The five day issue was discussed (page 55 of the handbook regarding the
procedures for filing grievances) the main question in hand was the
grievance time line. After further review it was found be to the grievance
had to be filed with the department head within five working days and
then five additional working days for a return on a response from the
department head.
• Matt Pettibone discussed the issue at hand and that no one should be talked to like
that and that all council felt this way.
1. Jane Ramey commented that she disagreed with Mr. Pettibone and for him
to speak for himself and that this was unacceptable.
2. Roger Hopkins then asked Jane Ramey if she thought it was acceptable to
be talked to like that?
3. Jane Ramey stated that she did not have to respond to the question..
•

Tara Sopher suggested that there should also be something wrote up on the
procedure for advances in pay so that it can be handled properly without further
incident.

•

Jane Ramey asked Tara if she was going to pay out of her pocket or is the village
going to pay the advances?
1. Tara Sopher responded by asking Jane Ramey what do you think Jane?

•

Jane Ramey said Tara would have not done this if not provoked by other
employees. That she knows Tara and that she would not have done this unless
she has changed.
• Chief McCoy asked that the issue be brought back to the table and asked everyone
· not to argue.
•

•

•

Mayor Wilson stated that the council session the meeting after next session's will
contain some items about the law and processes and wants to make sure it is on
the records.
Robert Schroeder once again asked ifthere was any further on this matter.
1. No response from the chairs or the attendants.
Motion to adjourn was made by Jane Ramey seconded by Rick Sowers. Votes
from chairs all yeas.
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Meeting Adjourned at 8: IO p.m.
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Building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, President Schroeder, members Jill Roese,
Matt Pettibone, Jane Ramey, Roger Hopkins, and Rick Sowers, Dan and Jeanette Gwinn, Maria
and Michael Wilson, Ray Cobb, Floyd Pluta, Captain Cline, Joe Allen and Chief McCoy.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read from Feb 21st,
corrected, and approved. The minutes were read from the Feb 29t11 , corrected and approved.
Old business
Tax Administration full time position. Tara sent tonight's two ordinances to the solicitor and he
approved them as to form. Jeanette asked what this is for. Mayor says that it is Council wanted to
make a full time position. Jane thinks we don't have the money. Jeanette says how can we afford
that? Roger says that we can't afford not to. Kelly is helping Tara. Jeanette says if you don't have
the money, you can't do it. Dan says we may need the position but we have to pay for it. Matt
says we have to see the permanent appropriations, the Mayor will provide today hopefully, if we
are still above the $644, we will make our decisions based on that. Dan asks Mayor if he has the
budget. Mayor says he is not responsible for the budget; he turns in what he thinks we have to
operate on. Jane says she doesn't think we should depend on the $644. You can't spend what you
don't have. Pluta asks if the businesses in town are paying their taxes. Jane says all they pay is
income tax, no business tax. He says Bob Evans is always packed. They are using our roads,
everyone needs to be accountable. That is one of the reasons we are in this situation. Jane says
she fought this for years, she thinks they should pay their franchise tax but they are corporate. Jeff
says that his company pays to the cities where they are. Jane says a small business that is
incorporated pays their taxes. Mayor says they do not pay business tax. They are a corporation so
all their profit goes back to the corporation. The only thing they pay is withholding tax. Mayor
says if your corporation tax is not in the Village, you do not pay corporation tax unless they claim
a profit on that store. Pluta says if they weren't making a profit, they would have shut down years
ago. Mayor says if I am a corporation and I have a store making loads of money, they are able to
take whatever profit they make and apply it to another store somewhere else not making a profit
and increase that store's overall income to say that they broke even. The only time they are
paying tax is where the headquarters are located. It is the federal tax administration's law. The
people that own the franchises are incorporated but do not live in town. Mayor then feels justified
in making them pay higher utility rates to be fair. A past Council person was worried about
adjusting out rates to the higher you use, the more you pay, he was afraid maybe businesses
wouldn't come in. Mayor says but we have to be fair to the residents. The tax administrator is
contacting the state to maybe impose a delivery tax if delivety trucks are using our roadways,
road use tax, and we are looking into that or any other taxes we can implement in the Village. Jeff
says that could be huge, they are all very busy. If there is a loop hole somewhere, we need to find
it. Mayor says the problem in the past; we have one part time employee heading that department.
It is overwhelming for one person especially part time. The ball is rolling but we are just trying to
get to that end result. Mayor appreciates his comments. Jeff thanks the Mayor. Roger says we are
still keeping Kelly on to help Tara. Tara says it is getting better and better. Roger says we either
do it or not. We wrote the ordinance, why beat it to death. Jeanette says we have to see what
money we have. Mayor says no we have temporary appropriations passed by Council and he
recommends that the temporary appropriations will be pretty much the same. Our general fund
appropriations have been set at $644. He recommends that it be permanent also, but it is the
Finance committee's responsibility on how to spend it. Jill says aren't you going to revisit it?
Mayor got it down to $660 something, the items I suggested were passed by Council. I feel it is
Council's responsibility to take these items off themselves such as the copy machine and Infolink.
Jill says she thought that was just being batted around and you were going to bring it back. Mayor
says it is not his responsibility. Last year we came in with $714 which was way above what we
appropriations last year of $625. We had a carry over of $80k. If you all want to stick to what
Melissa Betz says, that is what Council will do. I turned in a budget on what we need to operate
on, if you guys want to knock us back a few years then fine. Jill remembers that he said he was
going to bring t~1e numbers back to us. Matt says the only thing I have from the Mayor is the
$689. We talked about this as entire Council; you were going to go back and revisit the numbers
and resubmit the new numbers. But it is not down to the $644. Matt says do you have that ready?
Mayor says not tonight but I have it and can print it. Roger says well the ordinance was written
and we have to be able to run the Village. Kelly has already been doing this. 32 hours is classified
as minimum for full time. Jill asks if she was budgeted in the temporary appropriations and
insurance. Tara says yes. Roger says you can't run the Village without the proper people to do it.
Roger motions to pass Ordinance 2012-04, Bob seconds, vote: Jane no, Jill yes, Matt yes, Rick
yes. Motion carries.
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Jane motions to adopt the basic code 2012. Roger seconds, Bob hasn't seen it, and Kelly and Ken
tried to send it to Roger in Word. Jane withdraws since there is no ordinance written. Tara has it
in word, they will try to send it again but Kelly and Ken both said it got kicked back to them.

j

New Business
Retirement funding for employees. Rick sent out the resolution 2012-01. Ji11 asks about the
percentage of insurance paid. Rick says it will be included in the personnel policy. Roger
motioned to pass 2012-01, Bob seconds. Bob asks what percent the employees have to pay. Jane
says she doesn't know anything about it. Jane says there was a meeting held and that is against a
blue law. Mayor says that it was not a meeting. Mayor says we have an ordinance. Matt says the
retirement funding are two separate issues. We need to do them both. They both need to pass to
achieve the amount of savings we talked about. Bob says we are paying 100% of retirement, what
percentage of insurance will employees pay? Jane says Jill's paper says 20%. Matt says that it
will be brought up further along on the agenda. Ken says Joe came up with all of this and it was a
way that the Village could save money. It is not a lot of money, it is some money.-It is 20% that
he and the employees agreed on. Total cost savings $16,020 less the increase on retirements, it
was right about $5-6000 a year estimated. Jane no, Jill yes, Matt yes, Rick yes.
Personnel handbook revision of the smoking section. Roger says shouldn't it just state the state
law? Mayor says the only thing is the state law per our solicitor is the possibility of back draft. If
you open up the door, there could be back draft. The solicitor is looking at it and will send us
recommendation. The Chief and other employees feel that nonsmoking on village property would
be inconvenient. Chief says we own our own village park, it is public property, his question is
outside open air, and do we restrict people from smoking on property? Roger says only in the
buildings. Jeff says put it in the back away from the major points of entry. Mayor says the policy
states at this time that it is all Village property. Do we want to restrict it that much? Rick asks if
the review and revision would fall to an already established committee or do we appoint a
committee or what are your thoughts Mayor? Mayor states that at this time it was voted on by
Council to put into effect the policy. Under advisement of the solicitor, we should look at making
that a resolution to pass it. That way it can be legally binding and should be. The state law
requires only inside buildings. Roger says that is the way it should stand. Matt says the ORC
defines enclosed areas, any area with a roof. Jeff says anything with a roof owned or ran by the
Village. Jill says we don't have to provide a shelter? Mayor says no there are areas we can
designate for smoking. Roger motions to change the policy from saying all Village
property/premises to no smoking inside public buildings. Jill seconds. Vote Jane yes, Bob yes,
Matt yes, Rick yes. Motion carries.
Personnel handbook revision of insurance cover and costs to employees. Roger motions to pass
this to include 20% health and 50% dental paid by employees. Matt seconds. The employees will
pay 20% of the total cost of insurance divided equally among them. The employees have agreed
to do this. Joe says can we make that effective after the resolution passes. Matt says Roger should
change his motion to make it upon passage of the resolution. Mayor says it is not necessary
because he will not have it ready in time. It will not start until the resolution passes. Chief asks if
we can get this passed as soon as possible. If we wait we are on to June or July. The savings
would be less than what it is now. We won't see the savings. Ifwe can pass it as soon as possible
it will save more money on the budget. Chief explains this further. Ifwe have 3 readings, we are
into the first of May. Roger asks if we all agree upon it, why can't we pass it. If Council wants to
waive the 211 d and 3rd reading without making it an emergency, they can. Mayor has been
embarrassed at the wages we pay our employees; you should all be commended to do this. We are
operating under bare minimum now. We do the best we can with what we have. He would vote
against it. Jill says they have the Village at heart. Roger says that goes back that we are all
looking to cut, we all have, Joe has cut so much, and we can't cut anymore. Vote: Rick yes, Jill
yes, Bob yes, Jane yes. Motion carries.
Roger motions to suspend the second and third readings of the revision and the resolution. Rick
seconds. Vote Jane no, Bob yes, Jill yes, Matt yes.
Permanent appropriations
Mayor says he does not have the revision. Matt motions to table the permanent appropriations.
Roger seconds, vote all yeas. Item tabled
·
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astewater rates
This is a large ordinance and should be sent to the ordinance committee. The last council meeting,
they voted to pass the suggested rates to bring in $654k. Dan asks the increase to the sewer rates?
Mayor says $18 and up depending on usage. For under a thousand, it would be a total increase of
$18 .50 for a thousand or less. Roger says if they decrease the water, will this total impact go
down? Matt says yes but this is sewer only. If the BPA does something diffetent, it will make the
total impact on the bills go down but not drop the $654 relative to the sewer. Jeff Pluta says if we
just have done a dollar a ear it wouldn't be such a big shock all at once. There is nothing we can
do about it. What about renters? Mayor says their cost of usage is the same as yours. Jane says
she has an ordinance from clear back in 2010 where council has voted down to increase and
nothing ever gets done. Roger asks Joe what happens if we can't pay the sewer bill. Joe says the
state would come in and tell us what the rates are. Roger says a11d it will be a lot more than
$18.50. Mayor says it needs to be visited every year and adjusted accordingly. Jill says we will be
putting it out to the village before we pass it. Jeanette asks about refinancing the loans. Mayor
says currently we are paying 7%. He doesn't know what the banks are offering now. Jill says but
it will take your debt out longer. Mayor says if we took the amount of savings there, would
relieve $6 dollars off each bill. Jeanette says what if $18 isn't enough this year and then you have
to raise it again. Jeff says we should have been doing that all along. It could be a little at a time
now on. The minutes say that the Mayor was going to revise it; Dan asks if BPA can meet with
the Council. Roger says the BPA have already said the water is going down. Matt says why?
There is no room in the numbers to reduce the water at all? Dan says did you figure in the people
that won't be paying the increase, the people in the rear; it is going to get worse. Can we pass the
bottom number $654k without an ordinance? Jeanette asks if we are going to send out a letter to
let the people know. Yes we are. Roger motions to pass 2012-05 on to the 3rd read and have the
ordinance next meeting for the final passage. Rick seconds. Dan says we don't want it to go up
that much on low end users. Mayor says he is getting those numbers together for the BPA. This is
strictly sewer.. Jane yes, Bob no, Jill yes, Matt no. Goes on to the 211d read.
Committee reports.
Ordinance committee minutes were passed out. Roger motions to waive the reading of the
minutes. Rick seconds, Jane no, Bob yes, Jill yes, Matt yes. Motion carries.
Matt says the finance committee met before Council and the duplicate of Paul Smith is the
exception to pay the bills. Matt motions to pay the bills with the exception of the duplicate on
Paul Smith. Roger seconds vote all yeas, motion carries.
Bob asks Jill if she is calling an ordinance meeti11g and when? Jill says it doesn't matter to me.
Bob says not this week. Jill says next Tuesday, the 13th7 7pm? Everyone agrees. The CEDA
meeting is on the 14th. There is discussion on this. Roger motions to adjourn; Mayor says the
local 4H club has requested to meet here twice a month on Sundays at 6pm. We have no one on
duty to let them in the door at that time. The Municipal committee should make this decision.
Think about it and call Tara, Bob seconds, vote all yeas motion carries. Meeting adjourned at
9:20pm.
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on March 20111 , 2012 at 7pm
in the Municipal building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Bob Schroeder,
Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, Rick Sowers, Tara Sopher, Bryan Cline, Kelly
Neal, Chief McCoy, Maria and Michael Wilson, and Dan & Jeanette Gwinn.
The minutes were read, corrected and approved. Jane asks if Kelly has called the
state about the delivery tax. Kelly explains how she has been working on it. Jane says on
the sewer, back on June 21st, 2011 Section 2, 2009-08 passed January 19th, 2010 to .
amend 2001-09. This has already been passed but we are still messing around. It has
never been charged to the customer. Here we are two years later and we still haven't
passed the sewer? Why? Because none of you guys want to pass anything. I have it right
here in black and white. I have the paper to prove it. Here we go again, trying to pass it
again, and it just keeps going on and on, we will be talking about it 2 years from now, we
have already been talking about it for 3 to 4 years. The Mayor has a correction on the
minutes. Now they stand as read.
Old Business
Tax Administration Full time position (Council) 2nd reading of resolution 2012-04.
Bob motions to pass 2012-04 onto the 3rd reading. Rick seconds. Jane says in 2011 our
clerk made $35,000, it all adds up to $49,000. Kelly makes so much, you figure that up
that is $17,000 and by the time you add her 40 hours a week, we would be paying
Medicare and insurance, so between these two girls they are taking about $100,000. We
can't even give our Mayor a raise. You have got to be realistic. We don't have the money
for her or for Bryan as a police officer. I am out for the tax payers of this village. Jill says
they are not just two girls working, they are the first two people these people see; they are
taking care of everything. They have quite a responsibility on their hands. They are not
just secretaries. Jane says we can't even pay our Mayor a decent wage. Jill says that
Mayor knew what his pay would be. Jane says Kelly also knew she was going to be part
time when she was hired in. Jill asks if it was already included in the appropriations. Yes
it was. Jane says she can still work part time and down the road if we get more money,
maybe.
Jane says I can't predict what is ahead of me tomorrow but I can look at the past-·
Tara tells Jane that she doesn't know what her problem is, from the very start she said she
would try to do both jobs and then she said last year that she can't do it all and the jobs
should be split back apart but you all didn't want to do that and now I have Kelly and it
helps. I have put it in the minutes over and over again that it is a lot of work and I am
trying to do it all. Nobody here knows how much work it is and it is not easy work either. ·
If you don't want Kelly on full time then you can hire two more people to take my place.
Vote: Matt yes, Jill yes, Jane no. Motion carries, on to the 3rd reading.
Ordinance 2012-06 Adoption of the 2012 basic code. Mayor believes that was sent to the
Ordinance committee. Jill says yes. Bob motions to pass 2012-06 Adopting the 2012
basic code, Matt seconds, vote: Jane no, Jill yes, Rick yes. Bob motions to suspend the
2nd and 3rd reading and pass so that the police can conduct their business. Matt seconds,
Vote; Rick yes, Jane no, Jill yes. Chief says we are going to run into an issue if we don't
get this done. We are running under the 2011 law, there have been updates and so forth.
We have to run with the current copy. It is no additional money. Jane rescinds her vote, I
vote yes. Mayor asks if we are certified this year and do we have all the paperwork?
Kelly says yes. The motion passes.
Resolution 2012-0IRetirement funding resolution, 2nd reading. Matt motions to pass
2012-01, Jill seconds, Jane no, Bob yes, Rick yes, motion carries. Bob asks Tara to get
him a copy and put it in his box.
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copy of it at our meeting. Bob motions to table, Matt seconds, and vote: Rick yes, Jill yes,
Jane yes, item tabled.
Personnel Handbook revision of the insurance coverage and cost to employees. Bob
motions to table this, Matt asks when the ordinance committee will meet on this, Jill says
that we didn't have a copy but we do now. Matt seconds, Vote: Jane no, Jill yes, Rick
yes, item tabled.
Permanent appropriations. The finance committee just received a copy of the spreadsheet
we discussed that Saturday. Mayor says he imagines the finance committee needs to meet
and go through that. Mayor says that this will stay tabled. Matt says that this is not the
permanent appropriations; this is the Mayor's request for the budget. The Mayor's
proposal is around $680,000 and our temporary appropriations are around $697,000.
Melissa sent us back $644,000. Our temporary is $54,000 over and the Mayor's request is
$34,000 over. The Mayor says the Finance Committee will have to figure out the cuts.
Jeanette asked how they are going to do it that if you have said you are already operating
on minimum. There are some requests on the table if the finance committee approves
them. These items were voted on and approved by Council. They are just items that
hopefully we will be able to do without. Does everyone that was there that Saturday
remember those? Jane says that was a meeting and against a blue law. Jill says it was a
working session, nothing was voted on. Jeanette says don't you think we should come up
with a budget for the $644,000, the sooner the better. Mayor says right now we are
operating under it. Item stays tabled.
Ordinance 2012-05 Waste water rates, 2nd reading. Jeanette asks if this is the sewer rate
going up to $18.50. Is that we are talking about now? Mayor says yes, it is $7.50 per
1,000 gallons up to 8,000. $8.00 for 8,000-10,000 and so forth. The same one we have
had in front of us for a month. Bob motions to pass 2012-05, to amend the Waste water
rates, on to the 3rd reading. Rick seconds, Matt says on section 5, flat fee of $60, those are
people hooked up to sewer using well water? Mayor says yes. Matt says everyone is
paying $36 no matter what and they are paying an additional $24. Jill says we requested
that because of how much was going in the debt and didn't feel they were paying their
fair share. Matt asks how many there are and are they all residential? Matt says there is
no meter so is $60 enough. Matt says my water bill is going to be at the least $90. Rick
can't speak for Joe, but he got the feeling from him that he also though it was
conservative. Jane asks what we are charging now. $40? Mayor says yes. Jane says $60 is
a lot of money. Matt says it is a lot less than my $150 that I will be paying. Jeanette walks
around the village and they tell people that the bill is going up; they say they will go to
the laundromat or not flush the toilets. Jill says they will soon find that the Laundromats
are not cheap either. Jeanette said people said they will be very upset and one person said
they will sell their house and move. Mayor says we can't afford not to do it. Jeanette says
if you don't get the money you are projecting, what are you going to do next? Mayor says
that we have to raise the rat~s again. We have to look at it annually and we haven't done
that for these past 24 years. Matt says that this $60, assumes they will estimate 3,000
gallons usage. Jane recites rates in Commercial Point and outside the Village of
Commercial Point. She also recites Williamsport rates. Jill says theirs is going up too. Jill
says yes in October. Jeanette says that Ashville's water only went up $.30 cents. Jane also
states the employees there and what they make and says they make a lot less than our
employees. Matt says so within conversations, you all thought it was conservative at $60.
He asks Mayor is he has swag of what the average residential use is? Mayor says the
largest bracket we had was 4-5,000. The overall village average was right around 4-5,000
gallons. Rick says the largest bracket is the low end users. Jill says we can t up the low
end users because of perception? Mayor says whenever you go to adjust the rates, it is
recommended that you adjust them the same throughout your brackets. You can charge
those more but when you go to adjust the rates, you should adjust them equally across the
board as to not appear to be picking on one group. Jill asks even though they can stand
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the hit? Mayor says there is what you call an equality under the law, if one person gets it,
·so should everyone. Jill says not on everything. Mayor says no. He said when we first
adjusted and we went to that bracket that is why we set it at that scale. Matt says he is
okay with the $60 right now. Mayor says yes I was mistaken; the highest category was
the low end. Jill says there has never been a raise around here. Mayor says we had a raise
in 2009. That was the first recommended step of going to the block rate program and it
was raised $.50 for 1-8000 gallons and so on. Matt says there is a typo in the 2nd
sentence. Mayor says 90 percent of the billing rates across the country; the low end users
pay the highest, the more water you use the lower amounts you pay. I think that is the
way Ashville is set up. That is Ashville, Columbus and your largest cities. Mayor thanks
Jane for contacting Commercial Point, Williamsport and Laurelville. Vote: Matt yes, Jill
yes, Jane yes. Mayor wants to know if this is what we want to go out in the newsletter.
Matt says yes but short of a couple of typos. Captain dine has requested a form for
vacation home checks to go out in the newsletter also. Mayor says it is a form residents
can fill out for when they go on vacation. Dan says he always calls the Sheriff. Mayor
says well we do offer that service here.
New Business
Village wide yard sale dates. I have had a couple requests for the dates for this year. He
says it is usually the 1st or 2nd weekend in May. It usually starts on Friday. Mayor says
usually Jonda Pettibone and I don't think she wants to mess with it anymore. I know at
one time, my neighbor had it and she always contacted me to let me know the dates. I
think it is something everyone still wants to see happen. Usually it is around the 7, 8, 9th,
this year we have the 4th and 5th or 11th and lih. Jane says the 13th is Mother's Day.
Mayor asks ifthere is any opposition to the 4th and 5th, he doesn't think we should have
it on a Mother's Day weekend. He says okay we will schedule it for the 4_5th. Jill said
someone called her and asked if we have set the dates for the Old Village Days festival?
Rick says that we have not set a certain date yet. Maria says the PR person in the
Community Club will be contacting the visitor's bureau and all those.
4H Club use of municipal building. Mayor says they can't switch their night to meet and
we don't have anyone on duty at that time. Jeanette asks how many people are in the
club. Mayor says he thinks 16 and they meet twice a month at 6pm on Sundays. Item
dies.
Committee reports:
Finance met, Jane reads the minutes from March 5th.
Ordinance Committee met, Jill reads the minutes from March 14th.
Mayor says he has one thing, there was an email crune from a Gary Smith concerning the
CEDA land use plan. He is asking if there is a scheduled time that would be good for him
to update us on the plan they have. Should we have him come to the next council? Bob
says it is the 2 11d of April. Okay Mayor will inform he will be on the next agenda on April
211 d, that is G2 planning.
Bob says what happened to the minutes from the special meeting last week. Tara
hasn't got them done yet. Jane asks Kelly if we get anything from Cooks Creek. Tara
says trash money; Kelly says we get income tax. Jane says on how many? Kelly says not
very many. Jane says do you check every so often? Kelly says she gets the reconciliations
every year.
Jeanette said that someone said to us that the village is patching holes in the fast
food restaurants. We are not supposed to do that and it costs village money. Mayor says
on private property? Jill says the only thing I every saw was along McDonalds by the
light. Ken says that is still within the village. Jeanette asks that if someone quits, do the
employees get paid for their vacation. Mayor explains that it is in the handbook. Matt
says he received a request and in the handbook, on pg 22, section 1, Matt reads the
section. On pg 23, regular employees shall receive full pay for unused vacation. On pg
30, section 9, employees will receive unused vacation in their last paycheck. The person
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that contacted me requested that we make a determination on what the proper outcome
would be. Matt says he is no lawyer; he is just doing what he promised he would do. He
asks the Mayor do we want to kick it to the solicitor or send it through the ordinance
committee. Mayor says it is not an ordinance, it is an administrative thing. It falls upon
the head administrator of the village. Dan says that is you. Mayor says whenever you
walk away it is a major inconvenience. Pg 23 and 29 are kind of contradictory of pg 22.
Matt is just following through on what was requested of me. Mayor says pg 23 pertains to
retirement. There is more discussion on this. Jill thinks there are a lot of places in the
book that are contradictory. Also look on pg 30. Mayor says yes it is contradictory. Matt
asks the Mayor for his stance on this. Mayor· says his stance is per if you don't provide a
written notice, you may forfeit some benefits. Matt says maybe you might want to look at
it and clean it up a little bit.
Jill wants to thank Gary for fixing the gravel over there at the church and it looks
good. Mayor says he will let Gary know. Jeanette asks about the insurance
reimbursement. Tara said that Bob Thompson paid us with one check he got from it and
spent the first check he got from them unknowingly. He has to pay us back that $217.
Jeanette and Jane think it was like $800. Tara says her and Meghan are still working on
this. Jeanette says should they use the card for that? Mayor says no. It should not have
been done. Jane asks if Joe has the card on him all the time. Yes he does. Does he have to
call someone to approve expenditures? No. Chief explains why he needs the card and
laws for it including emergency situations. Chief says that also at that time our insurance
had lapsed. That is why they did that, it was a medical emergency. Jeanette asked if
Mayor approved the windmill. Mayor says he doesn't have the power to approve
anything over $300. I myself have not, that is up to the dept heads or council or the BPA.
I was totally unaware of the purchase. That is something for the BPA to address.
Jane motions to pay bills, Matt seconds, Vote all yeas.
Jill motions to adjourn, Bob seconds, Vote: all yeas. Meeting adjourns at 8:45pm.

D~te signed
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on April 4th, 2012 at
7pm in the MuniCipal Building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council
President Bob Schroeder, Council members Roger Hopkins, Jane 'Ramey, Jill Roese,
Matt Pettibone, · and Rick Sowers, Building inspector Dale Hoover, Chief McCoy,
Captain Cline, Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, Tax Clerk Kelly Estep, CFO Tara
Sopher, visitors Brandon Gray, Rick Proctor, Vanessa Murphy, Gary Smith, Fem
. Bozman, RJ Crosby, Dan & Jeanette Gwinn, Jeff Pluta, \Voody Blanton, and Maria and
Michael Wilson.
The meeting staiied with the pledge of-allegiance. Rick Sowers motions to skip
the reading of the minutes and go straight to the additions and corrections. Bob seconds,
Vote all yeas, motion carries. Bob corrects two issues. Mayor corrects one issue. Bob
says that we also didn't get the minutes from the. special meeting. Tara will try to get
them off the computer she is having trouble with it.
Old business
Ordinance 2012-04 Tax Administration Full time position 3rd reading. Bob
motions to pass· Resolution 2012-04, Matt seconds, Kelly says she will work 32 hours or
more if needed. The position was included the temporary appropriations. The Mayor says
we are still at least $30,000 over the $644,000. He cut the budget down as much as
possible. He took the 25% spent at March 31st and deducted the difference for the year.
That got us down to $643,000. That was sent to the finance committee. Roger says Kelly
is already working the hours now since November. We agreed to it back in November but
it just hasn't been finalized with the vote. Vote Roger yes, Jane no, Jill yes, Rick yes.
Motion carries.
Retirement Fund Resolution 2012-·01 3rd reading. Roger motions to pass 2012-01,
Matt seconds, and Rick Sowers asks if the haridbook is revised for the other part of the
equation? Mayor says yes. Vote Jane no, Bob yes, Jill yes, Rick yes. Motion carries.
Personnel Handbook revision of Smoking Section. Jane motions to bring this item
off the table. Roger seconds, Vote: Bob yes, Jill yes, Matt yes, Rick yes. The Mayor says
the reason we were revising the smoking section was because of the section said smoking
on village property, but this section does not say this. It reads that we uphold the federal,
state, and local laws. Dan says I thought we decided on a designated smoking area.
Mayor says no we were going to choose one if necessary. Mayor reads the section. It
does not say we can not smoke on Village property. As long as we have this in here that
we will comply with all regulations, this should be sufficient. State law says you are not
allowed to smoke in a public building and we comply with this. Rick Sowers says the
primary reason it was brought up is because there was a complaint from a resident that
they smelled smoke inside the building.
Personnel Handbook revision of insurance coverage and cost to employees. Roger
motions to take off the table, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas. Mayor says pg. 29 item 11.
He has added section 11 a and reads it aloud. It states that employees will pay 20% of
their insurance. Also 11 B says the employee will pay 50% of dental insurance. He will
pass this on to the Clerk and she will make copies for all the village employees to sign
and date to acknowledge they received the amendment to the personnel handbook.
Permanent Appropriations (tabled) this will remain on the table until the Finance
Committee has a chance to review.
Ordinance 2012-05 Amending Wastewater Rates (3rd reading). Matt asks if this
went out in the newsletter. Mayor says yes. Dan asks if the bottom users are going to go
up $7. Fem says it will be more than that. Mayor says he thinks Dan is asking the overall
increase to the low end users. 0-8000 would be $18.50. Rick says we are adding $11 to
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gallons. Fern asks if the BPA recommended this. Mayor says no they only control the
water. Fem-says they always made recommendations to Council on sewer. Mayor says
yes but they are not required to. Fern says you can't spend money that you don't have.
With your reserve, you should have been good. Mayor says we had to spend that to make
the payments. Fern asks when this is supposed .to take effect. Mayor says 30 days after
passage which is the earliest period aloud by la~.
Woody says the reason we are paying that is because all these years since we built
that, we have never had an increase .. We had one in 2009 and it went up .50 cents. Woody
suggest that in the future we take a hard look at this every year instead of taking this big
hit. Mayor says yes that has been recommended to Council and it will be done every 6
months to a year. Finance Committee has been on top of this recently and have done all
they can to cut costs and monitor spending. He commends them on that. The same thing
with the BPA.
Jeff Pluta says wasn't a lot of the impact due to the housing developments not
fully built. The housing development has to pay some of that cost until the houses are
built? Mayor says no, this was not included in the annex agreement. Mayor says there is
no loophole except for the developer. In 08 that loophole was closed. Now any developer
comes in and submits a development plan for a certain amount of homes are required to
sign a contract to build so many homes per year or compensate the Village. Council
enacted an ordinance in 09 or 10. Say Dominion Homes comes in and wants to build
another development, we need a contract that they will build so many homes and if they
fall short of that, they still owe that money. Dan says for the record, about how long we
have had it. He has had is line in since May of 98 so that is 14 years. We have been 14
years with a .50 cent increase. Jane asks how much we are taking away from the water
bill. Dan says nothing. Jane says that the water is staying the same; it has been talked
about decreasing the water. Roger says it is not going down because for the February
cash summary report, we are about $8,000 short in the water. Jill says we talked about
this and we weren't going to bother water. Jane says Council can't bother water anyway
because that is BPA. Dan says we are over in water now $14 7 dollars.
Jeff asks if something was mentioned where we were having a meeting with
Ashville. Would teaming up with them help the cost? Mayor says we offered to take
100,000 gallons a day of their wastewater. He asks if that benefits us. Mayor says yes.
Brandon Gray asks is that just running a line to them. Roger says yes. Joe says it was
going from Scioto St. to Millport. Jeff says that could be a chunk of change. Matt asks
who was in attendance from Ashville. Mayor says Jim Welsh, the engineers, Franklin
Chrisman, and Glen Cook. Roger says Ashville residents would like it to because it
would benefit them because they don't have to incur the cost of building a new plant like
we did. Mayor says the Ashville Council is reviewing all their options. Jeanette says will
our bill still go up $18.50? Mayor says well if it did happen, it would be revisited and
possibly go back down. Mayor says if all the sudden we did double in population in the
next couple years, we may have to expand the plant again. Jeff says we need to strike; we
need to find out what the hold up is. It is just a matter of time before it all builds up in
Ashville. It smells over there now, they can't handle what they have now. Jeanette asks if
the people in the Village would have to vote on going in with Ashville. Mayor says no it
would be an act of Council. Jeanette says a lot ~of people would say no. Why? Dan says
we mean no to incorporate with Ashville.
Fern says that there are too many late bills. Jane says that we make ordinances
and don't enforce them. Mayor says you have 700 customers and averaging 30-50% late.
Mayor says maybe some of that is involved in the contract option that Council passed.
Roger says that they have to pay the entire bill to get a contract. Jane says that other
ordinances aren't being enforced. Jane says well the trash around the village and cars.
Mayor asks Kenny if we have any complaints out. Chief says no. Jane says there are 2
cars with no tags on them. Mayor says there is nothing we can do about that. Jane says
didn't we put in the ordinance that they have to be covered? Jill says there has to be a
complaint on it first. Jane says some of these houses have trash all around that is good for
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now going to put in a complaint.
Matt motions to pass 2012-05 Amending sewer rates, Jill seconds, Vote: Roger
yes, Jane, no, Bob yes, Rick yes. Motion passes.
New business
G2 (Gary Smith) Land use Plan Update
Gary Smith thanks Mayor and says sorry to catch you guys on such a heavy night. I
am very excited to be here, I was very happy to ·hear that you came back into the process.
I am here to update everyone on some of the stuff we've gone through so far in this
planning process. He presents his slideshow about the strategic land use plan and explains
what CEDA is. He then presents his power point presentation and explains all the data
they have gathered. Note: (A hard copy of the presentation is available for review in the
Clerk's office.)
Gary Smith says the next step is that he needs to get everybody back together to
have one more steering committee meeting. Then we will put together kind of a draft plan
and then present that to the entire CEDA. ~robably within the next couple of weeks I
wouldn't mind· having that steering committee meeting. There are two people from
Ashville and 2 people from the Twp. After that, 2 weeks later we will have the CEDA
meeting, and then sometime in May we will have our final public meeting. Matt says
when we had our special meeting on CEDA; there was a request of around $10,000 being
our portion for the plan. What does that money get us? He says he has a number of plans
that he can show us including Scioto Twp. It will give you a detail of our
recommendations and a map to guide. you through future land uses. It could help you
guys make decisions easier in the future. I can email it to you. It is a pretty extensive
document. Dan asks where he got the numbers for his statistics in his presentation
because what you showed up there is different from what I see. Gary says we got the
20 I 0 census for all of that and the Ohio Dept. of Development. Dale asks how your plan
compares with the plan we did with MORPC a couple years ago. He says they have
looked at MORPC's information. Our information is more complete because we got it as
soon as it was released. The 2010's are the most intensive periods. Dale says that he has
been here 16 years and has seen plans that we paid for and nothing happens. It's just a
waste of our money. He agrees with Dale about things not happening. A plan is a guide
and is meant to be kind of a living document. There is good reason for you guys to use it.
There could be shifts in markets, there isn't any way I can tell you what it will be like in
10 years. I can't tell you that everything we tell you will happen but the key is to get you
guided down the right way. He thanks the Mayor and Council. They thank him.
Ordinance 2012-07 hiring Bryan Cline FT Police Officer 1st reading. The Mayor
would like to put that on hold. We have a new resident Vanessa. She has an interest in the
property behind her which we currently own and maintain. She says that a lot of the
neighbors in the area would like to purchase the land as well. Half of Nelson drive
property line does extend to Mud run. The newer part, we have smaller yards and we
have a field that we can't really use and would be nice to acquire and it is land locked and
a flood plain. Jane asks if they need to go through planning and zoning. Mayor says no,
Council would have the right to sell the property since it is Village owned. It is not
concerning development or anything of that nature. Fem says that originally was set aside
for the sewer line runs through there. Roger says is that an easement? Jill asks if they
carry flood insurance now. Brandon Gray says it depends on your mortgage company.
The FEMA map hasn't been updated since 1996. Brandon Gray asks if this happens
could it be a separate deed or would it extend our current property. Mayor says it could
be a separate deed but it would be an extra added expense. Dale says it would be a
separate parcel deeded to a lot. Dan asks if that was where they were going to build a
playground area. Rick Proctor says they saw blue prints of the park and that is one of the
reasons they moved there. Roger asks what if we have to get to the sewer line. Mayor
says the easement says that you can't build anything over it. Brandon Gray says would
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Jill says that is what they did in Millport. Brandon said we are just here to show that there
is interest in that. Mayor says we will put that on the agenda and see what the consensus

is with Council. Mayor says leave your info with the clerk and we will get with you.
Mayor thinks it is a great idea and cost savings for the Village. Mayor thanks them. They
thank the Mayor. Matt asks if they are all on the new part of Nelson. Yes. The older part
of nelson already has properties extending back.
Ordinance 2012-07 hiring FT Police Captain 1st. reading.
Fern asks how many we have now and can we afford it? Mayor says that we only
have 3 full time positions. Fern asks if we have enough money. It seems like you're in
the red. Mayor says it is in the appropriations but the appropriations do have to be cut
$30,000. Fern says that could be your cut. Mayor says yes but I remind you that our main
objective is to maintain the streets and police. protection. Rick Proctor says our street
alone has dozens of children going down it. It: would be great to have another officer.
Woody says last Sunday morning at 4:24am; I got a phone call from our security. When I
showed up, I am by myself. At 4:24 in the morning. I don't want to face that people. I
shouldn't be put in that predicament to face it. We need to look hard to find a way to
where we have this security. Don't put people like me in this predicament. It is not fun.
With us not having an officer on duty, it was 10 minutes before the sheriff came followed
by Ashville. Jeff Pluta says last fall we had 20 break-ins and we have lots of kids. I know
police officers sit out on there own free time. He says we are centrally located for crime
just as anything else. They know that when the town shuts down, so do the police and
people know that. Woody says lets look into it how we can get this done. RJ says he
doesn't want to call 911 and be told sorry you have no one on duty, good luck with that
guy in your house.
Roger asks Chief if the $140,000 in his salary line includes the captain. Chief says
he is 2 thousand shy which he can move from any other line. Chief says we can put him
on salary and no overtime. Chief says he has cut·down completely on his department over
time except he has to pay for K9 care by federal statute. Roger says with bringing Bryan
on FT, will that be 100% coverage. He says no we still need one more. Chief says that
Bryan has been working 32 hours on paper for a year, but actually probably 60 or more.
Matt asks Chief if he will commit right now to the other 2 being under $30,000. Chief
says yes. Roger says we sat here a year ago and decided we had enough money to bring
Bryan in, why didn't we do this a year ago. Chief says because of the audit. We still
haven't gotten a bottom line figure. Roger says we have never gotten real numbers. Chief
says that mayor's court is up this year. I can move $2,000 out of one account with no
problem. Our expenditures are down to ammo and uniforms.
Jeff says he can help you guys out on that because his brother owns a chain of
Good Years. There is government pricing that you guys can qualify for and we can also
put you on an account ifneed be. Mayor says we.already take advantage of that. Jeff says
if they fall into certain categories, and that store sells so many tires, your discounts are
larger. Chief tells Bryan to contact Jeff tom01Tow. Jeff says there is no profit for us. My
cost on them is more than what you get them for. Good Year covers that difference so
that we don't sustain the loss. It is for law enforcement. If you need it, it is all taken care
of.
Rick Sowers motions to pass Ordinance 2012-07, Roger seconds, Jane has had
several complaints lately, that they are seeing one of the employees here riding around in
the cruisers with the police officers at one or two o'clock in the morning. Jane says that
she had a complaint today about it. This is about the 5th or 6th complaint. Mayor says
thank you and he will take care of it. Mayor says this is nothing to be discussed in open
forum and is internal and will be taken care of. Rick says do we specifically name a
person in the ordinance? Chief says you have to for a police officer. Matt asks that if we
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budget $142,000, why all the sudden you can manage within that $140? Chief says he has
been doing it for a while. Bryan is not making anywhere near that $30,000. Matt says last
year we spent $155,000. Chief says that there was increased overtime due to case loads.
There were a lot of break-ins and such. We had to beef up everything. We did make an
arrest on that. Jane says Bryan is not asking for insurance? Chief says yes he is not. Matt
asks Chief if he is confident he can maintain the other two under $30,000 each. He says
yes, I have been doing it since Jan 1. We cut Dauberman's shifts short at 7 Y2 hours to
make up for some of the cost we have to pay him for care of the dog. Matt thinks this

Ordinance is a great idea. His concern is we still have another $35,000 we have to cut
somewhere. Chief says there should be $10,000 in the travel and transport; we don't pay
the auxiliaries anymore. At this point, I am just trying to put safety back into the people.
We are trying to give better protection for the Village. If I need to I can try to cut back
more. Woody asks the Mayor did we not get some funds out of the school. Mayor says
withholding tax. It goes back into the general fund. Our certificate for income coming
from the county auditor's office was $625,000 last year, this year it is $644,000. That is
where we try to keep our budget at $644,000. Matt says we spent $714,000 last year.
Woody asks if there are any other funds we can pull this out of to get this done. Roger
says we did a resolution on the $5 dollars per paid citation going to a separate police
fund. Mayor has instructed the tax administrator to start looking into road use tax, shelf
tax, but nothing definite as of this point. Matt respectfully asks that we table this until we
have our finance meeting with the auditor tomorrow. I think it is a great idea. In my mind
I need all the information from a finance point of view. The auditor says that after more
adjustments, the general fund will go into the negative. Roger says our numbers are not
right. Chief says who knows what they are doing, the State of Ohio or this private
company?
·
Chief says he is bare bottom lined. We are the biggest entity and we are the
protectors. We have open cases now that if convicted, will put people away in prison for
a long time. Rick Proctor asks how many houses are in the village. Dan says 700 or so.
He says so then every household in the Village could donate $3 dollars to add this officer.
Chief said we looked at several different options. We have crime in this community we
just don't promote it. RJ says the world is not getting any better. Chief says they can hit
us and jump back on th_e highway and be gone. Jane says are there any grants we can get?
Chief says we were turned down on a couple of grants. Jane says this doesn't concern the
police, but in the paper it shows the commissioners helped Ashville with the grant for
streetlights. If the commissioners can help Ashville why can't they help us? Chief says he
can't speak for them. Chief believes that with the revenue going up in mayor's court and
the $5 dollars Ordinance, these will help. Right now is our best opportunity to get this
passed. Jeff says he believes in his heart that the extra manpower is going to put more
money in because they will earn it. These guys bleed police, that is their life, and when a
guy sits out in front of your house until Sam on his own time, that says a lot. I think by
adding him on, he will make up the money. Roger says if they come in tomorrow and tell
us our general fund is negative, what effect does that have on the police dept.? Matt says
all of our payroll comes out of the general fund... Matt says tomorrow we are supposed to
finally get some resolve. Chief says cant we just get the first vote through and then if it
needs stopped; we can stop it on the next readings. Vote Matt yes, Jill yes, Bob yes, Jane
yes. Chief asks the time of the meeting tomorrow. Jane says 6pm. It is public and anyone
is welcome to come. It is posted on the bulletin boards. Chief asks who will be here. Jane
says Paul will be here. Chief asks isn't that the guy who sat in there with us and had no
idea where we were. Mayor says the audit is finished and he is ready to provide it to the
state. The numbers should be about 98% accurate. 6 months ago when he was down here
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Committee reports, none. Tara says that Gary Shelton would like to know if the
Street Committee is going to meet to talk about paving. Bob will set up a meeting. Jane
has a question about deposits. They are spread out. Bob says she may not have
collections every day. Tara goes to the bank pretty much every day. Fern wants to
complain about the traffic light at 316 and 23. Can't the council request the state doing
something. She waited through 5 changes. Vane,ssa said she sat there for 9 minutes. Chief
says there have been 7 complaints filed with ODOT just by our PD. The Sheriff and OSP
also have complained. Fern says keep calling them. Chief thinks it is a pressure plate
issue.

Roger motions to pay bills, Jane seconds and vote: Rick yes, Matt yes, Jill yes, Bob yes.
Bob motions to adjourn; Roger seconds vote all yeas, meeting adjourned 10:05pm.

Date signed
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on April 1?11\ 2012 in the
Municipal Building~ Present were Mayor Wilson, President Bob Schroeder, Council
members Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, Roger Hopkins, Jane Ramey, and Rick Sowers.
Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, Street Superintendent Gary Shelton, Office
Administrator Kelly Estep,: CFO Tara Sopher, and residents Maria and Michael Wilson,
Vanessa Murphy, Rick Proctor, and Brandon Gray.
Roger motions to disburse reading of the mi;nutes and going to only corrections. Vote all
yeas, motion catTies. Corrections were made and minutes were approved.
Old Business
Pennanent appropriations are on the table. Mayor says since the Finance Committee
hasn't met, it should still stay on the table.
·
Land Use Plan
Mayor says the reason this is on here is because at one point Council didn't approve the
expenditures associated with this land use plan. What are our intentions? Matt says they
just wanted us to come and give our input, regardless of the financial input. Jill asks
didn't they say that they could work out some IOU's? Matt says yes they did say that.
Mayor says do we want a couple of reps to go to a meeting? Gary Smith didn't send us an
email about an invite for a meeting. Matt thinks someone should go to the meeting. Jill
says as long as that doesn't make us owe them money. Matt says well we are a CEDA
member. Matt says anything CEDA related, how are we going to fund it? The land use
plan is for four entities splitting it up $1 Ok each. They are splitting that up 25% and we
are only 3% of income. Matt says I would agree to pay by another method, not 25%. Our
budget is a lot less. Matt says lets table it and add it to the next agenda. CEDA funding
options. Mayor says ok. Bob motions to table until next meeting. Matt seconds. Vote all
yeas, motion carries.
2012-07 Ordinance to hire FT Police Captain. (2 11 d reading). Roger motions to pass 201207, Jane seconds. Vote: Bob no, Jill yes, Matt yes, Rick yes. Motion canies.
New Business
Land sale on Nelson Dr.
Last meeting we had the same residents came in inquiring about buying the land adjacent
to their property. Mayor asks the Council if they should draft an ordinance to sell the
property. Roger asks if this is P&Z issue. Mayor says no. Jill says we should find out who
all wants to be a part of that. Mayor says yes. Ofcourse there is surveying costs there and
there is a cost to have it transferred and recorded at the county level. All that would be
addressed in the ordinance. Roger asks if they had talked to others. Vanessa says yes a lot
of them say they do. Brandon says that where the curve is, we don't know about them.
From the cul-de-sac to the older section of Nelson, I think everyone wants it. Mayor says
we will start with a letter stating that there are discussions on this and are you interested?
Jill says all the Nelson are on mud run. Gary says there is one foreclosure on the cul-desac. Brandon says yes right in the middle of it. Jill says she doesn't know about saying
that if the owner doest get it, the neighbor should be able to get it. Roger says I wouldn't
want someone behind me. Roger says it is a lot of stuff to consider. Jill says we don't
want to get you guys tangled up in a lot of legal stuff later.
Mayor says we should set an ordinance committee meeting. We want to put the date in
the letters to send out. Mayor says we should have those out by Monday. Jane says we
have Finance at 6pm on May 1st. Jill says everyone agrees May 2nd at 6:30 for Ordinance
Committee. Mayor says it is one step at a time. It is a process. Mayor says we will write
up the ordinance; figure out the cost and legal aspects. We are required by law to read it 3
times unless it is an emergency. 30-90 days depel1ding on how things go. Rick Sowers
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asks if it is possible to get a map that we can look at. Mayor says that Chief can print it
out for us. You can always Google it. Jill says or we have feet.
·r
IT contract
Mayor says the reason I brought that up is that we are still putting out the monthly cost
for the IT contract; there have been discussions on dropping that IT contract costing us
close to $500 a month. It was an act of Council to hire them and should be an act of
Council to dispose of them. Matt says Chief was a big advocate of this I would like to get
his take on this. He sold it to Council. Brandon asks if it is for the internet. Mayor says no
the server and updates. Roger says we talked about it before, how we could buy new
computers if they crash for that price. Mayor says it is $6k a year. \Ve have 13 computers
in the village. We do call them every once in a while. Matt says the server did fail last
year and they installed and replaced it. Roger says that Chief is also for cutting them out.
Matt just remembers Chief being a big supporter of getting this. Mayor says I was too at
the time. Roger says what happens if we don't have them. Mayor says you would have to
call a technician. Matt asks if they are running back ups. Mayor says yes they do but we
have that capability here too. Rick proctor says there are a lot of online services too that
backup pretty cheap. Jane motions to get rid of the IT contract, Rick seconds, Matt says
we will just have to review the contract and see if there are any cancellation fees. Jane
says it's been at least two maybe three years. Rick Sowers says we do need to check the
contract but his motion stands. Jill says yes, we should read the contract and talk to Ken.
Motion is amended to read the contract first and if it allows canceling without penalty, we
will cancel. Bob yes, Jill yes, Roger yes, and Matt no. Motion carries.
Collections
Capital Recovery were contracted to collect outstanding fines never paid to the Village.
There are taxes out there unpaid and utility bills not paid throughout the years. Do we
want them to go after those also? Matt asks if we lose ability to put it on the property tax.
Tara says we should just do the income tax. Jane says Kelly should be calling them.
Mayor says Kelly only has a limited amount of time. Mayor says a lot of them are
unreachable; you have to research how to find them. We don't have the capabilities that a
collection agency has. Jane thinks we should look for a different company. Mayor says
there was $800,000 owed in mayor's court. Kelly explains the wan-ant block and license
forfeiture. Roger says we should let it ride unless there is another one that does a better
job. Mayor says it seemed to me that there were two others in the state with a halfway
decent background but this company here handles this type. They have 3 or 4 large cities
they collect for. Mayor says it is worth a try to go after the back taxes. Roger motions to
send back taxes to Capital Recovery. Rick seconds, Matt asks what the perimeters will
be, Kelly says there are statutes of limitations on taxes, I will have to look that up, I am
all for it. Kelly says you can't collect on quarterly; you would have to wait until the next
year. Jane no, Bob yes, Matt yes, Rick yes. Motion can-ies.
Bid openings
Rental property for farming. Mayor says Council has the right to reject bids with
reasonable cause. If we enter our property into CRP which is conservation replacement
program, it is valued at $150 an acre. Ifwe don't get that from the bidding, I suggest that
we enter into CRP but then of course it becomes.unusable for a certain amount of years.
Jill thinks it is 10 years. Matt asks how many acres is it? Mayor says 30 acres. Tara says
there are 2 bids. Opened the first bid for McCarley farms for $8000 per year. The next is
David Hedges for $311 per acre or $9330.00 per year. Roger motions to accept Hedges
but only give it to him just 2012 and he must pay within 30 days of signing the contract.
Matt seconds, Vote all yeas. Motion ca1Ties.
Mowing bids. If the property owners do not abide by the law, we mow the property and
bill. There are two bids. Carl Wheeler, and Lowery Lawn Care. Roger motions to accept
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Mayor says he didn't know that Wheeler was in the mowing business. Mayor says
whoever gets it I will be eyeing, there were a few times where there was no weed eating
done before especially over here around Maronda. Roger says do we contract it out
because our guys don't have time, Mayor says yes, Gary says we couldn't handle any
more mowing. Matt says at $14 dollars we should let them do the park. Roger says yes
we will let our own grass grow. Gary says there is a lot of fuel involved in that. Mayor
asks why Gary is not bush- hogging that open field. Gary says it is faster to mow it and it
looks better. Rick seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
Committee reports
Ordinance Committee meeting scheduled for May 211 d at 6:30pm, and Finance is
scheduled for May 1st at 6pm. Jane reads the Finance Committee minutes from April 3rd.
Mayor would like to call a street committee meeting. This is Bob, Roger, and Jill. Bob
says why don't we wait until we know we have money to pave? Mayor says the finance
meeting is May the 1st and the final appropriations should be done and the audit report for
2011 will be done. Jane says we didn't pay for any paving last year. Mayor says he thinks
we have $7 or 8,000 for paving. We will wait a week after the Finance meeting. Street
Committee meeting is set for Wednesday, May 9th at 6:30pm.
Jane says Nov. 7, 2011; the auditors signed the contract that they are supposed to charge
us no more than $10,000 for 2011.
There are questions on the bills. Tara answers the questions. Jane has a question about
Kelly's sick time balance on her paycheck stub. It is in the negative. Matt asks Jane if she
regularly looks at the paychecks. She says no but the Mayor does. The Mayor says he
gave it to Jane since she is the head of the Finance Committee and he is afraid to say
anything anymore. Tara says that she remembers looking at it but the prior pay stub had
of hours or she would have just taken vacation. Tara will look into this further. The
system was all screwed up and she has been trying to correct everything.
Council is asking the Mayor why he handed out the privacy laws. He says it is because of
someone asking the CFO for specific information. He is not seeking action or an
investigation on this but he is handing these out and hopes it should prevent this from
happening again. Jill feels like Council is being accused of something. Roger, Rick, Bob
and Matt agree and would like a further explanation. Mayor says read the grievance. Tara
says he is only giving the laws to you so that it doesn't happen again. Matt Pettibone
motions to add to see the records on whom specifically requested the info that is on
grievance to the next agenda, Bob seconds, and vote: Jill yes, Roger yes, Rick yes, Jane
no.
Roger motions to pay bills, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas motion carries.
Bob motions to adjourn, Roger seconds, vote all yeas motion carries, meeting adjourned
9:00pm.
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on May i'\ 2012 at 7pm in
the Municipal Building. Present were: Mayor Wilson, Council President Bob Schroeder,
Council members: Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, Rick Sowers, Captain Cline,
Utilities Super Joe Allen, Office Administrator Kelly Neal, Maria and Michael Wilson,
Dan and Jeanette Gwinn, Mike Gray, and David Hedges.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected, and
approved.
Old Business
Perm Appropriations
Matt motions to take off the table, Jane seconds, vote all yeas motion carries. Matt
says the Finance committee met on May 15\ and for 2011 there will be another $20k
adjustment to the negative in the general fund. We still have another $30k adjustment
negative to the general fund. He said we could go ahead and make the adjustment. He
also said that if people are doing work for other funds, we can pay them a reasonable
amount out of that fund. Big changes from temporary to permanent , there were no
changes in police labor, the OPERS was increased in the police fund because the current
part time officer, Medicare and OPAF were adjusted to the actual amount we pay out.
Insurance were decreased due to the new policy. Mayor asked the OPAP, the note over to
the side says 29%. I thought we were paying 100%, Matt says we are paying 100% of the
29%.
The big change was supplies and materials in the police budget. Moving down,
the big changes were 100-591-300 the finance committee reduced that $10k. The
discussion was primarily cell phones. We '1:re recommending sending to Ordinance
Committee a comprehensive cell phone policy to set what plan each person would have
and recommend that we cancel 3 air cards. Part of that reduction is based on canceling
those three air cards. Mayor says $1 Ok off of communications? Matt says yes. Mayor
says ok. Mayor we reduced your supplies and materials based on year to date usage.
The other notable change was when it came to Tara and Kelly, the temporary
didn't have enough to fund Kelly full-time and We voted it to be full-time so we had to
fund it. On top of that based on auditor recommendations, we took 40% of Tara's and
10% of Kelly's salary and split that between water and sewer operating. Mayor asks did
you make those adjustments in the proper funds. Matt says yes. In the last line we
appropriated 13$k plus part of that is the CEDA and the OPEC funding and very small
contingency. When you take adding Kelly to full-time and a full-time officer, there was a
lot of discussion on where to cut hence the cut in communications. We adjusted some
down using first quaiier actuals.
Dan asks about the info the auditor wanted, Tara says it is available. Dan says he
should be done soon. Matt says we gave him until the end of May. There weren't any
more changes outside of the general fund from temporary to permanent. Mayor says
should there have been adjustments to the insurance and requirements. Matt says yes they
are all corre.ct. Jane says so we got the budget setat $644,000. Matt says yes with a very
small fund under line 1000-990-990 as a contingency. Again we need the Ordinance
committee to meet and get the cell phone policy figured out. Jane says uh huh. Matt says
he thinks we have appropriated enough to go until the Ordinance committee figures out
the policy. We had to choose between our people and technology and we went with
people on this budget. Matt motions to accept the permanent appropriations with
revisions. Rick says we need an ordinance written up stating all the funds. Matt motions
to accept the recommendations so that the Ordinance committee can base it off of this to
write it up. Jane seconds. Vote Rick yes, Jill yes, Bob yes. Motion carries.
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under new business. Matt says ok I'll hold off, Mayor says do you want to combine
them? Matt says yes. He reads some of his information. The even split is not realistic for
smaller members. What I recommend is funding achievable by each member through
equal percentage. The county was here, several of them made the comment that they were
not a revenue sharing entity I have taken that into account. What I have in mind is
resource availability, Pickaway county .25% and everyone else Yi of 1% of available
resources. That would be about $50k a year to fund CEDA. For South Bloomfield that
would be approximately $3400 that we would have to put up. We would go from paying
$10k to about $3400. Part of that 1000-990-990 is $3400 for CEDA projects. If a project
comes up and we don't want to participate, we are not required to but it at least gives us a
chance to at least support our membership and it gives us a talking point with the others
about here is our method we can use for funding. Dan asks if that was $50k a year. Matt
says he said between all four of us would be $52k. Our share would be $3400 of that.
Every year we are going to put away so much for CEDA uses. This is just a
number I threw out there. What we put in the budget is Yi of a percent. I would like to
give this to the Mayor and the next time there is a CEDA meeting, we can talk about it.
Mayor said don't look for my support. Jane says we have always belonged to CEDA have
we been paying? Mayor says no. Matt says but we have been receiving. Fern asks if we
get any money back from CEDA. Mayor says yes any business withholding tax that is
collected from any of the 3 entities is split three ways. Any thing that is built or created
after 2004 in the CEDA area, the withholding is not split. Matt says if the Mayor is
unwilling to support, I will ask Council, if we do have CEDA meetings we should have
some sort of structure of what we can do to support it. Jane says the $3400 would be for
the land use plan. They started out at $50k but came down to $1 Ok. It is good to belong to
CEDA but I don't think the land plan would help us at all. Matt says he is just asking to
set aside the money for any CEDA projects. We don't have to fund it but in the
temporary appropriations we had nothing. Mayor said we received about $3600 last year
fromCEDA.
Mayor asks Kelly the last time that she l)ad a raise. Kelly says 4 years. Mayor
says point is that we are going to take $3400 out of our budget to stick away whenever
that money could be going to our employees. Matt says that is a good point Mayor. You
have a valid point. To me it is Council deciding if they want to do it or allocate it
somewhere else. Finance committee wants to participate; I am just seeking Council's
decision. I think we just need to talk about it. Last time they were here we didn't have
anything good to say. If nobody finds any value on the CEDA land use plan, we would
still have the money there. Mayor says then the Ordinance committee will write up the
permanent appropriation ordinance and have it ready for the next meeting? Any other
questions on this plan or the funding proposal? Jane asks if we need to make a motion.
Matt says he would like to. Matt motions to accept the .5% of our general fund resources
to support CEDA projects into 1000-990-990. If not we can take the money and put it
somewhere else. Mayor asks if he hears a second. Jill seconds, Vote Bob yes, Jane yes,
·
Rick yes. Motion ca1Ties.
Ordinance 2012-07 hiring full-time police officer 3rd reading
Jill asks if it is definitely in the budget. Jill says yes. Matt says yes. Matt motions to
accept Ordinance 2012-07, Jane seconds, Vote: Bob no, Jill yes, Rick yes. Motion
carries~

Land sale on Nelson
Jane asks if the ordinance committee had a meeting on that. Jill says yes and reads
the minutes. Mayor asks if he was present at the meeting. No Jill has a sign up sheet.
H6w then, did my supposed statement come in to play? Jill says a couple of residents said
that you said it was useless land and they could get it for next to nothing. The question is
to !Council do you want to sell it, it will have to be surveyed and priced. I would say out
ofithe 13 residents there was one that was against it and one not to fond of it.
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Rick said the gentlemen at the meeting that talked about making surx if someone
buy, his concern is to mak@ sure that if he doesn't buy but his neigfi~ot does, the
ys e oesn
think we can get an easement for that reason. Jill says it will be an easement for taking
care of the sewer line. Mayor says an easement just for entrance; we will have to check in
on that. Matt says can we allow a neighbor to buy the property behind their neighbors if
they don't buy it. Rick says there were people saying that some were against that too. I
may not want it but nobody else should have it either. Jill says I can't see selling a couple
hundred feet; you should take all the way back to mud run.
Rick asks what the next step is. Jill says get a good commitment from them
because they are waiting to see what we are going to ask for it. Jill says that is the main
point. Matt says right now it is just an expense to us. Jill says but I don't think the village
should give it away. Mr. Gray asks if there is tremendous interest in this land by buyers.
Jill says there are some that are really, really interested. He says whatever you do is up to
you, but it has to be a way that will not cause you problems down the road, and stick to
your guns. I think that if you were to take a survey in the community, my feeling is that
most of them would say don't cause yourself problems down the road. Jill says we know
that and we understand that and we are not going to be in any hurry.
Jill says as a Council we have to come up with a price and about the survey and
here are our conditions do you accept? And actually some of those people will get more
than another because of the lay of the land. Mayor says yes. Mayor says then the next
step would be estimates and us setting a price. Jill wouldn't sell it for under $1200 and I
wouldn't go over it either. Matt says per lot? Jill says depends on how much land each
one will get. It is not tillable but it is still land. Jane asks how many feet do you think is
on each property? Jill says it all depends. It is going to vary in size. Jane says you can't
charge for land that is not any good. Jill says oh yes you can. It is land. Mayor says you
can't build on it but that doesn't mean it's not good land. Jill says it is not tillable because
of the sewer running through there. Jill says it always floods a little. They mowed down
there right before that meeting but they couldn't get it all because it was flooded. The
residents said they might be willing to pay about $500-$1000 but we can't give it away.
Some of them might get an acre but that wouldn't be very many of them.
Jill asks if Joe mowed by mud run? No fie said. Mayor said no it is the street
department that takes care of all our property. Jane asks Fern what she thinks. She was
thinking that when those plots were laid out, you are doing it where there was an
easement for sewer. I think it is a good id.ea to sell it to them. It is expenses to you guys.
Just make sure you get your easement for your sewer. Do the sewer lines go through the
middle or end of the property? Joe says it runs beside mud run for a while and then angles
off, you can see the manholes if you are back there. Matt says if they want to buy it, let
them buy it. Jane says it is costing the Village. Matt says he has no knowledge on land
value. If you guys work with them and come up with a number, I will support it. To me,
they have to cover the cost of the survey and there shouldn't be any cost to the Village.
Jill says exactly, Jane agrees. Jill says they either take it to mud run or nothing, not just a
100 feet or whatever. Jane says if the guy in the middle doesn't want it, the people on
each side of him; let them divide it up between them. It would have to be that way. Jane
asks if we should have a special meeting to consider the price or do this now. Jill says
there were a few residents that weren't there. Jeanette says people on Lee rd were there
too? Mayor says only the ones that are backed up to mud run.
Mayor asks council what they want to do. Jeanette asks mayor what he thinks
they should do. Mayor says figure out a price to request and measure it out and the price
will be determined, contact the attorney to have something written up. I don't know what
it costs to get that surveyed off appropriately. Ji!l says it won't be cheap. Rick says that
would be a good idea to get an estimate for surveying. Then we take it back to the
residents and say here is what we are looking at, do you want to proceed. Jane says yes, it
may be too expensive for them too survey and buy. Rick says ifit is too much, they may
walk away. Jane asks if our engineer surveys or not? Jill says that it is Michael Clark.
Mayor says he doesn't know if we still have a contract with them or not. Jill asks if
anybody has an idea for price. Ballpark? Rick says for now send it to Ordinance
committee and contact someone to give us an estimate and we will go from there. Mayor
says the Ordinance committee will let us know when you will meet again?
doesn't
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Jill<tlshys yes and we have to get that mrote up for the budget. Tarn will send them'.2&.~c---,
.
IT contract
Jane said we were waiting on Chiefs opinion. Bryan said the Chief is looking at other
companies right now. Mayor says this is tabled. It will remain tabled.
Dan Gwinn from BPA says we have come to·an agreement with Scioto Estates/Gary
Northup, we are in the process of getting the contract to the lawyer and we are going to
send the Council a courtesy contract of the copy. We will have Tara fax the contract to
the solicitor tomorrow and try to get that done ASAP.
At last count there was 28 complaints on the rates. Mr. Gray says he has a
question. I know that the cost of chemicals and just about everything goes up to run the
sewer plant. I worked at PPG and even though I didn't do the inventory, I saw some of
the purchase orders and they were always looking for ways to figure out how to keep it
safe and efficient and save money. One of the things they did was sent two of the long
time guys to some other places that they knew were operating a little less expensive. I
fish with a guy in Mansfield and have friends all over and I talk to them about their
water/sewer and what they pay, they are all by far much cheaper than Bloomfield. I was
curious if you had ever sent anyone to see if we could cut some of the costs and hold
them down. In my estimation it is out of hand, I would hope there is some effort made to
figure out a way to get some of the costs back down. If our attitude is that there is nothing
we can do about it, then it will keep rising.
Joe says our operating cost is less than 30% of our entire budget. I would be more
than happy to put our costs up against anyone in the state. Our labor is less than 50% than
that of Ashville. It's not an evolving cost that caused the raise, the last 4 years Council
has battled with a debt. Only Bob and Rick Wilson were here back when they incurred
the debt. Joe said if you take the debt out of the equation, you will not find a more tightly
ran plant. Mr. Gray says I have no problem with that but it is killing the people.
Something is going to have to be done because I have lived here 3 7 years and I have
work 7 days a week. Mayor says yes, anytime you hit someone with an $18 a month
increase. He says I didn't come up here to point fingers; I came up here to see if there is
any concern to slow it down or put a halt to it. Jill says there has never been a raise, yes
you got hit with a big one but there should have been small ones over the years. We
didn't want to do it.
Mr. Gray says the question is, is there anyone looking into a way to slow it down?
Matt says as far as costs go, Joe does everything he can to keep the costs as low as
possible. The rate increase is because of the debt. Mayor says it was the new sewer plant
they built anticipating doubling our population. Mayor says it was my opinion then and
now that it was not necessary. At this point ant time, we have stopped it, but electricity,
chemicals, everything else goes up. There may be another 3% raise in the utility rates in
the next few years but as far as that debt is concerned, that $18 increase will cover that
debt. Mayor says that debt is incurred and we should not have to incur more debt. We are
setting at a 1/3 capacity with the plant. We can grow 2/3 more before we have to expand
the plant. Mayor says you can't look at it as meters you have to look at it as usage. We
have adjusted the usage rates to compensate for the amount of usage. The resident is not
paying the same amount as a large user. There are more burdens of finances from the
larger user so they are paying more. We pretty much done everything that we could to cut
that cost back per month.
·
Rick said a few months ago he called our·state rep to ask if there is any direction
you can point me? This is our situation. He said when something is being built or before
there is all kinds of help out there, but once its done, you are stuck. Dan says even the
loan? Mayor says that is what he is referring to. Rick says it is too late to ask for help.
Fem says when the plant was built, Berger was planning to put a complex up there, and
they haven't. Mayor says yes and Dominion, Maronda, and Kroger. Fern says they said
they would be building in 5 to 10 years but the economy went down. Fem says to
overhaul the old plant would cost as much as the new one. Mr. Gray says that was then,
this is now.
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Jane says Dominion homes was talking about building 400 homes, Maranda was
supposed to build several too and nothing came of any of that and the Berger hospital,
you have to have the facility to support the growth. Ifwe don't have the sewer plant built
to provide the sewage for them then people don't want to come in. We are stuck, but we
can't foresee the future. Mr. Gray says we went on assumption instead of commitment.
Mayor says there have been ordinances put in place now to prevent that from here on.
Fern asks if Ashville has approached us about their sewer plant? Mayor says he
approached Ashville offering to take 100,000 gallons a day. Jane says according to the
paper, they are in the process of trying to find grants. Mayor says yes and their rates will
then increase. We have had one meeting with them. We had almost halfway decent
communication. We would let them tie into us over here at Millport at a reasonable rate.
They have not totally made up their mind yet but they are leaning towards their own
plant. Jane says back in the 30s the WPA built most of these sewage plants for free.
Franklin D Roosevelt gave them the money. South Bloomfield didn't get that, we had to
start from scratch. That makes a lot of difference. Jeanette asks when the loan is going to
be paid ofi: Mayor says 30 years from 1994. Fern says it is a very good rate. 2.3% on
sewer. Jane says can we refinance it? Mayor says not on that one. We have a couple other
ones we might be able to look into. They are 7 to 7 Yz%. Mayor says he has presented that
to Council. Jane says we may have to pay out longer but you will get that interest rate
down and possibly keep the rates down lower to what they are now. Dan says which one
is the 7%? Mayor says I don't have the paper work on hand. Fern says that is probably
the oldest sewer plant when they bought it from Gary Northup? Ifwe could get it
refinanced would our water bills go down? Mayor says he estimated $6 per month
saving. Mayor said he gave another option estimated savings for lowering water rates to
cut another $6 per month off the bills per month. Currently everyone is paying $4 per
1000 gallons of water. Residents don't use as much as businesses do. The impact is
greater and it should be adjusted. It should be a block rate just like the sewer. Jeanette
says she thought they didn't want to lower the water rates because there was a conflict
with the sewer plant? Mayor says they are two different entities. That could not happen.
That adjustment was for sewer for the debt on the sewer plant. Fem says some of that
debt is still paying for the old sewer plant not just the new one. Mayor says $429k a year
we pay on loans. Mr. Gray asks when the original sewer was. Bob says 1993-94 I think.
Mayor says then the water came out.
Jane recommends making a motion for the Mayor to check into refinancing our
loans. If we can get them down, we may have. 7 or 8 years left but to accommodate the
village tax payers, it is better to lower the payment to offset the increase. You may have
to extend the loan for 10 years until we can get on our feet. It makes sense to me. Why
struggle with a big payment and pay a big interest rate? It is just like a house, a person is
crazy for not going in to refinance. Any banker or attorney would tell you the san1e thing.
Mr. Gray says that numbers don't lie if you know how to work them. Jane says anyone
should know that if they have any sense about them. If we could get it down, and lower
the rates but still make our payments, that is what the council is about. Mayor says there
have been many ideas brought forth in the past 4.5 years that council has looked at and I
believe that was one of them. Jane says nothing has ever been done. Bob says that falls
under the finance committee. Jane says then do we have the authority to go to the bank to
find out what we can get? Mayor says I did give the recommendation to do it, yes it
would extend our loans a couple of years but the monthly payment could be lowered.
Fern thinks that you could be penalized. Mayor says you can't pay them off early
and they want you to hear adhere to that amount of payments and time spent. They wont
even talk to you about paying it off early but you can get a loan for your remaining
balance at a cheaper finance rate. Pull the money out of that loan to make the payments
on the original loan at a cheaper monthly cost. Jill says we are rehashing a lot of things, if
you feel that way, show it to us. Mayor says it is not my responsibility. Jane wants all the
information on these accounts and I will take it on my own and go up to see what can be
done in person. If anyone wants to go with me they are welcome to go. Rick says he will
get her copies for you. He has it ready.
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Fern said Jason Lawless, why is our name being drug through all this? Has he
ever worked for us? Mayor says yes, Fern says according to the paper there is no record
on that. Mayor says Chief would know better. Mayor says he didn't think our name was
degraded or anything. He called and I never responded. Mayor says Jason Lawless is
running for Sherriff and they are trying to prevent him from running. That's politics.
Dave Hedges was concerned because when he bid on the field, it was for a 3 year
option and now they are saying that it is only 1 year. Mayor says yes. Council agreed to
one year. Hedges said ifhe knew it was going to be one year, I wouldn't have bid as
much because I can't put any fertilizer on it. Mayor says what was the advertisement?
Tara says that it said with the option to lock in the rate for three years. Jill asked why that
ad was put in there. I was told it was up to Council's discretion whether they did it for 3
or 1. Matt says when you bid you were assuming the bid would be for three years. Mr.
Hedges says yes, that way we can lime some on the higher ground and put more fertilizer.
Jill says how many cash rent land do you know that gets more than 1 year at a time. He
says quite a lot; normally it is 2 or 3 years. More than likely it is 3. Dan says split the
difference. Matt says a compromise of 2 years. Mr. Hedges said that 2 would be better
than 1 but he would rather have 3. Jill asks if he stated that way in his bid. He said yes,
Tara said yes he.did. Dan said give him a break.
Jill says I think it should be for one year. We already voted on it. Jane says if we
hold him to $9330 the next three years and the grains drop down he is going to be out.
Mr. Hedges says it fluctuates. He has a bunch of contracts to fill and that is why he needs
to look ahead a little bit. Mayor asks if we want Tara get the original bid or just stick with
their vote. Jane says that she may change her vote. Jill would only do it one year at a
time. As high as that rate is, but that is why you bid that high, you have to fill your
contracts. Mr. Hedges says that you can't do much with chemicals in one year.
Jane motions to reconsider the vote. Mayor says Council may want to table to
review. She did vote yes on that and has every right to ask for that reconsideration. Mr.
Hedges said he wouldn't have bid that much ifhe knew it was only for one year. Mayor
says we are not changing the motion, just revote on the motion. Jill says we already voted
on that. Mayor says a member that voted has a right to ask to reconsider the vote by the
following meeting. Vote: Bob yes, Jill yes, Matt yes, Rick yes, motion carries. Jane says
Council isn't being honest. We should bring it down to be fair. Dan doesn't think it is
fair. Matt says you have 30 days from the last meeting to both accept the bid and pay it or
it goes to the next bidder. Matt says there is confusion on everybody's part. Mr. Gray
says Mr. Hedges is losing money because he thought he was making a bid for 3 years.
There is something not quite kosher about how this went down. Dave asks if he can do 2
years. Jane says we should reconsider since there was a misunderstanding. If he wants to
get a lawsuit, he could do it. I think we should :reconsider. If he bid for 3 years, at $9330,
the one year on the other farmer, he bid $8000 for one year. Mr. Hedges would love a
compromise of2 years. Joe feels partially at blame here but when I wrote it down, the
intent was the option of the Village to let it go without bidding. Joe said when we put it in
there; I did have the intent of it being the Village's discretion, to save money on
advertising every year. It was to save $300 not to cause an hour of headache. Mr. Hedges
said can you just do it for 2 years? Mayor says it is Council's decision. They seem to
want the one year. Mr. Hedges says I could back out if I want to. Mayor says yes, it is the
contract yes. Mr. Hedges says how long do I have to decide? May 1i 11 • I won't do
anything until I make my mind up with the land;, Mayor says okay thank you for your
time.
New business
CEDA funding options. We have already considered this earlier.
Request for records on who specifically requested the info that is on the grievance.
I think the minutes of last meeting said everyone agreed except Jane that they want
further information. Matt says he thinks it's important for the record and there is a lot of
mis-notion about requests from specific account information.
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someone, not a specific name. I did not mention anyone.
Selling village property
Brought forth by our absent member Mr. Hopkins. Matt motions to table tmtil Mr.
Hopkins is available. Bob seconds, Joe says he has a gentleman that approached me
about purchasing land south of the Wastewater plant for a business. He does well style
work, his payroll is a half to three quarter million a year. He wants 4 or 5 acres back there
where he is not seen, off the highway. He saw the land back there and we are looking at
15 jobs basically and a business that is actually here not in California not paying tax to
us. Roger put it on the agenda for me. It won't interfore with any waste water growth for
the next I 00 years. He will be far enough back, I marked it off down there, we left it out
of the bid, the gentlemen would like to have an idea of land value, if they are interested n
doing it so that he can move on this. Jane asks if that is the land we are renting? Joe says
close. Sam Hall also has expressed interest in buying if we wanted to sell more off back
there. Joe said there would be governors proud to say they brought 15 jobs to Picakawy
County. Mayor says that you can sell anything you want but it has to go out for bid.
Mayor says we will take that piece over there to the attorney. Matt says after you bid it,
you run the risk of someone putting a bunch of trucks on it and using it for a parking lot.
Joe says that he just wants an answer to give to him. Matt says well then the question is
do we want to sell the land or not? Matt says his motion stands to table it. Matt says we
need to wait for him to come back and talk about it. Bob seconds vote all yeas item
tabled.
Committee reports:
Jane reads the Finance committee minutes
Bob Schroder says we still haven't gotten minutes from the special CEDA
Council meeting. Jane asked if Matt is off any this week? Matt says no, I don't have any
days off this week. Jill says how about next Wednesday the 16th at 6:30 for the Ordinance
committee to meet. Bob says we have a Street committee meeting this Wednesday at
6:30.
Rick motions to pay bills, Matt seconds, and vote: all yeas, Bob motions to
adjourn, Jane seconds, vote all yeas, meeting adjourned 9:34pm.
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The South Bloomfield Council met in regular session on May 22 11 d, 2012 at 7pm
in the Municipal building. Present were Mayor Wilson, President Schroeder, Members:
Roger Hopkins, Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, and Rick Sowers. CFO Tara
Sopher, Utility Supefintendent Jo·e Allen, Maria and Michael O'Neal Wilson, Dan and
Jeannette Gwinn, Jeff Pluta, and Captain Cline.
The meeting started with the pledge of ailegiance. Rick motions to suspend the
reading of the minutes, Roger seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries. The minutes are
corrected and approved.
Bob motions to have the reading of the special Council meeting concerning the
CEDA agreement at the next Council meeting. Rick seconds, Vote all yeas. Motion
carries.
Old Business
2012-09 Permanent Appropriations (tabled)
Bob motions to pull 2012"'09 permanent appropriations off the table, Matt

seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries. Mayor· says he believes the Ordinance committee
wrote up the ordinance on permanent appropriations. You guys did a good job. Matt
motions to accept Ordinance 2012-09 Permanent appropriations, Bob seconds, and Vote
all yeas, motion carries.
Matt motions to make 2012-09 Permanent appropriations an emergenci.and
suspend the second and third readings. Jane seconds. Vote all yeas, motion canies.
Land Use.Plan
Mayor put this on here because he wanted to show the Council the CEDA plan.
He handed out maps showing the uses. They have us approved for only recreation or
mining on 23. There is a lot of road frontage there that could be used for commercial or
residential in the high spots. Take a close look at that. I know I remember being up to Mr.
Crites' property, the property right by his home is as elevated as his is and it must be 75100 acres. That is prime development there. Leatherwood's property is also above flood
stage. Roger asks CEDA is just a recommendation, right? Mayor says yes but you try to
adhere to the land use plan as much as possible. Roger says is this because we haven't
been involved in it? Mayor says I don't know, you have this corporation, this is their
specialty to know the land and make recommendations for the use of that land. Take a
look at it and go to Ashville's website to see when the next meeting is. If you feel the
need to voice your opinion, attend the meeting. Are there any questions or comments?
Land Sale on Nelson
Mayor says this was sent to the Ordinance committee. Jill says at the last meeting
on May 16th, I stated to them that I was in touch with the surveyor Michael E. Clark.
Figuring that he would know the layout down there I called him. They called yesterday
and for Nelson Dr. the cost of survey will be $156 dollars per track. Roger says that is
about right and that is what it was down at the campground. Lee Rd is a little different
and more costly, before going forward they would have to pull all that up on Lee Rd and
get down there and look at it. Jill talked to Jason who does all the paperwork and Jason
the engineer at Michael E Clark and they seemed like it wouldn't be too difficult or take
too long. I guess the next thing is what are we going to ask for it? Mayor said would the
Ordinance Committee recommend a ce1iain price? Bob says the recommendation should
come from the Ordinance or Finance committee. Bob says in the minutes that Jill said she
wouldn't go over or under $1200. Jill says I don't think that I said that, I think the kids
were looking for a little better deal. Mayor says last meeting it came up about the bidding
process of state law and government owned property has to be put out for bids to be sold.
I believe the statement came from the committee that the solicitor says there is no
problem in selling it. Jill says he still has to research it and there has to be an easement.
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Dan says is it ok to'sell it without bidding it then? Mayor says I don't think we
can get around that in the· revised code. Jill has a 1ist of questions to send to the attorney.
His big question to us was what will we ask for it? Jill says it is prime land at $4k an acre.
It is worth something if someone wants it. Mayor says I know years ago the Erie Canal
running through Millport, the state decided to let that go, it was offered to the residents.
Jill says she believes they deeded it over to him. _Mayor says I think so. Jill says we were
under the impression that they were going to deed it over to them if they wanted it.
Mayor says I don't know, if we are forced to bid it out, maybe we will want to go that
route. It is an option. Does Council have any problem with the Ordinance committee
getting together the questions and handing them to Tara and she forwards them to the
solicitor? Jill told him she will get back to him.
Mayor asks are there any suggestions on price? Roger says we should wait and
see if we can even sell it. Matt says we can recommend a minimum if it is bid out. Roger
says that is what we did with the cruiser. Rick says that.would also disappoint 1 or 2 of
them who are concerned about someone owning the property behind them. Jill says he
did say that if I didn't want it to mud run but my neighbor did, that he could buy it also.
Jeannette says isn't that a flood zone? You are not going to build a park back there then?
If you told the people that, can they come back and sue you for that? Jill says well it
wasn't the Village that told them is it? Mayor says I would have to go back through the
minutes to see. Mayor says to put any structure~ back there would need a large
·
investment. It is always going to flood. Jeannette says then you can't sell it. Mayor says
no, you can sell it. Jill says but we don't want those people building it up because it will
flood their neighbor. Mayor says we couldn't allow that, couldn't put any structures on it
basically. I think our intention was to try to dispose of it and get it to the property owners.
IT Contract (tabled)
Mayor says unfortunately the police chief is not here due to medical reasons. Item left on
the table.
Selling Village property
.
Scioto River property on the table. Roger motions to pull off the table, Bob
seconds, and vote all yeas, motion carries. Roger says a while back the Chief and
someone else was talking about the property where the gazebo is and Joe asked me to
bring up the one who wanted to buy the land back by the sewer plant. But I think it would
have to be bid too. Mayor says that is my understanding of the law, I can't remember the
section in the revised code. I would advise council to have Tara call him and clarify that.
Dan asks if we could lease it. Mayor says it still has to be bid. The section is 721.01721.26 of the revised code. Matt says we can reject any bids and re-advertise until it is
sold. Jill doesn't think those residents knew that. Mayor says correct. Roger says I don't
even think we knew that. Mayor says that why I asked if the attorney said that. Jill said he
only said we had the ability to sell it that's all. Roger says the way it sounds, that guy is
pretty interested back there. I think we should take steps to do it. Jill asks why he wants it
to be not seen from the highway. Mayor says he does wells and has large materials for
supplies that he can't store in a building; he doesn't want to be out on Main St. Being
back in that area is sort of off the beaten track. Jill was just curious why that was said.
Roger says how many employees does he have?Joe says 15 right now. He is kind of
stuck at that right now. Jane says he wouldn't be drilling back there? Joe says no, he does
it for a living, this would be his shop.
Jane says a past Council member said that Council voted all that stuff that Sam is
doing back there now. She heard that if they get into the Teays River it could change the
course of our water flow. Jill says where do you think Hugget's wells go to? It is possible
to get that deep. Roger says when we were building the pay lake, if you hit the Teays
River, it would suck you under, equipment and all. Jill says I am just saying that it's
possible. Jane says this former council member was upset because this Council let Sam
Hall start digging back there. Matt says it wasn't Council, it was planning and zoning.
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Jane says several years ago the EPA said it is not good. Joe says that is not true.
The EPA was at his plant talking about Sam's operation. My concern is them
contaminating our water. The 300 foot radius around is all met. We are not just flying by
night letting them dig back there. The EPA is ftilly aware. A lot of people get facts mixed
up. Jane says in 15 years, a lot can change in the EPA. Joe says when there is a democrat
in the white house, the regulations are stronger. I have to write a letter to the residents in
the park over something that happened 17 years ago when Gary Northup owned the park.
Joe says the EPA is definitely not laxed compared to what they were.
Matt asks Jill you say no more than $1200? Matt motions if we do sell the land on
Nelson, we ask at least $800 and they have to pay for the surveying, there should be no
cost to the village. Jill says that is a fair price. Matt says I don't think anybody else is
going to buy that property back there. Jill says I don't either. Mayor says that's why I
said just give it to them. Jill says we need money, why give it away? Mayor says they pay
just as much taxes as anybody; it is a burden to us to take care of it. Jill says you have to
charge something. Mayor says that is my opinion. Everyone in here pays a portion for
that, Jill says if they want it for a yard, why give it to them? Mayor says because it costs
us to maintain it. We spend a day of wages to take care of it. Jill says hey you have
something they Want, don't give it away. Mayor says that is the difference between us.
Jill says no that is the difference in not knowing land. Mayor says if it is costing money
to keep it, yes. Maria says if you need money why are you hiring people. Jill says if you
really feel that way, go ahead, but I will not vote that way.
Jeanette says what if you get to Lee Rd, then you may be giving away a whole
half an acre. Jane asks Jill how big she thinks the parcels are? Roger asked why would
they buy it anyway, they can use it for free. Rick says I'm sure throughout the years; they
will pay enough taxes to buy that 10 times over. Jill says if Council really feels like it,
just give it away. Jane motions to give it to them. Jill asked why they want it. Jeff says
because they didn't want anybody else to have it. I would probably send letters out and
have them sign if they want it or not. Maybe do a silent bid. Maybe someone might say a
hundred or two thousand in a silent bid, if they don't want it; they should sign off on it.
Joe says then you have to come up with restrictions for bidding on it. Jeff says we do
need the money but this weighs heavy on me because we have the top 6 or 7 major
businesses in this town that aren't giving us a·dime. Seeing what I see as a taxpayer,
living here all my life, I would say you have to charge something, you decide we have a
minimum. It is better than nothing. I do see yol.lr side Mr. Mayor. Let them say what it is
worth to them and the Council accept or not. You're going to get rid of it anyway.
Jill said a few of them said they would pay $500 to a $1000. Jeff Pluta said you
may get more than expected. You gave everybody the opportunity, you posted it,
everything. Joe thinks it needs to go back to committee~ Mayor says that is where it was.
Joe says we can't sell land with no access. Jill said you can't sell that if you are going to
land lock somebody. Rick says he said it is illegal to sell land locked property. Mayor
says it is a public bid. To sell it has to be public bid. Mayor says there is still a lot of
research to be done. The Ordinance committee has started that research. Jane says it is
going to cost us more with the attorney, Jane says if you keep asking him a lot he will
charge more.
Bob will second a minimum of $800 per track if we decide to sell on Nelson.
They will vary in size. Jane says someone from Columbus could come down and put a
bid in and the homeowner wouldn't have any control. Matt says his parents live off
Weigand and Bulen-Peirce Rd. A guy bought the property behind them of 10 or 11 acres.
It upset those houses. The guy sodded it and bought a lawn mower, he just likes putting
around cutting grass. Mayor says the worst thing I see is that a farmer could come in. Jill
says they couldn't. You didn't have a sewer line back there. Matt says the planning and
zoning could zone that residential right? Mayor says if I am not mistaken it is zoned
residential. Matt says then a farmer couldn't buy it for farming purposes. Jeff says you
could put in there a stipulation no farming. Vote Rick yes, Jill yes, Jane no, Roger yes.
Motion carries.
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The 5 acres on the sewer property, how much per acre on the sewer property?
Mayor says we should really sit back and think about it again. Our whole intention is to
~·
lure that business in. Matt says it has to go out to bid. Joe says we can do it in executive
l
session instead of putting it out for bid. Take bids accepting Council's approval instead of ]
setting a number. Mayor would say if you want a minimum bid that would have to be in
the advertising. Roger says didn't the Ohio revised code say something about Council's
approval? Mayor says yes it says 2/3 have to approve it. The manager of the parcel has a
right to reject any and all bids. Mayor says you would have to watch that decision
making. Roger says what if someone wants to put a junk yard? Mayor says from Cooks
Creek down to the truck stop. That land was out for sale and someone bought it and they
leased it out to farmers. There is only so much land, if you have it hold on to it. Jill says
and you want to give some a way. Jane says because it will be worth more in 10 to 20
years.
Roger says we should table until next meeting. Mayor says yes. Roger motions to
table; Matt asks why we are tabling this? Roger says to get more info. Joe asks is
everybody ok with this before I spend a lot more time on this. Matt would like to see a
map of what we are looking at it. Jill asks is there 15 acres of high ground there? Joe says
I don't think so. Mayor says maybe 10-12. Jeannette says how far it is away from the
sewer plant. Joe says 100 feet. Roger motions to put back on table. Jane seconds. Vote all
yeas.
Ii

1

0

New Business
Solid waste management plan
Mayor says every year the county comes up with a solid waste management plan, we are
asked to pass an Ordinance for solid waste management. Unfortunately, I see on the
amazing kindle, it did not download onto the agenda. We will have to table that until next
meeting. It is just a standard agreement between the county and all the Villages and cities
within the county. Bob says doesn't that include other counties? It is a joint district.
Mayor says you are right it is. Bob motions to table, Rick seconds, and vote all yeas,
motion caITies. Item is tabled.
Council meeting recording system.
The Mayor says this is the 3rd or 4111 time that I have brought this up for a
recording system. This poor girl is typing so much and when she is asked a question, stuff
is left out, you look at any place our size and they have recording devices that record all
meetings held. I brought in estimates for a system like this 6 speakers, mixer, the majority
of people have devices to listen to these minutes. Something has to be done to make sure
we get everything properly recorded and I hope Council will back me to get this. $400 is
very cheap. I know we are stretching for money, but we are living in the Stone Age guys.
Let's get up to 2012. For a while I had a video camera and I used to have a DVR recorder
so I had an accurate account of what went on. Jill says didn't they used to use tape
recorders. Mayor says yes but you couldn't hear the person down the end. Jeff says
videos are just as cheap and Ashville, Circleville all of them go on the access channel.
You can store the disk and type it later if needed. Jeff says some of the laptops can do it
on Skype. Mayor says yes.
Roger says where would the money come from? Mayor says I believe that I have
an account. I can pull apportion out of there. Matt says it got lowered. Mayor says all I
have is wages? Matt says and what you've spent so far this year. Roger says I say find the
money to get the recording. Mayor says I will find it. Dan says how do you keep a record
of it? Mayor says on our server. It is backed up all the time. Jane says then you won't
have the book to make? Jill says will the council still get a copy of the minutes? Mayor
says yes as digital copies. Jill asks she is still going to email everyone a copy? Tara says
there are no corrections to be made if it is on tape. Mayor says yes then there is no
disputing. I believe we had a dispute a while back with a resident a while back so just to
avoid things like that. Roger motions to get the recording system at a maximum cost of
0
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thinks that with the microphones and mixer, we can always upgrade later to get video
added to that. Rick seconds. Mayor says radio shack quote last year was for $400. Vote:
Jane yes, Bob no, Jill yes, Matt yes. Motion carries.
Outsource billing
Mayor says we done research a couple years ago, there are companies out there
that we can send our billing to for our utilities and have them print, and mai] the bills and
collect? Tara says not collect. Matt says lets get this all together with current numbers.
Matt says I motion to table this. Roger seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries.
Resolutions for Retirement funding
Mayor says after I made the agenda the CFO said we need to pass standardized
resolutions for OP AF and OPERS to make it official. They sent us resolutions then I went
through and substituted our name and info in the appropriate places. Matt says we are on
the OPAF, on that 742-31 it says each employee shall contribute. Whenever they throw a
''shall" in it usually means you can't change it. Roger says that means they have to. Matt
says whenever the government throws shall in that is non negotiable. Mayor says yes
they are required to pay 10 percent but the ordinance says the Council wants to pick up
all of that. Matt says I understand that we are allowed to do that. Mayor says we will send
it up to the solicitor. Matt motions to table 2012.:06 OP AF resolution. Vote all yeas.
Roger seconds.
Next OPERS will also table. Roger motions to table resolution 2012-07,
concerning the contributions from the Village to OPERS. Matt seconds, vote all yeas.
Tara has a contract from the auditors that the Mayor needs permission from
Council to sign it. Mayor says this is the modification agreement with the auditing firm to
extend their service to 2010-2011. New contract total $1 lk. Jane says it was supposed to
have been $ lOk. Jane says she has the letter. Mayor thinks it was $10-12k. Mayor says
every two years the state requires us to be audited. Jeff says those two that were here they
are the auditors? Mayor says yes they are. The last four years we have been operating on
estimates. Matt says really bad estimates. Mayor says instead of waiting for 2013 to be
audited for 10 and 11, we wanted to go ahead and get our books straight; we need a fresh
start where we are not guessing. Jeannette asks when it will be completed. Mayor says
according to that it says September 30th estimated completion. Jeannette asks you are not
going to pay them until it is complete right? Mayor says I don't think that is how it goes;
I think you pay them once you sign the contract. Jane says right here is the letter that was
sent to us in 2011, she reads it. It says that the total estimated cost is $1 Ok. Matt says all
we appropriated was $10k. We should askthem why it is $1 lk. Mayor says it was
estimated. The contract says $1 lk plain and simple. Matt says why don't we ask him and
come to an understanding. Mayor says I don't think they will continue until the contract
is signed. Matt says Paul said he would have it done June or July. Matt motions to table
the contract. Matt says I am sure if we explain to him our understanding and we
appropriated $1 Ok and weAidn'tteceive any change request from him. Jane says I will
call him. Matt says and we would also like to know what the extra $1000 is for. Dan says
he might waive it. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.
Committee reports
Finance Committee: Jane says we haven't had any finance meeting but I will give
you all a heads up on the loans on the sewer plant. I called Sue Farmer; she came down
here and helped give us the $5.5 million loan May 26, 2005 on the new sewer plant. One
part of that the interest rate is 2%, the other part is % %. On the rest of the loans 4 more,
they were taken out on April 15, 1992 at 6.5 % {or 25 years, January 26, 1995 on a 7%
for 34 years, 7% for 25 yrs another one $1.5 million January 1992 that is 7%. I have a
meeting set up with her this Friday at 1:30. She said there is no way they can do
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of interest given to us at the time, I'm sure if she comes down to 2-3 % it would be good.
She said she may lower the interest rate and maybe extend the payments out 5 years. That
would maybe help to bring down the $18.50 i.ncrease. She said she lives in Columbus and
she said that our rates are cheap. I pay a lot more than that for mine in Columbus. Jane
says everyone else says Columbus don't pay that much. I have asked Bob to come and
Dan since Bob is Council President and Dan is BPA president. I have also invited the
Mayor and Matt if they can come. We should be able to bring the payments down. She is
with the OWDA. Mayor says sounds good, thank you Jane.
Ordinance Committee
Jill reads the minutes from the May 16th meeting. Mayot says for Ordinance
2012-08 Cell phone policy, do yon want to go ahead or put it on the next agenda? Rick
says personally, I would like it ort the next meeting because I would really like everyone
to review that and give opinions and concerns. Mayor asks Jill if it is ok with her since
she is the Chairman. She says yes.
Street committee
Mayor says that was cancelled. Mayor says Gary called and said he couldn't make
it. Mayor told Kelly and Kelly called the members. Jill said I didn't get that call. Bob
says Kelly called me and said that the Mayor and Gary couldn't be here we should
probably reschedule it. Mayor says yes I believe I only told Kelly to call Bob. Roger says
I want to schedule a meeting, I will get with Gary. Mayor says I am unavailable on
Wednesdays and Fridays.
Bob makes a motion to pay bills, Jill has a question, and Tara answers. Matt has a
question about the bill for Carl Wheeler. Joe says it is Bob Wheeler, Carl's brother. Tara
will change the name and address on the invoice. Matt asks if Tara bills the land owners.
Tara says yes and then the money we pay out is credited back into the account. Matt tells
Tara he wants to be notified if the land owners are not paying it. Mayor says it will go on
the taxes and we get our money one way or the other. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas,
motion carries.
Jane says on the cell phone bills, are we going down to the $29 a month plan?
Matt says we have a staiiing point of an ordinance that Council needs to review and
discuss. Jane says there is no amount. She says they all pay different amounts.
Jane motions to adjourn, Roger seconds, vote all yeas, meeting adjourned at 9:02pm.

Date Signed
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The South Bloomfield Villa e Council met in re ular session 1
al Building. Present at the meeting were Mayor W·ilson, Council President Bob Schroeder, Counci
s Roger Hopkins, Jane Ramey, Rick Sowers, Matt Pettibone, and Jill Roese, Street Superintendent _,ary
, Street helper Ray Cobb, Captain Bryan Cline, Chief McCoy, Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, Su
from OWDA, Meghan Toitch from Ohio Insurance Services, Erin Grushon with MORPC, and visi
ta, Maria Wilson, Bob Harden, and Tom Smeltzer.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. Roget motions to skip reading of last Council m . ting
and go straight to corrections. Jane seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. The minutes were corre ed
ger
roved. Bob motions to skip reading and go straight to corrections on the special meeting minutes,
, Vote all yeas, motion carries. The minutes froni the special CEDA meeting held on March 14th w ·e
d and approved.

Sue Farmer Chief Loan Officer from OWDA.
ane contacted me and we had some trouble getting together. Her first question was could any loan
refina1 ed? The short answer is no. We don't get any moriey from the State of Ohio, we borrow it all whe we
lend it ut to you we take all the projections and pay it to bond holders. The payments that are coming inn w
will go out to bond holders the first of December. The older loans are close to getting paid off. We talked a out
changi g the tenn from 25 to 30 years with a smaller payment but paying more in the long run. The older 1 ans
where ome are above 7%, they are at 7% because we pay the difference. I would like to focus on the first age
of my andout which is the loan for the Waste Water Treatment Plant. You got a discount on the fi:eshwate
hi ch is our market rate money because you were a previous borrower and the EPA said you had t
. She explains the paperwork she handed out to everyone. This helps to influence not spending m
illion. They didn't make sure the cheap money had been disbursed, what we are going to do now i
increas the 1.5% by $300k part of the loan and decrease the 3.99% by $300k. You have been paying the
diffore ce. You are going to get a credit of about $40k plus capitalized interest will decrease because we w
take th first payments made. My estimate of your payment going forward will decrease by about $4k. Tha 1s
.what
can do. We will just wait and see how the sewer rate increase does and see how you are and discu it
y. I commend Jane for contacting us because we have a computerized system that manages all the e
-loans. e just upgraded it and this won't happen going forward. Mayor also commends Jane and says he
apprec tes her doing that.
Id Business
and Sell on Nelson
ayor says that was sent to committee. Did comm.ittee meet? Jill says she got her answers back fro
the sol· itor. We have to bid it out, easement no problem, nothing illegal about selling land locked propert . The
other
s the restrictions, he thinks our zoning laws would take care of this. If one neighbor wanted to buy ut
the oth r didn't, the neighbor could buy that too but it had to go to open bid. What does Council want to do Jill
says R would be glad to come down and meet with us at anytime about this. Roger says his thing is getti
someo1 from NY come in there and buys that whole strip; but I don't see why anybody would want to.
Mayor says any other comments do we proceed or . do we table it for fmiher consideration; Rick sa he
is hesit nt to bid it out in case someone bids on it. Roger says well really if the residents want that land, the
should id on it. Rick says I think in order to do that we would have to have it surveyed and parceled to do 1at
which · an upfront expense put out by the village. Jane talks about leasing. Mayor says you still have to bi it
out. Jil says they could be the only one to bid on it. Roger says the land owners are the ones that asked abo t it,
if they ant it they should bid. Jill says the next step should be to send them a letter to see how serious the
if they ould incur the cost. Or have a meeting like we did before and tell them where it stands. Mayor say
would robably be our best bet. Roger says they would probably just rather use it for nothing.
att says is there a way that we could set it up to where they maintain it and they get a credit some ay.
uill say what if some do and some don't, we could bring that to the meeting too. It is in their ball park reall
-Mayor ays at this point before we incur the cost of putting it up for bid, we should get a feel for how serio
everyo e is. Roger motions to table until after a meeting _is held. Jill says we have done what we can do unt we
meet w h the people. Mayor says his opinion is it should go back to committee. The committee can always
report ck to Council. Jill says would we set up a meeting? Mayor says that is up to Council that is just m
cents. I is up to them if they want to take the risk of someone else coming into get it but it is an open meeti
I'm sor y but the CFO should recognize that we have to pay all council members to be there. I would rather ay
a coupl . Jill says I will hold the meeting and see what they want to do. Rick motions to send back to the
ordina e committee, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas, motion carries.
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tabled
waiting on a phone call. Mayor says we will leave it tabled.

Roger motions to pull of the table, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas, motion catTies. Roger turns t floor
ove to Joe. This is Bob Harden interested in the land behind the sewer plant, it is basically around 5 acr s, then
are ome stakes back there and he shows Council the satellite view of the land on the projector. Also Sa has
exp essed interest in buying. He explains how any future need to double the plant capacity would still fi
the ence. Mr. Harden is kind of at the point where he needs to get moving on a building. Is Council int
in ing something with this/ maybe putting it out for bid with the option to decline any bids. Bob says
wat r supply contractors. We would just have a building and our equipment, we would have roughly 15
co ing in and with the workload we have right now we are holding off brining anybody else back in, w
hav to hire at least 2-3 more people. We have been looking for a while, this is a great area to be in, we
gro , I don't want to move again, we want to be able to get the facility we want and be here to stay. Ma says
is t intent to have an office? He says yes, we will have an office and shop to work on things. Roger sa s you
don t have a corporate office somewhere else. No, we have been in business since 1995 based in Grove .ity.
We ave done work in several surrounding states. We are not going anywhere, we are pretty stable. Jan asks
the ame of the comp. HD Water services. Rick says you outgrew where you are now? He says yes we
it 6 onths after we moved in, our current landlord has decided to build more buildings where we store
les and such. That is why we are looking. We need a bigger place.
Roger asks Joe if he has done his homework on if we need expansion. Joe says yes we can doubl inside
ence if need be. It was designed that way. Roger says the land isn't doing us any good back there ri ht
It could bring in taxes and it is what we are looking for. Jill asks is it incorporated. Mayor says no. ick
the negatives to this? Jill says they are not incorporated down there. Joe says we would have to do t at.
Ma or says and again it is out for bid and there is no guC!rantee that he gets a hold of it. Roger says was t there
s01 thing that was brought up that we could reject bids if they weren't for the right purpose. Mayor say I
don know about the right purpose. Rick says he thinks it could be worded that Council could reject bid with - sou d reasoning. Roger says isn't it through the sewer? Mayor says it has to be approved of the departm nt but ·
goe through Council. Chief says what is it zoned? Mayor says it is not, it would be under Harrison Twp aws at
this urrent time. Roger says does it need to go to the lawyer first for the surveying. Mayor says the first
dee· ion is whether or not you want to sell it, and then if you do it will be surveyed out and plotted out a d then
ann xed in. Roger asks if anyone else sees any reason why we should keep it.
Roger motions to sell it. Jill says how much will you sell? Roger motions to sell the 5 acres. Joe ys do
you ant to put the other in there, taking it straight back? Jill says are you saying take it back to the rive1 Joe
say yes. Matt says he does not want that to tum into a gravel quarry. Matt agrees with 5 acres right now I
wo d hate to see a gravel quarry back there. Roger motions to put the 5 acres up for bid. Matt says we ve to
get parceled out and P&Z will have to zone it for a specific use other than a gravel quarry. Jill says
Blo mfield will have to annex it. Jill says how many months does it take to annex? Mayor says expedite
e 2 or 3 months. Rick says and there is a cost to that as well? Jane says and if we put it up for bid, e have
it in the paper. Jill says for 5 weeks the lawyer said. Jill says could we work with just the 5 acres? ill
say I would think we should annex the entire thing and wl].en we surveyed it for the annex, mark off the
acre . Jill says did Clark survey that off? Joe says the best I know he did, I don't know. Mayor says he d esn't
Imo for sure. Chief says I don't think it was, I think they blocked off that area there. Jill says who surv ed it?
Chi says it would have to be Clark that is the only engineering firm we have used in the last 15 years.
s call Clark. Jill says that is what I did for Nelson Dr. Jill seconds the motion to sell 5 acres of vill
rty along the Scioto River. Vote: Jane is not sure and votes no, Bob yes, Matt yes, Rick yes, motio1
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Waste Mana ement Plan tabled
ill leave it tabled and Tara, please make sure they get a copy of the ordinance for me. Mayor says i is a
they do every year they draft a management plai1 for solid waste. It is a district and anyone that is i the
ct is asked to pass a resolution accepting their plan .. Matt says have they provided that plan? Mayor
Ian would be on their website. Solidwastedistrict.com. Roger asks Mayor if he has read it, he says n
e should leave it tabled and do it next time I guess. Mayor says ok.
r says that is all I have for new business. Bob says there are 4 more things on this agenda.
lutions for retirement, (these are tabled). Mayor asks Tai·a to send to solicitor regarding what was sa
last meeting.
ance 2012-08 Mobile Communication Polic - tabled
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agen
att says we wanted to talk about it at Council. Bob says we just received a copy last meeting.
motio to take Ordinance 2012-08 off the table. Bob seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries. Does anyone
a copy fthis? Matt says in the finance meeting we set the budget to get to the $644,000 mark, paii of that
makin cuts to the budget. Mayor says sorry but it is not Council's authority to cut expenditures within the
Mayor ays that is not up to you, it is up to the administrators. Matt says well, if the administrators don't d
anythi , it will be out of money. Mayor says it is not within your authority to do so. Jill says right now th ·e
- are 7 a cards out there? Jill says we were cutting it back to 7 phones and one air card, and the rapid ID. M tt
says th Mayor, Joe, and Chief would not have an air card. Jane says I know we discussed about the Mayo s
cell ph ne. Mayor says again you have no authority over this subject; your authority is to the amount yous "ck
into th fund. The ordinance you want to pass is illegal to do so. You are stepping on other authority. May r
can not dictate how that money is spent; it falls to the dept head and the head administrator.
ill says how many air cards do you think we need? Mayor says I haven't looked at it seriously. We eed
at least 5. Jill says who? Mayor says not in public. If you want to discuss it after the meeting its fine. Mayo
says n setting here it is a waste of time. Jill says you won't sit in a public meeting and say who needs an r
card? e says utilities, Chief, Mayor, 5 for the police dept. Chief says 4 cars and 1 rapid ID. Jill says why
the util y need an air card? Mayor says because he doesn't have internet in the office or in his home. Jill s
it nece ary? Joe says he has to do his reports electronically. Jane says there are not 4 cars out at one time.
says e ry car has a computer, by the grant we got from the federal government; every one of those compu
has to ave internet access. Or you would be in violation of the federal grant guidelines. Roger says how ai·
they w rking out? Chief says I would like to have a faster speed. Another question you should ask yoursel
how m ch the penalties are to turn these off.
ill says when a resident wants to know why the Mayor needs an air card; I want to know the answ to
give th m. Mayor says then you refer them to the Mayor, you tell them I don't have an answer for that, ask he
Mayor. Jill says no, I'm not going to do that. Matt said we were trying to give some structure to the amoun we
put int ere. 70% has been spent already. The communications will be out of money. Jill says are there che er
rates? hief says we are on a government rate right now. Roger says that he feels some of these people don· t
1phones. Mayor says it is not your responsibility. Roger says don't talk to me like that. Talk to me ike
ayor says that you have the authority to put how much into what account. Matt says Roger they h e
-$3,000 eft in that line. Let them work it out; they will be out of money. Roger says well if it is illegal then
waste t e, lets move on. Rick says do we have to vote it down or what? Mayor says I appreciate you sayi
that I s ould have been consulted about this. Jill says now I am not picking, you know that. Mayor says ok, o
we lea tabled the retirement resolutions left tabled.
Outsou ce the Billin
passed out the papers and explains everything involved in the quote. Tara says it is a good deal.
to take this off the table, Roger seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Matt motions to go ahead w· h
ing the billing to Smart bill. Rick seconds, Roger yes, Jane no, Bob yes, Jill yes. Jill asks it is not u der
contrac right. Tara says right. Mayor says thank you Mr. Pettibone, we have been looking at this for 4 year .
Also th nk you Bob.

Erin G shon with MORPC
rin says we have been working on the Walnut Creek growth plan; South Bloomfield did pass a
resoluti n to join a little over two years ago. Balanced growth planning is a state initiative. It is a multij urisdic ion approach. She explains the program and the paperwork she passed out. The Mayor says we did
on this, invited all the local major land owners here in town and we looked at exactly what their plans wer
and got ome things hashed out. There were a couple land owners that did not attend the meeting so we trie to
· keep th se as agricultural. Mayor would like Council to consider the _resolution on the last page and maybe end
to the dinance Committee, and then maybe send back to the Council for approval. Matt says this analysis as
'-already one? Yes. How much did it cost? We had $100,000 grant OWDA money, we leveraged that with
ORPC already had. It was a little over 2 yr project. Matt says by us agreeing to this, does that set sup
cost sharing? She says no, you did pass a resolution to be in the partnership, we told you then ther
no fee partnership dues. There is no cost associated with the plan. Anything that would happen with the
would
completely voluntary and happen on a case to case basis. Mayor thanks Erin and she exits.
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Health Insurance
.
. Mayor says I got a call last week fi.·om Meghan To itch, out insurance company rates expire on Jt
he is here to discuss the possible increase. Meghan says we actually worked with the employees, th
leted the questionnaires and we took it back to the insurance carriers, we deal with all the major ca
. I had them quote out. She explains the summary she is presenting. She says that Anthem makes t
. We should move on this before July 1st or we will have to pay another month of the higher rates t
ark. Matt says with the OPEC, you know how it didn't get paid until this last year. Matt says the fi
ittee didn't budget any money for this. Mayor says so_ we have July through December. Roughly 6
ents to go. You would be saving $6k per month by switching to anthem. There is your $6k that cat
OPEC plan. Roger motions to switch to the Anthem p,lan Meghan has presented. Jill says will it go
ary 1st? Meghan says great question, no it is an annual renewal. If someone has ai1 age bracket chan
ould be the only time you would see a difference in the rate. I took everyone's application and m
so it will be easier to fill in the new paperwork. If we do change over to Anthem Meghan would Ii
a meeting with the employees. Tara says that the paperwork should all be done at the meeting. Ma
11 be a mandatory meeting. Jane asks about the dental. Meghan says those renew every 2 or 3 years.
as, motion carries. The meeting is set for 4pm this Thursday.
Mayor asks all three department heads if they have anything. Gary says we are doing fine, we ha
t committee meeting scheduled for next week. The street helper fell into where the minimum wage
d. The step raise would have been .57 cents. Mayor says that is set by ordinance or resolution. Chie
d be an ordinance. Gary says should we change the ordinance then? Mayor says that is up to Counc
r says there is an ordinance for starting salary and every 6 months there is a raise. Ray was hired i
in amount, and then the state implemented an increase in the minimum wage. Before the min wage
ase, he would have gotten .57 cent increase, now he will get a .23 cent increase. Mayor says that w
onsibility of on of the Council members to bring it forth to Council.
Mayor thanks Gary for getting the new signs and getting the reface program going. Gary says I h
a whole lot of money there. Roger says how is Ray doing? Gary says you can't ask for a better hel
Ray. He stepped right in and he is a good man. I would hate to lose him. Jill says so do we send thi
ance? Bob says we will have to amend it. Mayor says first it has to be recommended by a Council
her. Roger says he makes a motion to send it to the ordinance committee for amending. Mayor says
.23 cent raise. Gary says he should get the .57 cents he would have gotten. Gary says it is up to Co
ve in recognizing good people that do good work. Jill says so he got the raise from the state. Mayor
d out at $7.36, and the min wage went to $7.70. Gary says the resolution/ordinance is no good no
ay, it should start at $7.70 and go up from there. Matt says whatever needs to be done, get it done.
ance Committee will amend the ordinance. Matt seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.

Mayor thanks Joe for taking care of the incident with the pump in such a short time. I did not get
laint. I appreciate your hard work. Roger says a Street committee meeting is set for Thursday next
gth at 6:30pm. Roger says Gary would like to do sorne sealing if we have the money. Gary says he
t $9k to spend. Jill says we will also send the letters out and set the meeting for the Ordinance Com1
Rid asks Tara to locate the wage ordinance and send to the Ordinance committee. Tara says yes.
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Bills
Matt says that Council did not appropriate any moriey in fund 2041 or 2042. Mayor says why not Matt
says that is not the point. No money was appropriated to spend out of that account. We did not appropria one
pe
out of an account and the Mayor approved money to be spent out of that account. The Mayor says ·t is a
fun why didn't you appropriate it? Mayor we paid all this money for an auditor and they have sat there nd
told s that we overspend every year. Mayor says I have told you that for 4 years. Matt says we have ha to
mak the hard calls not to overspend. Matt says we have spent more than we make every year. The audit r says
that. Mayor says yes what we brought in but not what we have. Matt just wants to make sure that it is cle r that
the ayor authorized expenditures in an account that we did not appropriate any money in. Mayor says t ke it
out f mine. Matt says we cut yours down to what was spent already year to date when we did the final
app1 priations. Jill says the money is there because it was never spent. Mayor says the money is put in t re
fro building permit splits and suGh.
Matt says Mayor, your initial proposal didn't have anything to put towards park improvement eitl er,
way with the general fund. When we were in the Finance Committee, you said we need to find wh re to
he Mayor says no, you have the authority to set the budget. Then me and the dept heads decide ho to
to stay within the budget. Mayor says if you don't want it out of there, it won't come out of there. e will
t out of his own account. Matt says that the Mayor does not have the authority to tell Tara to put m ey in
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line. Mayor says if it doesn't come out of my account, I'm sure the park comrnissionet would be
tout of his measly $100 a month. Tara will not pay it out of that fund.
att says I have an issue with someone authorizing to spend money when there was no money
approp iated. Mayor says the money is there and you should have appropriated it. There is more discussio
spendi g and overspending. Mayor says it could have been taken care of 3 years ago. Matt says that the pe
who is upposed to be upholding the law goes ahead and approves spending money out of an account wher
money s appropriated. Mayor says what do you mean? Matt says you told Tara to spend the money out of
accoun that had no money appropriated. Is that legal? Mayor says it hasn't been spent out of there yet. Ma
says I n the only one that wants to improve the park, Jane says that she only got the playground equipme1
throug because Matt was absent from Council. Mayor says and he promised his company would get us so
playgr nd equipment.
oger says the last 3 or 4 months we are just bickering and at each other's throats. Jill says it has al
tout there to the residents, by the Mayor, to get a petition up to get out every single Council memb
e says I don't blame him, every time I bring anything up it is voted down. Jill says show me. Rick
Sower says all due respect Mr. Mayor, Im done and he exits. Roger says the point is ever since this griev
betwee Tara and the Mayor, I can't even talk to the Mayor now, I try to call you and you don't answer. Y
mmunicate. It isn't just me; I'm hearing that from a lot of people. Jill asks Rick why he needs the
et these questions, and I need an answer. Mayor says see me after; Jill says no I need an answer, 1'1
be mean or anything, I just need answer. Mayor says that we need the air cards to work from hom
· e was much more bickering and then everybody-walked out. Meeting ended at 9:40pm.
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in emergency session on June 27, 2012 at the municipal
building. Present at the meeting were Council President.Bob Schroeder, members Roger Hopkins, Jane
Ramey, Jill Roese, and Matt Pettibone, Captain Bryan Cline, and BPA member Richard Carpenter.

The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance.
Matt motioned to pay bills from the revised copy of the bills. Jones Fuel Company was taken out. Roger
seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries.
Matt motions to adjourn, Roger seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries. Meeting adjourned at 7:05prn.

~ck~~c~
Council President

Date signed

Chief Fiscal Officer
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The oulJIB.\.IDomfield Village Council met in regular session on July 17~ 2012 at 7pm in the Mnnicipal M0diog Ptesent we
n, Council chairs: Roger Hopkins, Jane Ramey, Matt Pettibone, Jill Roese, and Rick Sowers, CFO Tara Sopher, Chief

Mayor

eeting started with the pledge of allegiance. Roger motions to pass on the reading of the minutes, Jane seconds. Vote: a yeas,
n passes. There are no c01Tections. They stand as read. Matt motions to approve the minutes, Rick seconds, Vote all yea , motion

.

-

f' Lan Sale on Nelson
k ,May r says it was sent to commi~ee. Jill says the ordinanc~ com~1itteem~t, the invitations were sentout t? the resident~_ and

of
;. ~ the1 were there. She reads the mmutes. There was some d1scuss10n. It b01ls down to they need to stmt then- own committee t get
with heir neighbors and see what they want to do. I haven't heard from them yet. It is in their ball patk right now.
Waste Mana ement Plan
r says this is tabled; do we pull it off the table to take the book home with you to read it?
says I make a motion to pull it off the table. Rick seconds, Vute all yeas, motion carries.
Rog says we have been dealing with this for a few months now. Mayor says yeah and in the past it has pretty much stayed t e same.
May e some minor adjustments. It's pretty much above our control. Roger says it's not going to cost us any extra. Mayor say no.
Rog motions to pass to the 2nd read, Rick seconds, and vote all yeas, motion carries.

motions to pull off the table, Jane seconds, Vote all yeas, motion catties. Mayor says we sent this to the solicitc>t and h came
ith it is legal and it is in our power to set it up as we choose to. Roger says this is another one we have been dealing wi for a
Roger motions to pass to the 2nd read, Matt seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries. Roger motions to pass as an emerge cy and
d the 3rd reading. Rick seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries.·
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motions to pull off the table, Matt seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Mayor says we started looking into this with t e
t around April. We were waiting for these 2 to pass before the policy is in effect. Mayor says that if we pass both of the as an
ency, will they all take effect on the same paycheck? Mayor says yes. Tara says yes. Roger motions to pass to the t 1d re d. Matt
s, Vote all yeas, motion caffies. Roger motions to pass as emergency and suspend the third reading. Matt seconds, vote 11 yeas,
n cmTies.

nee
Jason Lawless says the reason I am here is because some ofyqu I do not know. He handed out his flyer and explains hat he
for. Everybody knows the Radcliffs have been in office forever. Honestly, this is probably going to sound bad, if I hon
elieved that Robby would do something different, I would not be running for office. I have a business, 1 make enough 1 ney, I
p here, I have two boys, and I do not want them to grow up the way it is going. Jason says his first order of business is ttacking
g problem Again, I don't think Robby is going to do anything about that. It is typical in our county of 505 sq miles, for
es to be on the streets. The drugs are relating to other problems. With the lack of patrol, we can't do anything; all they h ve time
·stake rep01is. Then the Sheriff won't let the hwy patrol take the accident reports for whatever reason. If someone is inv lved in
ident, the Sheriffs office will send a cruiser to the scene before they call the medics because they don't want the OSP t get
irst. That is absurd. I am doing this for our community.
I am qualified, if anybody paid any attention from the beginning, there were some questions about that but only beca se
twas trying to get me kicked off the ballot. After it was out of the county's hands they ruled yes I am qualified. The sh iffs
gets funds that they can give to smaller agencies. Mayor says it seems as far as cooperation, help, funding, recommend
far a grants are considered, are you implying that you will help us individual agencies within the counties. Jason says he is n
politi ian. I care about the people that live in this county. This is abo_ut the people not politics. To answer your question Rick,
only couple of minutes away from here. Ifmy wife is getting attacked or something, the Sheriff will get the call and they wi
call uth Bloomfield no matter how far their cars are away. I highly intend to deputize every law enforcement official for th e
ons. There will be funding set aside for this.
The sheriff office budget is patrol $722,000 a year. His admiti budget is $650,000. I am not going to sit here and wal
ople. I am going to say here is what you are going to make, if you don't like it go. I am going to cut their pay to where i
we can automatically add two more patrols. The day I take office this will happen. I have looked at the budget until I c
traight there is a lot of room for improvement. They spend $1400 a month at Lindsay's Bakery for inmates. They ares
this ery month for the prisoners. I'm sorry if you are in jail you are not getting Lindsay's donuts. That's a problem. Ken, Ri
ey know how to get a hold of me. I am doing this almost every night somewhere. I have volunteers all over the county
belie e in me. I am going to get elected. He says I am friends with attorney Mike Hess. He said that the first thing I should do s get
rid o the protective bureau. We need better paperwork and to charge people properly.
I spent about 7-8 yrs in Delaware County, if you had simple traffic violations such as license suspension, I will wtite or
er I stopped them for and the suspension. In Pickaway County we just write the one charge for suspension. It is so easy or the
utor ifall the chargers on there. The paperwork was also easier because ofa different way of doing things. We don't do lot of
in Pickaway County that we did in Delaware. Jane says I suspect it is because Dwight has been in for years and doesn't ant to
. The EMS director told me that he had more than enough funas to make improvements but the current sheriffs office ill not
ith them. If any of you know the Radcliffs, if Robby gets it Dwight is still running things.
Matt says what about prevention. Jason would increase the dare program. It is very important. The way society has b
hem to be educated. That is the only way they will know. I would highly recommend anyone doing that. Our kids really re our
I definitely intend to be proactive not reactive. That goes back to the more patrols, the OSP on accident repotts. If the d puty
hast hold the scene, that is 30 min, the patrol will be there 3 hours and the deputies are freed up. Matt asked if he has been e orsed
by an of the chiefs. Jason says no they can't and I honestly don't want to put them in that spot incase I do not get elected. I c assure
hief
you t at I have their support. Ken can't vote for him because he lives in Franklin County. Ken says there is also a policy that
can n t back anyone. What I do on free time, is my time. Jason says I am doing everything by the book. Mayor says on the Hg ter
side, was asked by a resident that saw you in the 4th of July parade. Have you gotten any flack because of the last name? La ess?
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an Gwinn asks about the meeting in Ashville and if Mayor Wilson wi11 talk about it. Mayor says yes he wilL That was
Monday. Jane says it was on the 9th. Mayor says we had a scheduled meeting with Ashvi11e to re-invite them to possibl
any excess sewer. They are under EPA eyeglass, the simple fact that they are ovetflowing into Walnut Creek any tim
eavy rain. They are looking at 1-200,000 ga11ons going into Little Walnut without treatment. I sent them a request last
saying why don't you send us the extra to get the EPA off your back until you can do something. They have storm se
ng into their sewer system. That offer would relieve them for 4 years. Next thing we know we read in the paper that th
n building a whole new plant. Our plant was designed to expand easily and cheaply. We could handle 50Uk gallons a
e I 70k a day. If you guys want to hook, up send us what you have to, if we get to that point, we will expand the plant.
ut any cost to Ashville? Mayor says it would be at their normal cost. Jill says if there was expansion, no cost to them.
ould take care of that because we would be getting revenue of $200,000 a year. Matt asks their response. Mayor says t
ve to consult their engineers. Matt says didn't their engineer firm already price out everything? Mayor says I wi11 distr
a copy. J e thinks Brian, Cook, and Emery didn't know we contacted them in December the way they acted. If we ate going to
charge th m their cun-ent rates, I think they should pay what we do. Mayor says if we get 100,000 gallons from them, that is $20
year to c er our debt and the savings will go back to our residents. Matt says was there any talk oflength of term? Mayor says n
was not t ked about, that would have to come back to Council. Matt says when their council members were here for the CEDA
ey said their biggest concern was the length of the agreement. Mayor says that was something that was totally up for
s. If you have to expand your plant, that loan is going to be for 20-30 years so you want the contract to last that long.
460k-600k gallons a day. Dan talked to Joe about it too and the guy from Commercial Point and they both used to wo
are rated 4 right now. Matt says so they are over even without rain. Roger says do they realize how much their bills
uild that new plant. Dan says they think $6 a month. Jane says they have a $500k loan they want to pay off before the
ld be a 12 million dollar loan. Matt says what do we have to do to keep the ball rolling? Mayor says if you have any
p maybe talk to them and encourage them. Jane says I want you people to go over there and see how they run their cou cil.
ayor says the county owns a wastewater treatment plant right down here at Little Walnut (the Cornstalk) they are unde
EPA reg lations and they are going to have to make 4 million dollars in improvements. That will be my next step to approach h ti
County a Cooks Creek. If the County and Cooks Creek get together it would kill two birds with one stone. Jill says are the
Cornstalk art of the Earnhardt Hill part of that? There are people down there with Earnhardt Hill water. Mayor says yes water bu not
says I have also been approached about the highway patrol. Roger says what about Carvel Manor? They have raw se er
dumping to the water. I have called everyone I know they will not do "anything. It is the most hideous thing you have ever seen.
Mayor sa s last fall the trustees came over and asked our plans. I would not be objected to go that route. Carvel Manor is the trail ·
park on 1 4 and 316. Roger says it is not even being treated; it is just dumping right into the Scioto River. Jane says it looks like t e
-EPA wou get after them or the health department. Mayor says they understand the finances, that is why. They have turned their ead
lm Ashvil for so long that they can't anymore.
ne says at their Council Doug Clark came in and sat down there were no cell phones ringing, running around, he gave
i eport on ckets, incidents, wairnnts, crashes, etc. Jane says we don't get any of that. Jill says she had an incident on Saturday an
guys wer right there. Jane says we used to get reports and we don't now. Mayor says Ken is more available and here more often
other chie s. If there are questions you can go to him anytime. Matt says the Chief is always very accessible. Anytime we request
report, yo are quick to get it. Mayor says that is where the requirement of the dept heads being here once a month to answer our
questions nd rep011 to us. Mayor knows it is nice to have a report, very professional, if you want that, you can ask him. Mayor sa s
we used t get the mayors court breakdown. Tara says ok I still keep track of that and can send it to you. Roger says he was in her for
th or so ago. Every time the judge would say on $700 or more fines she would say $50 fines. One guy had multiple
suspensio s and she threw it out. We are losing money on that. Mayor says my feeling is that she is a Magistrate in Circleville an has
been ther a long time. If you remember John Adkins, God rest his soul, he was a good fair man, and she took a lot of his traits an
has catTie it this way. I think that it is her courtroom and I can't complain too much but I do agree we lose a lot of income but I
almost ha e to support her in her way of thinking. Jill says how did she get to be our Magistrate? Ken says we published it and sh
brought i to replace an attorney that went into teaching. The state of Ohio and the US Supreme Court used New Rome as an exai pie
to say tha a Magistrate should come in not the Mayor. We have had other visiting judges also. Roger says I have got a break on p ints
but I wou still have to pay the fine. I just sat here that night and saw thousands of dollars go out the window. Mayor says all we an
do is mak a suggestion. Jill says can we change her? Mayor says yes. She does have a reasonable cost associated with her servic s.
We have I oked before and they are double or triple what her rates are. Chief says we are making some changes and brining forth ew
charges. rcleville does the same things we are working towards. Kelly is preparing the changes. Mayor says you can actually ch rge
a fee onto he court costs for the technology. Ken says there are also things like charging for trial, sending out subpoenas there is
charge, c lections, etc.
n says he saw on the news that there are a lot of governments going bankrupt because ofretitement. How many emplo ees
that are going to retire soon? We don't have to support that? Mayor says we do pay into the retirement system up until
Mayor says yes. Matt says that percentage goes up and down too as we decrease or increase salaries or job positions.
Mayor sai he heard this morning that OP AF lost a lot of money through JP Morgan. Chief says there are investigations on the st
=nd fed le el. Jane says just like Pennsylvania, they are going bankrupt; they dropped everyone's wages down to minimum wage.
:iid if yo want your job at $7.25 an hour, ok if not we will get someone else. Roger says that is the dumbest thing I have ever he
:me says n our Council and committees budget, we have spent 79% ofour budget already. I recommend that any committee
111.eetings ould be held before Council so that we do not pay any extra money for committee meetings. We are in a financial bind.
We only a propriated $6100. If you are on the Council to make money, you are doing this for civil duty, not for money. Mayor sa sit
seems as t ough there is a resolution or ordinance stating the pay. Jane says I am in for the civic duty. Mayor says get Tara to get
copy of it nd bring it forth for an amendment. Jill says ordinance hasn't met that many times. Rick says we would have to chang
ordinance. Jane says we need a finance meeting for audit done on the last 3 months for the second qumter on our finances. Should e
1e
do it. befo the council meeting? Matt says whatever you want you are the chair. Set it up. Matt says we know we have to chancre
0
ordmance r whatever and figure it out.
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them to s nd us a copy we can work off of. Jane says here is a resolution. Mayor says yes that is it but I have not inserted our na
and etc. n I get it tabled? Roger motions to table. Jane seconds. Vote': all yeas, motion carties.
Delin ue t Bills

his is a yearly thing we pass on delinquent bills or grass cutting that goe's to the county to have a lien on their prope1iy. e
will not ve a list of names until the third reading. Jane says that is only two weeks. Mayor says by August, Jill says by August th
Mayors s we can have the 3 readings. Roger motions to pass on to the 211 d read, Jill seconds, and vote: yes, motion cmTies.
Outsourc Billina Contract
ara presents the changes the lawyer wants to make to the Smartbill contract.
ns to send it to Finance Committee. Mayor says that will give us time to read through it and see what his suggestions a e
and her r ponse. Roger seconds, vote all yeas, motion can-ies.
Transfer f funds resolution
his was due to the mayor's court and the communications accounts. Jill says what do they need and what have the bou
ey need it for now? Painting, repairs, the ball diamond dirt, .any unexpected expenses, I know right now the water heat
the conce sion stand is leaking. The front of the building needs to be painted. Just on going maintenance at the patk. Jane says is
why we ught paint? Mayor says no that is for streets. Jill says who would do the painting? Mayor says the street dept. Jeanette ys
do they h ve the funds to do that? Mayor says acct I 000-990-990 is setting around $9000 dollars, I think there was some eannark d
for the la use plan and any extra money for unforeseen expenses. Jill says if this rnoney is ttansferred to the park, who oversees nd
approves xpenditures for the park? Mayor says me or the street dept. More than likely me b{'.cause I direct the employees to thei 'ob
duties.
ill says how about in the communication section? Who says how to spend that money? Mayor says we have not dtoppe
info link, ara tells what they said. Ken said if we go with the windows" 365 cloud, it will still be cheaper but we will sti11 have to
bring s01 one in to service our equipment. Mayor says he mentions a price for setvice. There is still a yearly rate but not $6k per
year. We an control who gets in and out. We will definitely have to have IT to maintain our equipment. Mayor says but on an ho rly
rate as ne ded. Chief says we can put the bid out there or contact other companies. We need someone established.
ayor says the report I got a lot of those expenses that I was basing the $3500 on have been transferred to another fund
1s the eel phone etc. Tara says we need maybe 2 to 300 dollars for stamps and such. Mayor says right now there is 8 dollars, if I
lp a mee ing with Commissioners, I can't drive down there. Jill says wh~t does that come out of? Mayors court fund? Mayor say es.
I 000-710 or the expenses. We can transfer it out of I 000-990-990. What you are asking for is for yours? Mayor says and mayor'
-comi. Ri says does an ordinance have to be passed? Mayor says no just an amendment to those sections. Matt explains when w
changed me ofKe11y and Tara's salaries to water/sewer, we had a little bit left over and put it in the 990-990. Some was set asi for
insurance e owed for 2011, I think we had about $4500 we already spent. The rest is just nothing specific. Roger says is there m ney
in there
can give to the mayor's court? Matt says I don't have the appropriation status in front of me. Jane says we appropriate
$9k and
have spent $2k. Roger says so there's money in there? Mayor says wel1 after CEDA that would knock it down to $28 0.
As far as e $7k for the communications, that would come out of the electric line. Right now we are sitting at 17% spent. Jill say
why is th communications budget running so low? Mayor says because council cut it by $1 Ok and the delay in the canceling Info
link. Jill ys is that where the air cards come out of? Ji11 asks if this runs out, are you out of business? Chief says yes the entire
ut of business. Jill said she thinks there still needs to be cuts there. Roger says is sprint working better? Chief said no. e
into changing. Maybe AT&T or Verizon. Right now we get down by Little Walnut, the computers even shut down. I
ODOT motor cmTier that has Verizon and he never gets dropped. Jill says she has Verizon and she never has any trou
anywhere Chief says they are switching over to Sprint from Nextel and we want to get out while we can. There will be no more rect
connect. oger says yeah in Nextel but Sprint will have it. Chief says no we got a letter from corporate that said they will not hav it
ayor says how do the air cards work? Chief says it is spotty depending where we are. Matt says so there is a meeting
Chief says Thursday lOam with the Verizon rep. Matt says so by next council you should have a plan on what it woul
for communication. If we wanted to break down communications in more lines as po1ice, etc. Mayor says you will ha
check wit the state auditor to see if you can break it up into more Jines. Matt says we have been breaking it down for years. May
says agai that is beyond your responsibility. Police does manage their own budget. Matt says so just to make sure, your stance is
Council's uthority goes to 1000- and the next digit. Not how to appropriate. Rick says it is in your Village Officer's handbook.
says ok.
ger says I think we are paying an astronomical amount for cel1 phones. Mayor says if you take Kenny's ce11 phone aw ,
you woul have a huge Jong distance bil1. If you call the south end, it is long distance. Mayor says my family doesn't have a land
it is chea r to go cell phone. Roger says you can get boost mobile unlimited everything for $50. Jill asks Chief can he give a list
who gets ie cell phones and the breakdown. Chief says yes, we are working on it now. Roger says can you get out of the contrac
Shief say I be1ieve I can. Roger says you got new ce11 phones; you signed another two year contract. Chief said the reason we go
1ew ce11 ones was because they were flipping over to Sprint. Chief says I drop at least 10 calls a day. Roger says me too. We ar
ooking a reliability and comparable cost too. The mayor is in the loop too. We wilI bring the info we get back before council. Ch' f
-Says we r this village through the internet. Dan says why don't we have a website? Chief says we do. Dan says an up to date on
Chief say you don't pay the guy. Dan says who is it? Right now it's Dauberman. He does it free, we can't force him to do it unle
we pay hi for it?
oger says you need money for mayor's comi? Tara says we need $2-300 more in Mayor's Comi. Jill asks Tara if stam
come out f 300 or 400. Tara says 400 supplies and materials. Rick asks if it is crucial to pass this tonight. Mayor says it is now at 8
and the p ·k fund is at $0 dollars. Roger says isn't there money in the park fund that wasn't appropriated. Jane says do we get mo ey
for rentin the park? Mayor says yes from non residents. Jane says iftlie residents us the building, electric and everything they stil
don't pay Mayor says correct. Jane says we supply the toilet paper and paper towels? We should charge a small amount to the
residents d 1arger amount to non residents. Rick says is there a legal way to amend this resolution? Mayor says yes you can ma a
mend a section. Rick says in sec 3 and 4, to reduce by $500 to be safe, we should compromise and meet in the middle
e. A total of $800.
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ayor says you mentioned last meeting and I don't know what animosity against me, this place cuts my ability to d
in~Mn't fill the car up; I can't go anywhere, seminars etc. That is bow I came abont the block ratlCbrogrm-n by atten ng a
ar. I don't understand. I know times are hard but it is giving me the impression that it is pointed solely at me. I don't u erstand
•

b

mot n was based upon what the Mayor said; I am trying to find middle ground. Roger seconds the motion. Jill says this is 01 ly on sec
3& . $400 to each. Vote:Jane yes, Jill no, Matt yes, motion carries. Section 3 will read transfer $400 from 1000-990 and sec· n 4 the
sam . Jane says does that give you enough for gas? Mayor says my priority will be mayor's court's survival. Kelly and chief
atte1 ing more training in August. Jane says if they can take training, why can't the Mayor go to training? We can't even bu
tank f gasoline? The previous mayor used the car to go to all these meetings and the Council approved. This Mayor we can'
t wage or send to training. Jane says we can't do anything for this mayor here now. Matt says section 2 for the park, las
we d we were going to try to take that out of 2041 I believe. It shows we have a checking balance but we did not appropria
mon yin that account for the dirt and we need a hot water tank? Jill says do we need it or is it just leaking? Matt says we ne a new
tis leaking g at the bottom it is 15 years old. Matt says $500 for the tank and $700 for the dirt. Instead of ttansferring ti money,
e just appropriate what is sitting out there not appropriated? Mayor thinks you would have to amend the appropriations or a
other fund. Tara says yes definitely. Matt is personally fine with appropriating the$ I 500 out of that fund.
Matt motions to strike section 2 from the ordinance and Tata and Mayor figure out how to get the money in there fo the next
mee ng. Rick seconds. Vote: all yeas, motion carries. Matt says to approve this tonight, we need to talk about sec I, we need o either
appr ve it, modify, or strike to get this passed tonight. One of those things has to happen to section 1 to pass it on to the seco dread.
Ric motions to pass the resolution as it sits now with the c01Tections aforementioned. Jill says with the $7k for communicati ns?
Rog · says I don't see why we need that much. Chief says $1 Ok was taken from the account. Roger says last time we talked u all
said ou could work with that. Chief says am I stiII paying for Info link? Mayor says no it comes out of the communications I
are 1 oking at other avenues to lower the bill. We are working on it. Roger says we are paying $700 a month for cell phones.
bala ce of the communications account is $2000. Roger says $4200 just for ceII phones for the whole vi11age for the next 61
Rog says that is higher than groceries. Rick says the cell phone and air card issue was discussed at the last meeting and lam
n argument and accomplished absolutely nothing. Mayor says who gets them caused the argument. Jill says that is why he
to see numbers from Chief. Matt says Chief knows and Mayor knows what he needs to run the vi11age efficiently. All t ese
ngs this year, we have said it is Council's job to set the budget and it is the dept head and Mayor's job to stick to that b get. We
a spot where we only have so much money. Mayor says we are not bmTOwing money; we are transferring money from ut of the
ic line. I am not asking for any more money I am asking to transfer from a fund that is holding more money than necess ry to
e. Matt doesn't think this is within our budget. Ji11 says Ken; you said you could stick to your budget. Chief says thens y out of
dget. Chief says he is getting tired of being targeted. Matt says you are not being targeted. Rick says it is all about perc ti on
at is his perception.
_
Matt says my thing is we are spending $15-20,000 more than we are bringing in. We have spent more than $700k th last few
and we need to stick to this $644 this year. Jane says you can not go over the budget this year. Dan says we are already 60k
over udget. Every other month outside of April it is around 20 grand more than what we bring in. It is nobody's fault. Every ity in the c untry is dealing with this right now. If you want to take the $7k and move it, then do it but I personaIIy can't vote for it ut I am
one t of 6. I am done Mr. Mayor, you have the floor. Jeanette says Matt and Jane were a:t the finance meeting, all they wan d to do ,
is cu the ce11 phones. You can't sacrifice that but you can raise the water bi11 on the residents. That is not right. Mayor says y u can
take oney from the general fund to go to the water/sewer. Jeanette says you are hurting them by outrageous phone bills. Ma or says
m I doing that? They hired two new people. Roger seconds, vote: Jane no, Jill no, Matt no, motion dies.
t for 2012
It is in the works and wi11 be ready by July 3 I st. Tara says yes. It will be available for review at the next meeting.
tor contract
·
Mayor says he believes the Mayor is supposed to sign the contracts. Did we renew the contract? Did I sign it? Rick s ys last
e spent $4k and $12k this year. Matt said we appropriated $1000 a month. Mayor says so I guess Council did approve e
ct? Roger would like to see it if Mayor doesn't remember signing it. Matt says we will have to go back through all the 1 cords.
till thinks we should try to get a municipal attorney. I ca11ed him on something a couple months ago and never got any 11 back.
May r says he is coming down to introduce another associate of the firm~
Com ittee re 011s
Roger motions to pass to transfer the $60k from water debt to sewer debt, Matt seconds, Vote all yeas, motion cmTie . Roger
s to pass as emergency, Matt seconds, vote all yeas. Motion carries.
Matt motioned to pass to transfer the $34k from sewer operating to sewer debt, Roger seconds vote all yeas, and mo i n
. Matt motions as emergency, Roger seconds, vote all yeas motion carries.
otions to amend the 2012 appropriation as Paul's recommendations in his email received on July 1?111, Roger seconds, ote a11
yeas, notion carries.
Matt otions to suspend more readings and pass as emergency, Jane seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
i11 write the ordinance, Mayor will sign.
says there was a street committee meeting. We can use the money out of the permissive fund. Gary is getting quotes fo sealing.
Matt asks about the letter we received from Ashville. Mayor how would you like to proceed with this? Mayor says I elieve a
se plan is a good idea and should be implemented but as I have said a11 along we are in a financial bind and can not affo d it.
further review of the proposed plan, I would not go along with their recommendations on our section on the plan, such s the ide of Route 23. I would feel that either council needs to vote on how I should reply or I don't know. I have made my ti
that I am in complete disagreement. Matt says we put aside the $1750 during appropriations, at the time I asked you if
want to address Ashvi11e, you said no because you didn't agree to appropriating the funds. I take it you didn't approach the1 about
that. haven't either; do you want to approach them with that plan? About how we are planning to appropriate funds to addre s that
lett~r ~att said we don't agree to 25%. Roger says you made that plain and simple. Mayor says how are we not living up too r
obhg ttons when we haven't voted on this. The Mayor will write up a letter. Matt says if they want to have a CEDA meeting, e can
expl n our method. We can agree to disagree but that is our money that they are trying to keep.
Rick says this whole letter completely flies in the face of what these guys stood here and said. Mayor will draft up a 1 tter and
ditto you. Do you want to reply as a letter? They do need to understand that we did sit here as a village and come up th our
ay to support CEDA. We are making an honest effort to fund this. The timing is bad. Mayor says I must admit that I re ived a
call fi m Mayor Wise before I opened the letter to say that he did not agree with that wording of the letter. Matt says our resp se
to be that we set up a method to contribute to CEDA. We are basing it off of our certificate of resources. $10k to us is a ot more
·
I Ok to them. Mayor I am sure you will word it better than that. If they understand that we are making an honest effo11 t fund
ayor says I can not understand or the solicitor can not understand. This was signed in 2004 and now a11 the sudden it is
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ushed. Even before this was published there was supposed to"be a CEDA pfarrning group and that hasn't bee-n done yet. The
nHl:tkhorse here.
20_____
att is just hoping this is all around miscommunication or a lack of response. Chieftec01nmends holding the response u ti!
I::>
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entioned of making another CEDA meeting day and took-all of our contact info. No one has been contacted. Whether
re being held or not is another thing. Mayor says I will draft it up and bring it back to council. Tara asks isn't there
in the agreement saying we don't have to pay for something we don't approve. Dan says he asked that specific questio at
blic CEDA meeting and they all said don't worry about it, if you cant afford it, we will work something out. Everyone
at the meetings we heat the same thing. We can work with you. This letter from Ashville is totally contradictory.
about the pharmacy cards, Tara talked to Anthem to day and all we have to do is call Anthem and our personal lD #s ai
r prescriptions. Jane asks about the bills.
ned to pay bills, Roger seconds, vote all yeas.
ion to adjourn, Matt seconds, vote all yeas.
~oumed at 10:20pm

~~~
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20 l1Held
.
The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on August 21, 2012 at 7pm in the
,
ers a e 1 one, 1 oese,
Rick Sowers, Roger Hopkins, Chief McCoy, Tara Sopher, Gaty Shelton, Ray Cobb, Joe Allen,
Jeff Pluta, Dan & Jeannette Gwinn, John Serio, Maria Wilson, and Stephanie Wilson.
The minutes were corrected and approved.
att motions to suspend the reading of the minutes; Roger seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
Id Business
and Sale on Nelson
ayor says this is still in committee. Jill says it is really to the people, I haven't heard back from
yone. Mayor says leave it tabled.
olid waste mana ement lan 2012-10 3rd readin
ick motions to pass Ordinance 2012-10, Matt seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
alnut Creek Watershed res2012-12
ayor says this is tabled. Rick motions to pull off the table. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas,
otion carries. Mayor says the balanced growth plan can be found on their website. The
atershed plan basically just a state level plan of suggestions. Nothing set in stone. Rick says
his is missing sec4. Rick motions to pass, roger seconds, vote all yeas. Motion carries. On to the
econd reading.
·
elin uent Bills 3rd read Ordinance 2012-11
oger motions to pass, Rick seconds, and vote all yeas. Motion carries.
ut source Billin contract
as sent to finance. Tara says the lawyer sent back his opinion of the changes that need read.
att motions to send to Ordinance committee. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.

att motions rick seconds vote all yeas, motion carries. Mayor thinks we should check on that
ith OWDA to make sure about Star Ohio. Tara explains the email from Paul. Matt motions to
end to finance committee. We need a meeting, we are overdue. Jill seconds, Vote all yeas,
otion carries. Vote all yeas, motion carries.
olicitor contract- tabled
ayor says is anything new on that? Roger says we are still paying him aren't we. Tara will get
ayor a copy. Tara says we don't have a signed copy.

ew Business
ommunications line Resolution 2012-11
e took a stab at the beginning of the year to put it all in one line but we are out of money, this
ill transfer money into the way we used to do where it was split out into each account. Also
ction 5 is to appropriate $1500 to pay for the dirt and some improvements that the park
mmittee requested. Matt motions to accept Resolution 2012-11, Roger seconds, Mayor says
e you sure about a resolution. They are already existing. Vote all yeas, motion carries. Matt
otions to suspend the other readings, and pass as an emergency since we have bills to pay and
ones will be shut off, Roger seconds. Mayor says "we only have four. We can't pass it. Tara
ill call Schroeder to see his availability for speCial meeting.
arrison T
Cemeter
oger wanted to talk about it in Council, Dan says he just anted to know if we could waive tat
8.50 because they have low wages. Roger says we can't do it for them and nobody else. Jill
sagrees there. It is the cemetery. Dan says they said they use a porta potty. Mayor says that is
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Committee reports
There was a street meeting and a park meeting. Bob has the notes on the street meet. Roger says
that Gary has estimates for paving. Gary says both sides of Nelson to Crites and both sides of
Crites to East St. Roger wants to send it to finance and work it from there. It is ok for a couple
weeks. Right Gary? Gary says that fine. Roger says the permissive and the street construction
(contract). Matt says lets set a finance meeting. Roger says any day. Earlier the better. Matt says
11
Mon 2t at 5pm? Tara will publish this. Tara will ask Schroeder if we can schedule the finance
after the special council. Special Council 5:00.pm. Finance 53:0pm as long as Schroder can be
here. Rick says the park meeting was Thursday t]].e 16t11 • I sent the minutes to Tara and she is
distributing copies. It was lengthy and well attended and encouraging. There was a lot of
discussion surrounding the teeter totters. The street did an awesome job reassembling that thing.
There was discussion about the needs, usage of facilities, where we would like to go with the
park, the community. Requested ordinances and resolutions from Tara. We are going to meet
again in September but nothing set yet. Roger found some steps like we were talking about at
Oberfield's in Lancaster for $150.00 a piece. A set on each end of the stage. Looks better and is
lot safer. Gary says pretreated lumber, John says ptedrilled concrete. Roger says it will be a lot
better. John Serio asks Rick where the money is going when they rent the park out. That was
brought up at the last meeting. The park has been rented. Tara says that they don't charge for it.
John says that it has been rented from people outside the village. Matt says is he aware that ther
is a fee? John says yes, Tara says she doesn't get anything. Rick says if they are not coming in
to pay Tara. He told us that the money comes in to here at the municipal building. Matt says he
needs to have some sort of confirmation that it was paid. Rick said we did discuss it. A checklis
of what needs done etc. Pluta says there should be some type of deposit and inspected by
someone, if they tear it up, they lose that deposit. There should be something. Matt says that the
park committee has brought the money here. Mayo:i;: says get a list off of Dave and find out who
rented the park. Dave says he did make the comment that now, every time he rents it out, they al
live in South Bloomfield. Tara should collect the money and then someone rolls up in there and
checks receipts. There needs to be at least a form. Matt says can we add to the next agenda abou
a rental agreement to the park. John says my point 8is if you charge them 200, you get your 150
back after it is inspected and damage charges are deducted then they have the refund. Roger and
Rick want to set a park comm. Meeting. Rick is in Texas all first week of September. I can't do i
till after Labor Day. Roger says that is okay it is only 2 weeks. Rick says Thursday September 6
after Labor Day at the park at 530pm. John says it might help you recover some of the costs like
mowing, the steps, etc. Mayor says but that money would have to be specifically put into the
park improvement fund. Roger says we will do it on the special meeting. If you want to specify
that park rental fees go in there, you will have to specify it.
Roger motions to pay bills, Matt seconds, vote all yeas motion carries.
Roger motions to adjourn, Matt asks that since Jane is chairman, we will contact her and get her
approval to schedule it for Monday. Matt seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on September 181h, 2012 at
7pm in the Municipal Building. Present were Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Roger Hopkins,
Rick Sowers, Matt Pettibone, Bryan Cline, Gary Shelton, John Serio, and Richard
Carpenter.
Due to the absence of the Mayor and Council President, Roger motions to elect Matt
Pettibone to run the meeting, Jane seconds, vote all yeas.
Roger motions to suspend the reading of the minutes. Rick seconds, vote all yeas, motion
carries.
Jill wants to strike the sawdust comment. The minutes stand.
0 ld business
Land Sale on Nelson
Jill says she is going to call a couple of those people one more time and see if there is any
response or not then take it off.

Out source billing contract Tara says SmartBill just sent her their revision today and she
forwarded it to the solicitor.
Roger motions to pull the solicitor contract off the table. Rick seconds, vote all yeas, off
the table. Matt says Tara needs to go back into the minutes and see if it was approved.
What the Mayor is looking for is proof that Council accepted a contract. Tara says she
will do that. Rick motions to table. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas motion carries.
Walnut Creek Watershed Plan Resolution 2nd reading
Roger motions to pass to the 3rd read, Jill seconds, vote all yeas motion carries.
New Business
Going on, the Mayor usually reserves this time for the public, anybody have anything?
John Serio asks who is on the Park committee. Matt says Roger, Jane ... then Mr. Serio
says here is your key back the float is at the park and the decorations are on top of the
float and it is secured. Roger says ok and after the last park meeting we had, being that
there is no more Community Club, there was discussion about what to do with
everything; we need to get that on the agenda for next time. We need to list everything
that's over there, my feeling is that its village property. Jill says it is.
John says the Community Club originally bought the float from Amanda but now it's
dissolved. Rick says that does warrant discussion because if the Con1.tnunity
.
Club
purchased it, there has to be some legality to take care of that. John says as of last week at
their last meeting, they were going to donate their float back to the village. Roger says I
heard it was to the parks. John says yes you're probably right. It is still usable. Roger says
in my mind, it should go to the queens. Matt thinks we need to get the solicitor to do
some homework on that. John says you should talk to the Mayor's wife and his sister and
to that Russ and his wife. Jill says as far as the fryers and everything in the concession
stand, that already belongs to the village that was done years ago. There are people
around that can tell you exactly what should be in there. Roger says that somewhere in
the by laws it states what needs to be done. John says they dissolved it Wednesday night
and Amanda was their last parade. We stacked everything up on the float. Everything is
there. Richard says what would the village use the float for anyway? Maybe Gary can use
the float to haul stuff like sign posts. John says it is just a hay wagon. The sides are bad
but it is just like a trailer, nothing in the middle, it's going to be bowed.
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Jane asks if there was any money left over. John says 1t was usearor the gir1s. They
bought everything throughout the years and raised that money. It did not come from the
Club or village. Roger says we can get that on the agenda. John says Amanda is
interested in buying it back and so is Commercial Point. They were told to call here if
they are interested in buying it and the dunk tank. Roger says we can use it for the low
price they offered I heard they offered $100 for the dunk tank .. John says Bill and Jackie
bought the dunk tank for 3 hundred something. Roger says thanks John. We will put it
on the agenda to get it straightened out.
New business
Solid waste contract for 2013
Matt motion to table, Roger seconds, Vote all yeas. Until the Mayor is here and see how
he wants to proceed.
Weeds Ordinance review (20%) Matt motions to table, Jill seconds, vote all yeas tabled.
Committee reports
Resolution 2012-14 coop program gives us discounts. We are looking to switch to
Verizon and we get one heck of a discount, even cheaper than sprint now. We need this
to save money. Richard asks if it was in the minutes. Bryan says instead of going back
looking in the minutes, we just want to pass this now so we can save money tomorrow.
Bryan says it will be the PD' s responsibility every year to pay that $100 a year to keep us
active in the co-op. There are no cancellation fees or anything. As long as we keep it
active, we get the discount. Matt is not sure on the wording. It almost makes me feel like
the Chief would have any authority to spend if it is under the coop. Roger says you have
done your homework.
Bryan says that agreement came straight from the co-op; all we did was substituted our
own names. From what we can tell, it is on the money, we need it now. Tara says we can
use it for office supplies too. Bryan says it is for the entire village but the police are going
to pay for it. Matt says we should arrange an ordinance meeting before the next council;
it will only be a two week wait. Richard says if this is going to save all this money for
only $100, we should do it. Matt just doesn't t like the wording. Bryan says it's just like
any other thing we are going to purchase. Roger says he trusts Bryan 100% Matt says he
does too. Roger motions to pass 2012-14, Rick seconds, vote Jane yes, Jill yes, Matt yes,
motion carries.
We were under the impression we were already in it. Somewhere along the line we
stopped paying our dues. We have to pass this, pay our dues and then get it going. Rick
says does the Chief know you are setting this up for him? Bryan says he is the one who
retyped it.
Roger motions to pass as an emergency and suspend the 2 and 3 read, Rick seconds, vote
Jane yes, Jill yes, Matt yes. Resolution passes. Bryan says we need the bill for this co-op
so we can pay this.
Finance committee met an hour ago.
Resolution 2012-15 is recommended to appropriate $29,000 into Fund 2101 capital
outlay to do all of the paving that Gary had estimates for. Finance approved it; Tara
agreed that the funds are there to appropriate. We need this done because the asphalt
factory closes about October 1st; we need to do it right away before we can't do it. Jill
says who is doing it? Gary says most of it Roese Bros, some is KMC and Armor. If you
want it all done with Roese Bros then I can't do as much a I want to. Roger says get the
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you. Jill says the lowest is not always the best one. Gary says I have no objections to who
you use.
Richard says if the Roese Bros. give us great results, they are in our
neighborhood, which should give them some priority; this all comes down to opinions. I
think the Roese Bros. are right up there at the top. Gary says that is why I am using them
for the biggest part of it and they will do the best job. Matt says this will be in fund 2101610-590. A total of $34k in that account to use. Roger motions to accept Resolution
2012-15, Jane seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Roger motions to suspend 2 and 3rd
read and pass as an emergency. Jane seconds, vote all yeas, passes.
Matt asks if Gary or Bryan still have anything else. Bryan says we are getting by
and we are busy. We are doing the best we can with what we got. Jill asks how about pay
for park rental. Tara says we have gotten about 4 payments already. Jane reads the park
Committee minutes. Halloween will be 2ih, the Saturday before Halloween. Roger says
Woody, Joe, and myself, we need help, Jill says we have plenty of people that want to
help. Jane says Arby' s has always donated hot chocolate and cups, Roger says Joe Allen
usually buys all the candy, hot dogs, and buns, John says is he still going to do that?
Roger says I would like to see him get some help with that. We all said if there is a
charge for any of it, we were not going to do it.
Jane says last year it was about 3-400 people. Jill says is it getting beyond being
South Bloomfield people? Roger says yes, people come from Circleville, Ashville, I kind
of like that. The first year we had 1 wagon, last year we had 3 and we couldn't keep up.
Jane says she thinks it would be nice to have marshmallows. Roger says those posts that
Gary wants to take out don't keep anyone from driving in the grass. Jill says why they
were there in the first place. Bryan says originally they were to keep from driving through
there but there are no cables attached to the poles. Roger says do we need to vote on
removing those posts? Matt says no. Gary says I can leave them there. Roger says it
would look a lot better without the posts. Matt says send it to park committee. Roger says
I would want to jerk them out. Jill asks Bryan is there a reason they can't come out?
Bryan says no, I don't see a reason unless you're going to buy the cable to put across
there.
Jane says we need mulch around the playground equip. We are going to put it in
the budget. Jane says we would like to see a swing set put it but Dave said someone told
him that it would raise our insurance. We were in Indiana on a 2 mile walkway along the
river, there were swing sets and stuff and they had mulch on all that stuff but Dave says
that he has had some complaints that we don't have anything for older kids. Rick says
that is why we have basketball and stuff. Jane says my goal is to get some donations from
merchants to get swings. Bob Evans has to have a night picked out to where anyone in
the community goes to eat; we get a small percentage of this. Roger says a good swing
set is at least $2500 to $3000. Jane says it would be nice having at least 4 swings. Jill
says is council opposed to fund raising for this? There is a group around here willing to
do it. Jane says we should have had fish fries this year. John says probably 30 people
walked away because there was no fish fry.

Halm s~' hey you didn't do this and that again

Roger wants to thank Gary for getting the concrete steps put up at the stage. Gary says
thank us for the handrails that were a lot of work. If we had to buy the brackets, they are
$127 a piece so instead, we are just reworking these old ones we have. John says the
teeter totters look a lot better and safer. Roger says keep up the good work. Jill says if
you think those poles need to go, go ahead, Roger says get them out, Rick says go ahead.
Roger motions to pay bills, Jane seconds, vote all yeas
Roger motions to adjourn, Jane seconds, vote all yeas, meeting adjourned at 8:05pm.
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table until next meeting. Bob says I make a motion to table the reading of the minutes
from September 181h until the next Council meeting which will be the 5th of November I
believe. Mayor Wilson says I have a motion properly made do I hear a second? Roger
seconds. Mayor says I have a motion properly made and seconded to table the minutes
from the previous meeting. Any questions or comments?. Then we'll vote. Matt yes, Jane
yes. Motion carries.
Mayor says next item on the agenda is Old Business Land Sale on Nelson. That was in
committee. Bob says Jill is Chairperson on that and she is not here to update us on it.
Mayor says ok then we'll leave that on the table in c.ommittee.
Mayor says next item on the agenda is the Walnut Creek Watershed Resolution 3rd
reading. Roger motions to pass the Walnut Creek Watershed Resolution. Bob seconds.
Mayor says I have a motion properly made and seconded to pass the Walnut Creek
Watershed Resolution. Any questions or comments? Then we'll vote Jane: yes, Matt: yes.
Motion carries.
Mayor says next item on the agenda is the Outsource Billing contract. That's in
committee. Bob says I'm not sure what committee it's in. Mayot says Ordinance
Committee I believe. I also have a note saying that somebody hasn't responded to that
contract. Mayor says leave it tabled until committee meets to talk about it? Bob says yes
leave it tabled.
Mayor says next item on the agenda is the solicitor co11tract. It's tabled. I received a copy
of the contract did anyone else? Jane says yes, the rest say no. Mayor says we will leave
that tabled until everyone has a chance to look at it.
Mayor says next item on the agenda is the Solid Waste contract for 2013. We have Mr.
Lavender sitting here from Rumpke. Bob says solid waste committee is Jill, Rick, and
Roger. Jane asks Roger if they have had any meetings on this. He says no. She says have
we had any proposals from other companies. Matt says we have two 1 year extension
options with the current contract or we open i! up for bids. Those are the two choices.
Mayor says if we want to send it out for bids, it should be done by the beginning of the
month. December 31st is the end of the contract. Roger says I say we put it out forbid.
Mayor says so of course we would have to have time for publications we'd have to have
probably a good month for the process. Matt says we would have to decide if we want to
put out for joint bid or individual. Jane says why we don't propose it both ways. Mayor
says he would be worried about the time schedule. Mayor says I guess that was my
question and why I wanted it on the agenda. Are we going to stay with the consortium or
go it alone?
Roger says wouldn't it be cheaper to go with them. Matt says well the people
bidding have a bigger stake at being the lowest.bidder. The issue last time it was bid with
the commercial units also and I think that muddied up the water a lot. Roger asks do we
leave them out. Matt says his preference is to tweak the way we did and have it weighted
more toward the residential cost than the way we did it before. That is just from previous
experience getting run through the mill. If you do the consortium then Ashville and
Harrison Twp would have to agree to the method. Me, personally, I think I'm the only
one that went through it and the Mayor. There ~ere a lot of unnecessary politics involved
and it was ugly. Bob says you got a beating on that. Matt says I'm glad I'm not on this
one this go around. I can tell you from previous experience if someone doesn't agree with
you you're going to get beat up. Roger says then let's just open it up for us. Jane says I
think both ways. Roger says we don't have time. Matt says it seems like last time there
was a time crunch and we did an extension with Rumpke didn't we.
Chris says yeah it seems like we did do an extension, Local Waste needed time to
transition over. I believe that's how it did go down. We would be pleased to have the
opportunity to bid again. We have employees right down the road in Circleville that
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and Council decide to bid it out, I assure you we. will be here to bid.
What you saw before is even better now; our organization continues to grow but
is still people and family oriented. At the end of the bidding session, not only should you
get the lowest number, you want to make sure you get the best company to serve your
community that's going to grow with you and have things to offer your citizens that are
moving them in a positive direction. Rumpke is a leader in recycling; we just invested 20
million dollars in our facility. It is almost fully automated. There is 40,000 tons of
material being processed every hour 24 hours 7 Clays a week. The cost is significant when
that plant goes down. YOU may have heard We picked up the recycling contract for the
City of Columbus. That was 226,994 new customers for us. Thank you for the
opportunity. Mayor says did you show up at the last meeting? Chris says no I think that
Tara called me and told me this was the meeting;.Mayor says oh, ok good.
Jane says she thinks it would be nice to go ahead and see what it would cost us
ourselves, it would be nice if we could do it both ways but I'm not the only one here,
what do you all think? That was discussed the last go around and it was thought that the
bidders may be able to intentionally bid one a .lot lower to cause division within the ·
consortium. Franklin and Ashville did the heavy Ii.fling on the contract and the legal side.
I think if we were to go with them again I would want to keep the commercial side out of
it, it caused a lot of confusion. Chris says that is an interesting one Matt, I was just at a
meeting last week and I have to do some follow up on this but, the gentlemen from the
Village of Baltimore, the Mayor there is the head of the Mayor's Association. He told me
that he had done some research and that there is an ORC code that prohibits tying the
commercial business in with the residential piece. I have to do some follow up on this but
I know that there are one or two places that do it and those are just like under the radar. It
seems like there should be a separation between residential and commercial businesses
certainly. Matt says it caused a lot of grief for the process last time. Chris says I am sure
it did.
Mayor Wilson asked that is the Mayor of Baltimore? Chris says yes, he is heading
up a group of Mayors that meets regularly and discusses issues and that was one that he
brought to my attention. Matt says has Ashville been in contact at all. Mayor says I saw
Franklin the other night and he says yes, we need to get together and talk. I know its time
to talk and I know that Matt you went through the ringer last time, I think that a lot of our
residents were upset that we lost Rumpke. Roger says as far as service, there is no
comparison. Chris says thank you that means a lot. Roger says you could set your watch
to them. Jane says she remembers the one guy with the radio, he was 6ft 3, and he was
good. Roger says yeah the truck would still be rolling; he'd be throwing trash on.
Bob says he has got some sleep since we changed. With Rumpke I would hear
them all the way down the street. They start at Wendy's and all the way down the street I
could hear Rumpke coming, I'm sorry to say, I don't hear these trucks now. I think your
drivers and flooring it from stop one to stop two and all the way down that is what it
sounded like. It really echoes down the street and 6, 6:30, 7 o'clock in the morning. Chris
says it is actually a huge fan that kicks on that is cooling down the transmission or
something, it's definitely not the radiator, its a separate thing. We've had that issue come
up before where this lady said every time I go by a Rumpke truck it seems like the guy is
revving his engine at us. It wasn't the engine; it was a giant fan kicking in. Jane says do
you have any type of a quote or anything like that? Chris says no I don't , I think what
you have to look at is the benefits you've been receiving, the service you've been
receiving, where you want to go with your future, I mean you've set a target out there for
. all of us to shoot at. I tend not to miss when I'm shooting. We really want this business
back. I have spoken to Ashville and Harrison Twp and they are staying put.
Roger says let's just bid to do it as just South Bloomfield. Jane says well to be
honest, and I know that the Mayor thinks we don't have time; I still want to do it both
ways and see what we get for our money. I like Rumpke, I was for Rumpke, and I was
against Matt over here when we were going to Local Waste. Local Waste is good, we've
never had any problems with them, same as Rumpke, and they're good people. But I
think if we go towards you and not know what Local Waste will give us, I work for the
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Hems, they will have to choose if they wish to bid; it will be published in the papOO for open
bids. Chris says really it can't hurt you because- you could throw out all the bids and say
Local Waste is expiring. Roger says I think as long as we can get just as good a rate, we
should do it for just South Bloomfield.
Matt says we should probably find out the wording in the contract ifthere is any
issue with us doing that and if we do decide to bid individually do we have option to have
extensions or does that automatically throw us out of the contract? The Mayor says the
contract comes up December 31st, plain and simple, we have an option to renew it or.
Matt says or we can bid individually and by Dec. 31st we can still extend the current
contract? Mayor says yes, there isn't anything that obligates us to stay in that consortium.
Matt says and if we request a separate bid that won't cancel out anything? Mayor says no
I don't think we would ever allow that to be in the contract. Matt says I don't know the
contract is 3 years old; I haven't looked at it in 2.-years. Jane makes a motion that we
check with Ashville and Harrison Twp, check our contract to see if we can opt out and
put this year out to bid 2013 and see who gives us the best bid and try to go single if we
can this year, if it's cheap enough. Roger seconds. Mayor says I have a motion properly
made and seconded, are there any questions or comments? Roger says if it we can all stay
together and it be cheaper that's good, if we don't and it's cheaper then that's fine too.
Bob said it's going to be harder to get it cheaper I think with everything going up in
price. Vote Matt no, Bob yes. Motion canies.
Jane says can I ask Matt something? Mayor says is it about his vote because I
would rather not, it's like I have stressed before, that is a personal decision. Jane says it's
not really about his vote. Okay, we are putting this out to bid right? Mayor says right.
Jane says one way or the other? Mayor says no. Jane says okay will Ashville and
Harrison Twp, will they put this out to bid themselves? Mayor says I don't know that is a
question I have not asked them. Jane says to me it would be bad business if they didn't
put it out there to bid either for all of us or not. That's bad business for their tax payers.
Matt says I think it is a mistake to separate them. That's my personal belief; I don't think
we're going to get the best price. I think we are opening the door to divide and conquer
for whoever decides to bid on the contract. That is why I voted no.
Jane says well the thing is we are going to do our three and separate. Mayor says I
will put a call into Chuck or Franklin and ask them what their plans are. If they plan on
bidding it out I will let you know. Jane doesn't want to just bid single, she wants to get
bids with all three and individual. Mayor says as I stated before, all solid waste
companies will have the chance to bid and if we don't agree with any of them, we can
knock them all out and stay with our consortilim. Jane says I just hope if we do decide to
split, we can get out of the contract. Mayor says the contract is up Dec.31st. If we do not
give them notice then yes, we could be held accountable. Roger says if I remember right,
Mr. Rumpke was good enough to let us out of their contract.
Mayor says moving right along, Weed Ordinance review. It's tabled; we will leave it
tabled until next meeting.
New Business
Ordinance 2008-07 Development Fees Mayor says I think we need to review that at a
certain time, that's why its on there. Bob motions to table Ordinance 2008-07
Development Fees. Jane seconds. Mayor says I have a motion properly made and
seconded any questions or comments? Then we'll vote. Matt yes, Roger yes, motion
carries.

Next item on the agenda is Ordinance 1999-33 and 2007-08 Surcharge Fees. Basically
something I think we need to review. Bob motions to table 1999-33 and 2007-08
Surcharge fees. Roger seconds. Mayor says I have a motion properly made and seconded
are there any questions or comments? We'll vote. Jane yes, Mat yes.
Resolution 2008-03 Employee pay scale. Mayor says this is something that also needs
some adjustments to it. Bob says I just received it tonight when I came in and I haven't
had time to study it. I make a motion to table Resolution 2008-03 for review. Matt says
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Hehfanuary. Mayor says oh ok thenwe are going to adjust it to that level. I think2i(tts going up
to $7.40 isn't it? Jeff says $7.75. Matt seconds to table. Mayor says motion properly

No committee reports.
The Mayor says I'm sorry Jeff do you have ai1ything? He says yeah there is one
thing I would like if the Council would consider it, I have been coming here for a while
now and I know our money concerns and things like that and I hope I'm not throwing
garbage out there for you guys but I have noticed like I've got a lot of friends who are
telling me like landowners and stuff like that and it kind of concerned me, not so much
with our size cause I know in time we're going to grow. From what I've heard just on the
other side of Weigand Road, there is some farmland out there and I am finding out that
Franklin County is starting to come out this way and buy land. Now that the casino is
opened up it's getting closer and coming quick and that area is going to develop really
quickly. What I was going to suggest, and I have put a lot of time into this, our plant .
down the road really isn't even in South Bloomfield.
I would like for you guys to consider extending our borders. I really think that if
you've got the roadway, it would add tremendous income to South Bloomfield. I don't
know exactly but it should extend up to at least Weigand Rd and down to the bridge at
Cook's Creek and the bridge on 316W and some of752. Roadways are what we need and
it's going to be a huge source of income. If not this land is going to be bought out from
under us. It just seems like we are kind of handcuffed and the Highway Patrol is all over
the place. I'm not trying to say be fine hungry but it is an important part of our income
and I just wish you guys would strongly consider that.
Mayor says our last annexation was to Crites right there just above the road side
rest. Jeff says it would give us a lot more power and its coming quick and I just feel if we
don't act on it now it's really going to hold us back. I really do. Mayor says you have to
have adjoining property on both sides to obtain that roadway. 752 we have basically the
sod farm, the southeast comer. 752 is split in half we have the south side back to the sod
farm, which he is planting sod on that farm, it is not actually a sod farm. It belongs to
someone else. 316 we have the north side clear fo Millport. Mud run is the end of the
south side of 316. Now, 23 are different, we can petition the commissioners to obtain all
of 23 all the way down to the post or at least to Bunker Hill I'm sorry which Mr.
Speakman's property is. The west side of23, we have all the way down to the bridge.
The east side is split if you notice our corporation signs, entering corporation limit and
leaving corporation limit, the entering corp. at the top of the hill on the northbound side,
we do not have that side of 23. Whenever we annexed, the Speakman farm, the
Commissioners would not allow us to have that part of 23. Jeff says was it because of
their taxes? Is there any way just to get the roadway? There was one ce1iain
Commissioner that was associated with the Truckers Association and they lobbied
against that annexa~on for the simple reason they were worried about us lowering the
speed limit. We don't own from the hill all the way up to the corporation sign at the
Roese farm. Going north we do not have anything past 752 on the no1ihbound side until
you get to the Crites farm that is because Mr. Rennick is not am1exed at this time.
Jeff says we have given a lot of businesses breaks and I know we are limited on
what we are getting from that but is there any way to get him on board you know what I
mean so we can have the roadway. Mayor says we have been slowly handling him with
gentle hands yes. I've tried over the last 4-5 years to befriend him. There has alw~ys been
an issue with the Rennick family about their signs. They have all those signs that are
strictly against our zoning code. That, I underst'!fid, is the main reason why they have not
annexed and of course the taxes on the farm market. Now of course anytime that you
annex someone, there is an annexation agreement. You can have those sort of things
included in that agreement. I believe our relationship with the Rennicks has grown quite a
bit over the last few years. It's almost time to .approach them.
Mrs. Smith up on the west side of23,just south of the road side rest, she is not
incorporated. There is a lot of bad blood with our sewer line that ran up to the roadside
rest. There are annexation plans there but just not sure about the timing just yet. We had
in front us on 316 the sewer plant annexation but there was a cost factor. I think just the
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Im1tl Council, and they stood their ground and still wanted to annex that section <ID____
roadway even with everyone against us. That Sheriff's department does not like to give
.
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surprising cause really even if we annex they still have the right to write tickets anyway.
No disrespect but it sounds like they are just tying things up. Mayor says you have to be
in the Sheriff's position to understand. I'll let it go at that.
Jeff says that's fine, I really think in my.heart cause I really do care about this
town, I plan on being here until I die, I think a lot is going to happen in the next 10 years,
I think it's going to be quick. I just hope you guys will seriously consider it. Mayor says
back in 2004, we and Ashville and Harrison Twp went into an Economic Growth study,
CEDA. By signing that agreement, Columbus can not annex all the way up to Duvall Rd.
We did make that smart decision back in 04 to go that route. In that agreement, there are
certain areas that Ashville can annex and certain areas that South Bloomfield can annex
in that area to the north. That was one major step that South Bloomfield and Ashville
agreed upon. Jeff says thank you very much.
Next item motion to pay bills.
Jane motions to pay bills, Roger seconds, Mayor says I have a motion properly made and
seconded any questions or comments? Mayor says was there? Matt says OPERS? Mayor
says yes, Matt says I texted Tara and she said she sent the check in that she had trouble
with it and sounds like it's taken care of. Mayor says ok. Matt says there is OPERS in
here. I don't know if it is the same one or not but she says it's taken care of. Mayor says I
thought so and we'll vote. Bob yes, Matt yes.
Bob motions to adjourn, Roger seconds vote all yeas, meeting adjourned at 8:40pm.

Date Jiglled
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municipal building. Present were Mayor Wilson, Council president Bob Schroeder,
Council members Jane Ramey, Roger Hopkins, Rick Sowets, Street helper Ray Cobb,
and visitors Dena Cobb, Maria and Michael Wilson.

e

The meeting staiied with the pledge of allegiance. Roger motions to suspend the reading
of the minutes from Sept 18th. Jane seconds. Vote: Rick yes, Bob yes. Corrections and
additions? No. The minutes will stand. Bob motions to suspend the reading of the
minutes from Oct 161\ Roger seconds, vote Jarie yes, Rick yes. Corrections or additions?
~
No. Minutes will stand.
OLD BUSINESS
Land sale on Nelson Dr. Bob says leave it tCI-bled because Jill is in charge and is not here.
Outsource billing contract leave tabled while everyone gets a chance to look over the
contract.
Solicitor contract is tabled. Bob says leave it on the table because we just received a copy
of this. Agree to leave table until read.
Weed ordinance review. Roger motions to tctl<.e off the table. Bob seconds vote all yeas
motion carries. Mayor says the whole intention of that ordinance was to cut down on the
height of grass in some areas of the village and possibly reduce the habitat for mosquitoes
and other animals. It seems as though the last few years, a couple comments are you guys
go ahead and mow it and bill us. The fee is 20% fee of the bill for mowing. The
convenience for them to say you guys mow it, and we don't really get anything out ofit.
It costs us money for billing. It is supposed to be a deterrent so people will keep their
own land mowed. Rick says double it. Mayor says at least double it. Jane says or 50%.
Mayor says or put a flat rate on it for every time no matter what. I feel like it is costing us ·
more money and not a good deterrent for them to keep up their property. Mayor says
Section 4a needs to be amended. Roger suggests flat rate of $75 plus cost of mowing.·
Roger motions to send this to ordinance to raise the administrative fee to a flat $100, Bob
seconds vote all yeas, and motion carries.
Ordinance 2008-07 Development fees. Roger motions to pull of table, Bob seconds, vote
all yeas motion carries. Mayor says Roger pretty much called it that we sort of left the
park behind in the last few years as far as improvements and.such. We do have part of the
development fees going to the park but we believe it should be higher amount to the park
for like paving, trash cans, misc. for the park. Jane is working on trying to get swings
over there. We wouldn't have to pay freight;. we could pick it up the 1ih. If we get 4

swings (2 regular and 2 baby) it would run us about $1500. Or 4 and 4 would run about
$2400. I am still going to talk to some people for funding. Roger says it should be a no
brainer, go for the $2400. The Mayor commends the street guys for doing a good job of
upkeep. Rick says are the street and police interested if we cut their part? Mayor says the
street dept is doing very well. It runs off 3 different funds. Rick says I know there are
times that they have run a little tight. Mayor says that is due to appropriations. There is
discussion on the new split. Jane suggests $65 park, $20 police, $15 streets. Roger
motions to send the recommendations to ordinance committee for the aforementioned
percentages. Bob seconds. Vote Rick yes, Jane yes. Motion carries
Ordinance 1993-33 amended with 2007-08 surcharge fees. Roger motions to pull off the
table, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas. Roger says we don't want to cut too much on the
police because they are already tight. I say leave it alone. Bob and Jane agree.

I
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Resolution 2008-03 Employee pays scale. Rick Sowers says it will go to $7.85 in 2013.
Jane says well, when his year is up Ray will make $8.49. Rick says we need to make the
first entry say minimum wage, and then we need to just determine a percentage for the
step increases. Rick says it is about 7% each step increase. Mayor says that God help us if
the min wage goes up too high. Jane says Chief gets paid $50k and Sheriff has the entire
whole county and only gets $62,500. Jane also thinks that Bryan can't work that many
hours, if he goes out and gets into an accident t!J.ere will be a big lawsuit 011 our hands.
Tara says she will look into the actual laws. Rick asks Tara to send all these ordinances to
be amended to him in word form. Roger motions to send 2008-11 to committee for
amending. Bob seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
New Business
Solid waste bid
Mayor says he believes we discussed this at the last meeting. Rick says Tara will call
Rishel and have him write up a bid package. It needs to hit the paper right away. Give it
three days for solicitor to review. It has to be publicized for 2 weeks and the opening
would be on Dec 3rd. Roger motions to pay bills, Bob seconds vote all yeas.
Bob says when you sending resolutions, Mayors pay and Council pay are in resolutions
and the handbook for everyone else.
Roger motions to adjourn, Bob seconds, and Vote all yeas, motion carries. Meeting
adjourned at 8:15pm.

Council President

Attest Chief Fiscal Officer

Date signed
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he South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on November 20th, 2012 at 7: 15 pm in he
Munici al Building. Present were Mayor Wilson, Council members Jane Ramey, Roger Hopkins, Jill Roes
Rick S ers, Superintendent Joe Allen, Captain Cline, Street helper Ray Cobb, visitors Jeanine Cobb, Woo y
Blanto John Serio, Dan and Jeanette Gwinn, Maria and Michael Wilson.
he meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. Roger motions to suspend the reading of the min
-Jane se onds, Vote all yeas motion carries.
and Sale on Nelson tabled and in committee
ill says I think I have heard all I am going to hear. I questioned a couple of them and nobody took a y
action 1 e we asked them to and I just think it is off the wayside. Jill motions to pull off the agenda due to 1 n
action. oger seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries.
utsource Billing Contract
oger motions to pull off the table, Rick seconds, and vote all yeas, motion carries. Rick says that h
wonder why we hired Kelly on ft, isn't that why we did that? Kelly has always helped with the bills. Jill w ts
the upd ted numbers to vote on this. Tara will get the updated numbers. Roger motions to table, Rick secon s,
and vot all yeas, motion carries.
olicitor contract tabled
oger motions to pull off the table, Jane seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Mayor was questioni
this be use we used to pay him hourly and now we pay him $1000 per month this year. The Mayor says th
questio is do you want me to sign the contract? That is the question? I have no qualms other than he is not
speciali ing in municipal law. We should go back and see what we paid him through out the years. My
underst ding was they would cost us more. Mayor says no I gave you at least 2 or 3 resumes at $150 per h ur.
Rick w uld like to revisit those again if possible. Roger says I motion we quit paying him $1000 a month. ·ck
second Vote all yeas, motion carries. Mayor will see if they are still interested.
eeds Ordinance tabled in committee
rdinance committee had a meeting scheduled for Nov. 13th. We requested it be put in the paper an it
wasn't osted. We could not meet as an ordinance committee. Mayor says so there is the weeds, the
develo ent fees, employee pay scale. Leave tabled.
olid Waste Contract Bid
ayor says this is just for residential only. The businesses can do what is right for them instead of u
choosi for them. We had to refund a large amount to one of our businesses due to the confusion. Roger
to accept the notice to bidders, Rick seconds, and vote all yeas, motion carries.
ew Business
eanette asks where we are with the audits Mayor explains the financial state we are in and that we e
update through the end of October. Chief wanted to ask if we are not going to be able to pay out for vacaf ns
this ye , can we roll over 80 hours instead of 40. It is in the handbook. Chief doesn't think it is in an ordin ce.
Jill sug ests that we all have a consensus that we change the handbook to roll over all their hours just until
Januar until we figure out something for next year.
oger motions to pay bills, Rick seconds, and vote all yes
oger motions to adjourn, Rick seconds 9pm

ouncil President

ttest Chief Fiscal Officer

Date signed
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7pm in the Municipal Bi1ilding. Present were Council President Bob Schroeder, membets
Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, and Rick Sowers, Ta,ra Sopher, Dan & Jeanette Gwinn, L W
Associates, Chris Lavendet, John Serio, Captain Cline.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The inh111tes are goiiig to. be digital
now. There will be no mote paper involved. Jill and Bob do not agree with that Tara says
you voted on it but I guess you can change it back. Jane motions to put the minutes back
on paper, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas.
·
Old Business
Outsource billing contract
Jane motions to bring this back to the table, E)ck seconds, and vote all yeas. Jane motio11s
to go into executive· session to discuss the billing contract, Rick seconds; vote all yeas,
motion carries. Bob asks the audience to wait in the hallway. Rick motions to come out of
executive session~ Jill seconds, and vote all yeas .. Rick motions to leave outsource billing
contract on the table pending fmiher and final reyiew; Jill seconds, and vote all yeas.
~
Weeds Otdinance Review
Bob says that is in committee and the committee has hot met so we

will leave it tabled.

Ordinance 2008-07 Developmental Fees
Bob says that is in committee, it hasn't met, and it will remain 011 the table.
Amending Resolution 2008-11 Employee Payscale
This is in the same committee, will stay tabled.
Bob asks if anyone in the audience has anything they want to discus's. Rod Siddens
speaks on his company and thefr proposal to bu\ld 50 multi-family units in the
Bloomfield Hills subdivision. He hands out a.booklet including plans and such. He
answers a few questions and concludes his introduction to the project.
New Business
Solid Waste bid opening.
We only have one and it is from Rumpke. Bob opens the bid and teads it. Chris Lavendet
speaks to Council about his proposal for trash removal and explains the terms of the bid
and the service that will be provided.
Ordinance 2009-10 Senior Discount
There is a brief discussion on this. This will wait until next meeting.
Comn1ittee Repotts
There a.re none. Jane says we are going to have a Finance committee meeting this
Thursday at 7pm to work on the 2013 Appropriations.
Jane says we have a million dollar sewer plant, Dan says 5 millio11, Jane says ok millions;
we don't have any lights on at night, we are so hard up and poor in this village that we
can't affotd to have lights on at a millions of dollars sewer plant? For one spotlight it
shouldn't cost over $20 a month. Ifwe can't afford $20 a month, then we should just the
state take over. Dan says we are working on putting a sign up and maybe a light. Bob
says a security light. Dan says we have them down there but Joe doesn't turn them on
because they cost so much. Jill says come on, we had security lights down on the farm.
Jane says anybody can cut the wires and get iii there and tear it up. John says it is also a
safety hazard. Jill says was Joe told to turn those off? Dan says no. Jane says Joe tries to
save as much as he can but if we can't budget enough money to have a security light on,
on a timer or something, not all of the lights hut a couple. Rick says maybe motion

-.
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sensors. John says people may break in and steal. things to sell such as metal and copper.
Dan says he will bring this up at the next BP A meeting.
Jane says out Village is no doubt the only Village, City, whatever you want to call us that
doesn't have Christmas lights up. She says she would like to know whatever happened to
the lights we had. You can go anyplace you know and what ate we a bunch of atheists or
a bunch of scrooges? It's really a knock in the face when you go through here and there is
nothing up. Jane says she has laid awake 3 nights, thinking Christmas lights and the
sewer plant.
Bob asks what happened to water bills this month? Tara says that she has been ordedng
the billing envelopes as we go incase we went to· SnmttBill. The envelope printer told me
the order would be here a week before it actually ·got here. Their excuse was the holidays.
We got the envelopes today and sent them out today.
Rick motions to pay bills, Jane seconds, Jane asks some questions, and vote all yeas.
Bob motions to adjourn, Jill seconds, and vote all yeas. Meeting adjourned.

President of Council

Chief Fiscal Officer

Date signed
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session

on December 18th, 2012 at 7pm in the

Municipal Building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council President Bob Schroeder,
Members Roger Hopkins, Jane Rarney, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, and Rick Sowers, Dan and Jearrette
Gwinn, LW Associates, Chris Lavendar, Ray Cobb, Bryan Cline, Maria and Michael Wilson, and John Serio.

The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. Mayor says the minutes are not available due to
trouble with the recording system did anybody get a copy of it? Bob says no she said she is having some
sort of problem with it, as usual. Mayor says we will suspend the reading of those minutes until the next
meeting, isthat fair? Everyone agrees.
Old Business
Outsource billing contract is tabled. Everybody got a _copy of the comparison. Bob motions to bring this
off the table, Rick Sowers seconds, vote all yeas, motion_· carries. Anybody? Possible savings of $2800 a
year. Rick Sowers asks if this has to be an ordinance or we're voting to accept. Mayor says no it's a
contract, it's voting to accept. Rick motions to accept the contract for the outsource billing, Roger
seconds, vote all no's, motion dies.
Weeds Ordinance review, was in committee. Rick says

we did meet and do the amendments as

requested. I sent copies to everyone and Tara. Jill says she called today and was told everyone would
have copies for tonight and nothing. Jane says I ~ave it. Bob does too; it was in his box this morning.

-

Mayor says did you look in your box? Jill says I couldn't get in. Bryan will make 4 copies for the others.
Roger asks for the Ordinance number. Rick says he dqe~n't know what it should be. Rick says we have
two Ordinances and one Resolution. Mayor says the Resolution would be 2012-17. Mayor says so what
is the amendment to the Weeds Ordinance? Rick says we are amending Ordinance 2008-25 to control
weeks, um~ and section 4, subsection A previously stated that if the Village has to have somebody cut
the grass or take care of the weeks on a property, we would charge the property owner for that a 20%
administrative fee would be added to that amount, not to exceed $200. Essentially what the Ordinance
Committee did was rather than 20%, there will be a $100flat administrative fee which also eliminates
the $200 cap. Roger motions to pass Weeds Ordinance, Jill seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
Ordinance 2012-13 to amend Ordinance 2008-07 Development fees. Mayor says this was also sent to
the Ordinance committee. Rick says previously there _was a three way split between the police, parks,
and street departments. Overall there is a $875 construction permit fee per building. The Ordinance
Committee decided to break that down and increase it somewhat, um, single family residential, we are
recommending a $1000 impact fee, multi-family reside·ntial, we are recommending $1250 impact fee;
and for Commercial construction $1500. Section 2 we are adding and the three ways split between
police, parks and street, uh, 65% of the impact fee goes to parks, 20% to police, 15% to the street. Rick
0

then also motions to accept it, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas, motion carries.
~-

Resolution 2008-11 we will table since nobody has a copy. Bob motions to table Resolution 2008-11,
Rick seconds, Roger says can't we make copies? Bob says nobody has one, Rick says a possible reason
for that is that when it sent to the solicitor for review, there was a recommendation that he made that I
had to copy/paste the old Resolution in there, I had typed it out before we actually put the whole thing
in there. I had to go back and fix it and redistribute just today. Jill says she had them, she said oh yeah, I
have them. Rick says ok. Vote all yeas, motion carries,

................. __
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olid Waste Bid was on the agenda for last meeting. Bob motions to bring solid waste back to the table,
ane seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Roger says it's my understanding we only got one bid on
hat? Bob says that is correct, that's all we had. Roger says I got an email from Local Waste and he said
he didn't know anything about the bid. I emailed him ba·i::k and told him it was in the paper and
verything and I haven't heard anything back frorn him.· Rick says we tabled it last time just for review,
nybody wanted to revie·w it and I will make a motion to accept the bid, Bob seconds, Mayor says are
ou accepting option 1and2? Jill asks Mr. Lavender about the containers used for recyclables. He says
hat we use one container for all recyclables. Our facility automatically separates the materials with
ensors. He explains the options he gave to them. Matt asks if the big containers for trash are provided.
hris says they are available for rent. Chris further explains the proposal and answers more questions
rom the Council. Vote all yeas, rnotion carries.
rdinance 2009-10 Senior Discount - This was brought forth by the Chief Fiscal Officer by the request of
he Board of Public Affairs. Chairman is there anything that you would like to say on that itern. Dan
oesn't remember. Mayor says it was something about updating the, Dan says the earnings of the
eniors? Mayor says yes. There is some discussion, Roger motions to table, Bob seconds, vote all ye~as,
otion carries.
ew Business
ayor says I have to add a couple things to new business. Temporary appropriations and waste water
ates. I did not have my notes with me whenever I made this agenda, will Council accept those two new
dditions? Everyone agrees. Mayor says before we g~t to new business, the floor is open to the public.
nyone? No. At this time then, I would like to turn the meeting over to Officer Cline. We have a couple
wards we would like to pass out this year for our officers. Bryan says a couple weeks ago, we done a
od drive for the Ashville Food Bank, we didn't do too badly. Sgt. Dauberman got an email to do a toy
rive for the Salvation Army, we had a short time advertising it, but we all pulled together and thanks to
gt. Dauberman it was a huge success. The amount of toys was unreal. We thank everyone who was
valved in that. For the services that Dauberman has done, we want to present him with the
ommunity Service Award for this year. He hands Dauberman his award and shakes his hand. The
cond award, normally we do this at our Christmas pa(ty, but with these two awards we thought it was
portant that everyone sees these. This one is for Officer of the year, this officer frorn the start of the
ear, has went well beyond the call of duty, seizing drugs, seizing money, making arrests, getting drugs
ff the streets, handling calls, coming in when we need him, making sacrifices in personal life to

come ih

nd help us out. Off duty, Officer Elder was out one night eating supper in Grove City, someone was
ying to rob the place; Officer Elder stepped up and foiled their plan, so thanks to Officer Elder for all
at he's done. Officer of the Year. Officer Elder accepts his award. Bryan turns the meeting back over to

ew Business
w to Moderate housing project. I believe everyone.received a parnphlet on this at the last meeting
d a sample resolution. LW Associate rep stands and says this week dropped off this sample resolution

---

e need for the family housing project. We wanted to be here tonight to answer any questions you
ve about the proposal. These are 3 and 4 bedrooms. There is a minimum income of $18,000 a year to
able to afford rent; the highest income allowance goes up to $42,000. Rent ranges are around $SUO
$620. It does utilize the low income tax credit. This one would be managed by Community Investment
rvices out of Ashville, not metropolitan, this is not public housing. The Mayor says he has spoken to an
fficer in Circleville and they say their development is a very nice place with no crime. The rep says we
police background checks on all our residents, as well as credit checks. We will have a 3000 square
f ot community building with a kitchenette and work out room, a shelter house, and playground. There
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will be 50 units; our vaccmcy rate is less than 4%. They all have garages. The project would start the end
of 2013 and be done the latter part of 2014. Mayor says he talked to the Superintendent at Teays Valley
and he said it was totally up to South Bloomfield, they had no problem with it. John from LW Associates
says that he attended the Planning and Zoning Board m·e-eting last night and Mrs. Barbee and Dale
Hoover were okay with it. There would be a main line looped around the complex and a tap into that
from every building. LW Associates would pay one total bill to the Village. Mayor says anything over 3
units is classified as commercial. LW Associates agrees. We ask that the Council takes the time to look
over the resolution to see what needs changed that we can talk about at the next meeting. We are just
trying to get to the point where we can submit our app)ication which is due February 215t. There is some
random discussion on this subject among the Councii and audience members. Matt motions to seffd the
Resolution to the Ordinance Committee, Roger seconds, vote all yeas.
Online Software for Utillity Billing
Mayor says supposedly our company UB Pro for utility billing has an option of paying on line. Matt and
the Mayor have both had requests from residents for the option to pay on line. It is n·o cost to the
Village; accept maybe we have to put a memo out with the water bills to let the residents know this
service is available. Mayor advises Council to read through the contract. Roger motions to table, Jill
seconds, Vote all yeas, item tabled.
Village Solicitor
Mayor says did Tara forward Council the email from the_ solicitor on his hourly rate? Yes they got it in the
email. Mayor says without a contract, he will bill us hourly. Jane thinks we don't need to change all the
ordinances all the time. Mayor says there are thousands· of ordinances and that is personal opinion. Jane
says I just don't see where we need an attorney to check every ordinance we write. Matt says it comes
down to if we are using him more than 5 hours a month .at $200 an hour is the breakeven point and it
would make sense to keep him on the retainer. Jane says if we don't have any confidence in ourselves to
do an ordinance without sending it off to an attorney, than everyone needs to get off this Co until. Roger
asks if someone should call the attorney and see if he has a breakdown month by month on his hours.
Matt says either way the finance committee is going to budget $12,000. There is further discussion on
this subject. Matt motions to ask solicitor for a cont~act, Roger seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries.
Temporary Appropriations
I got a message that it is not finished. She got the general fund done but not the rest. Roger motions to
table, Matt seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries, item tabled.
Waste water rates
Jane says we decided in finance that we need to raise the sewer rate $2 more dollars to meet our
payments. We might as well go ahead and do it now instead of waiting until next year. Matt says we
knew when we raised the rates, we would have to watCh our intake and possibly adjust them again. The
numbers I am seeing show that we are still not bringing in enough to cover sewer operating and debt.
We do need to look at adjusting the rate again. We will wait until we get the final 2012 numbers in and
cleaned up and then take a serious look at this. Matt says we need to transfer $99,000 to make our
sewer debt payment. Jane says the loan payments are du_e on Jan. 211 d. If we don't pay it there will be
late fees and we don't want that. There were late fee.sfast year. Mayor says read the last sentence. Jane
says it says late fees will be assessed 30 days after due date. Jane says you should pay your bills on time.
Roger motions to table the sewer rate increase, Bob seconds, vote all yeas, item tabled.
Resolution 2012-16 Transfer funds to pay sewer debt
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r ~att says in order to make our debt payment and make.it on time; we need to pass this as an
E mergency

tonight. Roger motions to pass Resolution 20.12-·16 . Matt seconds, vote all yeas, motion

c Brries. Roger motions to pass Resolution 2012-16 as an, emergency and suspend the i

1

d

and

3rd

r ~adings, Bob seconds, and vote all yeas, motion carries. ·
C bmmittee

reports - We don't have any.

r "ayor says he received a memo from the bank that states starting Jan. 1, 2013 any funds deposited in a
r bn-interest bearing account will no longer receive unlimited insurance on those funds from the FDIC.

r

ayor says that the finance committee may want to look into this. Jill says you are still insured, that is

j st a formality the banks have. I also received this from Pickaway County trustees and Fiscal Officers
J 5sociation asking for members. Anyone interested in joining? $45 per person per year. Dan says Tara

r ay be interested. Did everyone see the rnemo on the loans and how much they were reduce~ on this

r :iyment? $31,687 was saved.
~
~

ayor would like to call an executive session right now on personnel matters.
lotion to pay bills. Roger motions to pay bills, Rick seconds, and vote all yeas; motion carries. Jill

r otions to adjourn, Roger seconds, and vote all yeas, meeting adjourned.

F esident of Council

Chief Fiscal Officer

Date signed

